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Friedemann Bi.ittel, New Creation and New Life. A Study of KAINH KTIEIE and 
Its Ethical Implications in Pauline Theology, submitted to the University of Dur-
ham, Faculty of Arts, for the qualification of the degree of M.Theol., 1992 
The conception of xatv~ xricrt~ (2Cor 5.17; Gal 6,15) has often been regarded as 
one of the most significant ideas within Pauline theology. Yet, it is not of Pauline 
origin. Paul derived the term from early Jewish eschatology (rooted in Deutero-
Isaiah) and introduced it into early Christian theology in order to defend and to 
clarify his own position against Jewish Christian opponents. Thereby xatv~ xricrt~ 
received its specific Pauline anthropological (individual and ecclesiological) and 
present eschatological meaning which is without analogy in early Judaism: God's 
new creation, the great exodus from the slavery of sin and death, must no longer 
be expected from the future, but in the atoning Christ event at the cross it has al-
ready become a present reality. In Christ's death as inclusive representative for all 
a new order of soteriological equality of all mankind has been established. What 
counts is neither to belong to the Jewish nation nor to the Gentiles but to 
participate - by faith and baptism and through the Spirit - in the new humanity of 
the xatv~ xricrt~ in Christ. This new reality will be made visible in the eschatologi-
cal future in which also the whole non-human cosmos will be transformed. 
The xatv~ xticrt~ is a creation of Christ's love for all humanity (2Cor 5.14f). 
This love continues to be the driving and directing force of the participants in the 
xatv~ xricrt~ evoking their love for Christ and for one another. So, love is the in-
evitable ethical implication for those who live in the xatv~ xricrt~. The new reality 
necessarily calls forth a new life, a new conduct according to the xat v~ xricrt~ in 
which the old classifications of superiority and inferiority, Jew and Greek, slave 
and free, male and female have lost their validity. 
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It was a NT seminar of Prof. Peter Stuhlmacher in Tubingen on 'Baptism in the 
New Testament' that first aroused my interest in the Pauline conception of xatv~ 
xticw;. I soon realized that this conception has its place right at the heart of Paul's 
theology and since I was studying NT ethics at that time anyway I began to wonder 
whether xatv~ xticrt~ involves the ethical question, the new life, and if so which 
concrete form it would take. But, unfortunately, for the time being I could not 
trace this interesting path for various reasons. Therefore, I was all the more happy 
to have the opportunity to spent a year of post-graduate research studies on that 
topic at the University of Durham, the result of which is put together in this thesis 
submitted for the degree of a 'Master of Theology'. 
I am greatly indebted to all those who made this year possible through their 
support, encouragement and advice. In particular I would like to mention my aunt 
Marta Rentschler whose help enabled me to stay for the full academic year in 
Durham. I am also most grateful to Prof. J.D.G.Dunn who never seemed to get 
tired of sorting out the administrative problems which were involved with my 
sojourn in Durham. Moreover, a warm 'Thank you!' goes to Mateen Blass for his 
friendship and the stimulating exchange of ideas during that year, to my friend 
Gotz Hauser with whom I walked through the heights and the depths of writing a 
dissertation, and also to Rene who always made my brain relax with her humour. 
But above all my warmest thanks are due to Dr. A.J.M.Wedderburn who was 
much more than a good supervisor. With his stimulating and constructive critique, 
always expressed in his friendly unobtrusive fashion, he provided the ideal climate 
in which my thesis could grow. 
Erlangen, Germany Friedemann Butte! 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
In general this study follows the conventions given in the Journal of Biblical Litera-
ture 107 (1988), 579-596. Supplementary abbreviations are taken from S. Schwert-
ner's Intemationales Abkiirzungsverzeichnis fUr Theologie und Grenzgebiete, Berlin-
New York 1978. 
In addition the following have been used: 
BA W.Bauer/K.+BAland, Griechisch-deutsches Worterbuch zu den Schriften des Neuen Te-
staments und der friihchristlichen Literatur, Berlin-New York 19866• 
BR E.Bornemann/E.Risch, Griechische Grammatik, Frankfurt-Berlin-Miinchen 19782• 
CK H.Cremer /J .Kogel, Biblisch-theologisches Worterbuch des neutestamentlichen Griechisch, 
Stuttgart-Gotha 192311 • 
DSS Dead Sea Scrolls 
GLRB = EA.Sophocles, Greek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine Periods (from B.C. 146 to A.D. 
1100), 2 Vols., New York without year. 
TanchB = Tanchuma (ed. M.Buber) 
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§ 1) Introduction 
In 2Cor 5.17 Paul writes: 'If anyone is in Christ, he has become a new creation; the 
old has gone, behold, new things have come to be.' Undoubtedly, this statement 
about the xat vi] xticrtc;: is one of the best known verses of the whole NT and more 
than once exegetes have strongly emphasized its immense theological significance. 
It is considered the most powerful thing that Paul knows to say about the work of 
Christ1 and Stuhlmacher2 holds that in the technical term xatvi] xticrtc;: all essen-
tial topics of Pauline theology interlace. Or Aymer3 comes to the conclusion that 
xatvi] xticrtc;: 'fully expresses Paul's gospel and comprehensively includes all the 
major themes of Paul's theology.' These remarks on the importance of the Pauline 
conception of xatvi] xticrtc;: make one expect to find a vast number of essays or 
monographs on that topic. But surprisingly, there are only a few" and all of them 
come to more or less different interpretations: 
Examining the role and the meaning of xat vi] xticrtc;: in Pauline theology 
Schneider reaches the conclusion that Paul uses xatvi] xticrtc;: basically in an 
anthropological sense: xat vi] xticrtc;: means eschatological new creation of man 
through baptism into Christ in whom the xatvi] xticrtc;: has been inaugurated,5 i.e. 
Paul speaks about the moral-religious new creation of man.6 But this new creation 
of man will finally result in the new creation of the non-human creation. Hence, 
for Schneider xatvi] xticrtc;: has also a cosmological connotation.? 
The purpose of Stuhlmacher's essay is to demonstrate the ontological charac-
ter of xatvi] xticrtc;: in Paul. Accordingly, xatvi] xticrtc;: is a new being, a new world 
1 Windisch, 2Kor, 184. 
2 
'Erwiigungen,' 1; cf. also Schneider, 'Idee,' 257: 'Die Idee der Neuschopfung ist grundlegend fiir die 
Theologie des Paulus.' 
3 Understanding, 181. 
4 W.Schweitzer, Gotteskindschaft, Wiedergeburt und Emeuernng im Neuen Testament und in seiner 
Umwelt (unpublished dissertation), Tiibingen 1944; G.Schneider, KAINH KTn:n:. Die Idee der Neu-
schOpfung beim Aposte/ Paulus und ihr re/igionsgeschicht/icher Hintergrnnd (unpublished dissertation), 
Trier 1959; Stuhlmacher, 'Erwiigungen' (1967); Aymer, Understanding (1983); Mell, Schopfung 
(1989). Unfortunately the study of Schweitzer was not available to us, nor the dissertation of Schnei-
der. But the latter published the paper he read on the occasion of his graduation ('Idee') which provi-
des a summary of his dissertation and makes his position sufficiently clear. 
5 
'Idee,' 265f. 
6 Ibid., 269f. 
7 But he has to admit, 'Idee,' 268: 'Immerhin ist zu beachten, daB Paulus dieses Ereignis der letzten 
Gottestat nicht ausdriicklich Neuschopfung nennt. Er spricht auch nicht - wie 2 Petr 3,13 und Apk 
21,1 - von einem neuen Himmel und einer neuen Erde. Die bereits angebrochene Neue Schopfung 
steht bei Paulus in hellerem Licht. Die Endvollendung wird dadurch zur letzten Konsequenz des be-
reits verwirklichten Anbruchs der Neuen Schopfung.' For more on Schneider's position see below § 2 
n.36. 
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which has been inaugurated through the advent of God's creative word in Christ8 
'[das] sich proleptisch in die Verkiindigung des Apostels hinein ereignet.'9 The 
apostolic gospel is therefore nothing else than the apocalyptic prolepsis of God's 
creative word that grants a new being in the power of the Spirit. Influenced by 
Kasemann 10 Stuhlmacher emphasizes that Kat vi} Kticn~ must not be understood 
exclusively anthropologically. Rather we have to recognize the cosmological and 
ecclesiological-collective horizon in which Kat vi} Kticrv; stands: Katvi} Kticrt~ is 'die 
erwahlungsgeschichtlich und kosmologisch orientierte nota creaturae der Endzeit, 
das eschatologische Grundgesetz des Christenstandes als Kirche'.11 
For Aymer, however, Kat vi} KTicrt~ does not describe the new being or the new 
nature of the Christian existence but the entire eschatological reality in Christ12 
which includes both humanity and nature.l3 Therefore, Katvi} Kticrt~ is an anthro-
pological and a cosmological conception. It is not an 'individual experience of sal-
vation but a participation by believers in the future eschatological age already ma-
de possible'14 through Christ. Hence, Katvi} KTicrt~ in Paul has a present and afu,tu-
re dimension. 15 
Finally, we have to mention Mell's learned study. According to his interpreta-
tion Kat vi} KTicrt~ in Paul does not imply an ontological transformation of man, 16 
nor is it characterized by a proleptic structure: Katvi} KTicrt~ does not anticipate 
the future cosmological new creationP Rather, it is primarily a soteriological 
term18 which is essentially linked with theological anthropology. The new creation, 
inaugurated in Christ - the Christ event is the turn of time - and a present-
eschatological reality since Christ, is the new soteriological order of creation that 
(in baptism19) creates the one new humanity of Jews and Gentiles. So, Katvi} 
8 
'Erwagungen,' 29. 
9 1bid., 32. 
1° Cf. esp. Kasemann's essay 'Zur paulinischen Anthropologie'. One of his basic conclusions is that 
anthropology in Paul is eo ipso cosmology (ibid., 46). 
11 Ibid., 8. 
12 Understanding, 115. 
13 Ibid., 83,175,180. 
14 Ibid., 180. 
15 This is no contradiction for Aymer 'because the new creation is an eschatological reality and in that 
reality present and future are not lineal concepts along a time span but are different aspects from 
which the same one eschatological time may be viewed' (ibid., 180). · 
16 SchOpfung, 392. 
17 Ibid., 392. 
18 Cf. already the subtitle of Mell's study Eine traditionsgeschichtliche und exegetische Studie zu einem 
soteriologischen Grundsatz paulinischer Theologie. 
19 Ibid., 390. 
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XTicrtc;; has an anthropological-ecclesiological focus but on the other hand it also is a 
'Verhiiltnisbegriff':20 Whoever is in Christ belongs to that new creation. 
Different as they are, all those interpretation agree in that they recognize the 
non-Pauline origin of the term xatv~ xTicrtc;;. Therefore, they all try to shed some 
light on its traditional background.21 But again, the conclusions they reach can 
hardly be reconciled.22 
As to the ethical implications of xatv~ xticrt<; none of those studies shows a 
major interest in that question. Therefore, their explanations concerning the ethi-
cal implications of xatv~ xticrt<; remain fragmentary and often on a more general 
level.23 
With these introductory remarks the stage for our study is set. Since Paul him-
self relates xatv~ xticrt<; in 2Cor 5.17b with Deutero-Isaiah's theology we would 
agree with those scholars who regard xatv~ xTicrtc;; in Paul as being a traditional 
element which Paul had taken over from his Jewish heritage. Therefore, the first 
part of this study will be a concise evaluation of the different tradition-historical 
approaches that are offered by NT scholarship. This tradition-historical survey will 
be followed by the main part, an exegetical examination of the two xatv~-xticru;­
passages in Paul, 2Cor 5.17 and Gal 6.15. Our goal is to perceive, to understand 
and to define the meaning of xatv~ KTiatc;; within its Pauline context24 and then to 
clarify how we can participate in that xatv~ xticrtc;;.25 The result of our exegesis will 
either approve or disapprove of the interpretations offered by the scholars cited 
above. After this rather detailed exegesis we will try to provide a concise answer to 
the question whether or not xatv~ xticrtc;; bears ethical implications and if so 
which concrete shape these implications take. This is all the more interesting since 
this question, as far as we can see, has not yet been thoroughly thought through.26 
20 Ibid., 396. 
21 This is particularly the pronounced purpose of Mell's study. 
22 See below § 2. 
Z3 Cf. e.g. Aymer, Understanding, 119: 'It is in the light of the presence of the new creation that Paul-
ine ethics must be understood.' 
24 Our primary interest is to understand both verses within the framework of 2Cor or Gal and then, if 
helpful or necessary, to see them in the light of the wider context of the Corpus Paulinum as a whole. 
However, we restricted ourselves to the undoubtedly Pauline letters. Therefore, we did not take into 
consideration the so-called 'Deutero-Paulines' and the Pastorals. 
25 Since the (legitimate) question as to our participation in the Xat v~ XTicrtc; is not Paul's explicit con-
cern either in 2Cor or in Gal we can restrict ourselves to some basic remarks. Otherwise, we may run 
the risk of overinterpreting Paul. 
26 A glance at modem outlines of NT ethics confirms this impression: if there is a reference to xat v~ 
XTicrt~ at all then it is only in a rather general sense: cf. Gerhardsson, Ethos, 66; Lohse, Ethik, 66,70; 
Sanders, Ethics, 54; no reference in Schrage, Ethik; Schulz, Ethik, 384f. Merk is the only one who, 
compared to the others, relatively frequently points to the significance of Xat v~ XTicrt~ for Pauline et-
4 
PART I: KAINH KTIEIE -A TRADITION-HISTORICAL SURVEY 
§ 2) Tradition-historical approaches to xmvij xtic::n~- an 
evaluation 
In contemporary exegesis it is widely agreed that Paul took over the concept of 
xmvij xticn~ or at least the term from the Jewish heritage. It is difficult to find a 
modern scientific commentary on Gal or 2Cor without a reference to OT, Pseude-
pigraphal, Qumran, or Rabbinic traditions in the exegesis of the xatvi]-xticnr;-
passages (Gal 6.15; 2Cor 5.17).1 And for the few monographs/essays on xatvij 
xticrv;2 the tradition-historical approach is essential even if the results may be ra-
ther different. 
But the assumption that Paul referred to non-biblical traditions in his state-
ments about the xatvij xticrt~ was made much earlier: in a list of canonical and 
non-canonical quotations in Paul Euthalios (about 4th cent. AD) notes Gal6.15 as 
a reference to a Mwucrtw~ cm6xpu<pov.3 Whether or not we can rely on this note,4 
it is obvious that even in a pre-critical period the possibility of a non-Pauline origin 
of xaLVij xticrt~ was taken into consideration. 
Though NT scholars have nearly reached a consensus in deriving xat vi] xticrt~ 
from Jewish traditions, the question to which actual sources Paul refers and to 
what extent has found quite different answers. And those answers are often not 
very precise, particularly in the commentaries, where the interested reader fre-
quently finds just short notes on the tradition-historical question. In this situation 
we are particularly indebted to Ulrich Mell for trying to shed new light on the con-
ception of xatvi] xticrt~ in Paul and its tradition-historical background. Undoub-
tedly his dissertation Neue Schopfung, published in 1989, is the most scholarly exa-
mination of this subject up to now. He set, as it were, the standard for any future 
study of it. This may be reason enough to have a closer look at his work and posi-
tion right at the outset of our review. 
hies ( cf. Handeln, 5,16,19,20,235). 
1 An exception is Fung's commentary on Galatians (1988) which regards xmv~ XTtat<; as original in 
Paul (306). 
2 See § 1 n.3. 
3 Mell, SchOpfung, 9. 
4 The evidence is not strong enough to confirm it, cf. Burton, Gal, 356 n. *; Lietzmann, Gal, 44; Mell, 
SchOpfung, 9; with theological arguments Lightfoot, Gal, 224; Oepke, Gal, 204. 
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2.1) Ulrich Mell's tradition-historical approach 
2.1.1) Description 
The subtitle Eine traditionsgeschichtliche und exegetische Studie zu einem soteriolo-
gischen Grundsatz paulinischer Theologie already reveals the outline of Mell's dis-
sertation: It consists of two main parts. Part A provides a study in the tradition-
historical background of the term KatV~ Krten~, whereas Part B examines the mea-
ning and the function of Katv~ Krten~ in Pauline theology. 
The starting point of Part A is a review of literature dealing with the tradition-
historical background of Katv~ Kticrt~.5 Mell distinguishes four different models of 
a tradition-historical derivation, which, however, are not to be understood as ex-
clusive: 1) "'Neue Schopfung" - ein rabbinischer Schulbegriff?,'6 2) '"Neue Schop-
fung" - eine Metapher aus der jiidischen Proselytentheologie?,'7 3) '"Neue Schop-
fung"- gottliche Vorausverwirklichung endzeitlicher Neuschopfung in der eschato-
logischen Heilsgemeinde?,'8 4) '"Neue Schopfung" - apokalyptischer Fachbegriff 
kosmologisch-jenseitiger Zukunftsspekulation?' .9 But Mell's discussion of these 
approaches does not provide him with a satisfying answer. There are too many 
misinterpretations and wrong conclusions. For this reason he reexamines precisely 
the new creation passages in the various Jewish scriptures with special attention to 
the question whether Paul - as seems most likely - directly or indirectly took over 
'new creation' from Jewish apocalyptic sources. At the end of his review Mellis in-
clined to regard early Jewish scriptures with an eschatologisch-endzeitlichen Prii-
gung (see below) as the background for Kat v~ Kticn~ in Paul. 
Before Mell begins his own tradition-historical examination he gives a clear 
account of his methodological procedure.10 First of all he considers 'die bei einer 
religionsgeschichtlichen Analyse grundsatzlich vorstellbaren Moglichkeiten einer 
traditionsgeschichtlichen Bezugnahme'11 and distinguishes four possibilities: a) 
KatV~ Kticrt~ is a terminus technicus in pre-Pauline literature with a clearly defined 
content. b) Katv~ Kticn~ is of Pauline origin. c) The idea of a new creation was 
5 Sch6pfung, 9-32. 
6 Ibid., 15. 
7 Ibid., 22. 
8 Ibid., 24. 
9 Ibid., 29. 
10 Ibid., 32-45. 
11 Ibid., 33. 
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preformed in the tradition without xatv~ xticrt~ as a tenninus technicus. d) The 
Pauline xatv~ xticrt~ is a radical transformation of the tradition. 
Mell's second methodological consideration concerns formal criteria for the 
selection of the material. 'Urn ein uferloses Sammeln von religionsgeschichtli-
chem Vergleichsmaterial unter dem Stichwort wie "menschliche Neuheitserfah-
rung" bzw. "kosmische Neuheitsvorstellungen" zu vermeiden, miissen bei Paulus 
selbst die Vorgaben genommen werden.' 12 The guideline therefore is the semantic 
structure of the term xat v~ xticrt~ in Paul. 
Thirdly Mell defines internal criteria for the selection of the material, which 
also have to be derived from Paul himself. a) Since Paul explains xatv~ xticrt~ in 
2Cor 5.17b with Dtlsa 43.18,19a we do not only have to ask whether the term 
xatv~ xticrt~ occurs in the Jewish tradition but also if there is a reference to 
Deutero-Isaiah's prophecy of a new creation. b) In Paul xatv~ xticrt~ has an es-
chatological setting with God as the active subject. Therefore we have to look for 
references in the early Jewish literature to God's eschatological renewing work. 
Finally Mell clarifies the mode of his tradition-historical procedure by quoting 
A.Vogtle: '"Die einzelnen in Betracht kommenden Belegstellen sind zunachst fiir 
sich genommen zu analysieren und unter Beriicksichtigung ihres unmittelbaren 
Kontextes wie ihres Gesamtkontextes (der betreffenden Schrift oder Schriften-
gruppe ), ihrer literarischen Art und ihres historischen Ortes auf ihre Aussagein-
tention zu priifen".'13 
With a few exceptions the terminus ad quem for texts to be taken into con-
sideration is the 1st century AD. It is not the purpose of Mell's study to cover all 
variations of the conception of new creation throughout the Jewish tradition but to 
present an appropriate contribution to the understanding of xatv~ xticrt~ in Paul 
from a tradition-historical perspective. 
Mell concludes this chapter by explaining two hermeneutical premises: 
1) 'Annahme eines konsequent iiberlieferungsgeschichtlichen Modells' 14 as a 
living process of actualization of tradition.15 Even the NT is part of this process, 
'nicht ohne in einem kritischen AuswahlprozeB das Oberkommene am MaB einer 
Hermeneutik Jesu Christi zu messen.'16 2) The biblical concept of a 'new creation' 
12 Ibid., 36. 
13 Ibid., 42. 
14 Ibid., 44. 
15 Ibid., 44: 'Bei aller Vielfalt der Bearbeitungen des Neuschopfungsthemas im Friihjudentum laBt 
sich als ihre theologische Mitte bestimmen, daB die Einzeltexte Dokumente des Bemiihens Israels 
sind, Zeugnis fur die Offenbarung Gottes zu sein.' Mell refers here particularly to H.Gese, 'Tradi-
tion,' 91. 
16 Ibid., 44f. 
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is part of a religious language which is genuinely Jewish. Even in Early Judaism 
this biblical language is preferred. Influences of non-biblical conceptions of 
renewal on the development of the early Jewish/early Christian idea of a new 
creation are very slight.17 Therefore we have to listen carefully to this biblical 
language. 'Der Akt des horenden Vemehmens auf die biblische Sprache mochte 
( ... ) der erste und wichtigste Grundsatz dieser traditionsgeschichtlichen Arbeit 
sein.'18 
Mell starts his actual tradition-historical work in the OT. The concept of a new 
creation is first found in Deutero-Isaiah 43.16-21 (esp. 19a), an eschatological in-
terpretation of the history of Israel: God keeps his promises to his people and as 
'Herr der Welt/Schopfung ist Jahwe alleiniger Herr der Geschichte und fiihrt aile 
neue Zukunft ( ... ) nach dem Hiatus der Geschichte, dem Exil, in Souveranitat her-
bei.'19 God, the creator, is acting in history for the salvation of his people (second 
exodus). Thus new creation in Deutero-Isaiah is a transforming and renewing act 
of God confined, however, to Israel as the people of God. 
Since this second exodus failed to appear soon it was already Trito-Isaiah who 
interpreted this hope for a second exodus in a new way (65.17a): he transcends 
Deutero-Isaiah's eschatological interpretation of new creation and speaks about 
the cosmological completion of the world in the end, beyond history and no longer 
bound to a national eschatology.20 With the final redaction of Isa an apocalyptic 
interpretation of this theme began (Isa 66.17-24 ), which infers the idea of the im-
mortality of the eschatological community of salvation from a combination of Isa 
48.13 and 65.17a. This implies a realistic understanding of the renewal of the 
world. 
The same process of an adopting and adapting interpretation of tradition can 
be found within the scriptures of early Judaism. 'Dabei kann eine sich an Dtjes 
orientierende endzeitlich-eschatologische von einer an Trjes sich anlehnenden 
apokalyptisch-visionaren Rezeptionslinie unterschieden werden.'21 The first line is 
represented in Qumran (1QS 4.25; cf. 1QH 13.11f) and in literature close to its 
thinking (lEnoch 72.1; cf. Jub. 1.29).22 It is within this line that the term 'new crea-
17 This points to the close connection between 'Sprache und Daseinsauslegung des Menschen. Eine 
Untersuchung zur NeuschOpfungsvorstellung ist darum immer zugleich eine Einfiihrung in das Ver-
stehen jiid.-atl. und jiid.-urchristlicher Glaubensexistenz.' (ibid., 45). 
18 Ibid., 45. 
19 Ibid., 66. 
20 Ibid., 67: 'Tritojesaja stellt damit eine entscheidende Marke auf dem Weg zur Transzendentalisie-
rung des Hells im Geschichtsdualismus der apokalyptischen Bewegung dar.' 
21 Ibid., 254 (bold original). 
22 Ibid., 254 (bold original): 'Auffiillig ist bier, daB theologische Gelehrsamkeit der endzeitliche-
eschatologischen NeuschOpfungsaussage immer eine Aussage iiber die Verfasstheit der creatio origi-
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tion' has been coined. As Jub. shows, 'new creation' is open 'fiir eine kosmologi-
sche, priesterliche, astronomisch-weisheitliche und bundestheologische Soteriolo-
gie. Deshalb dar£ er als Minimalkonsens asidaischer Theologie tiber das eschatolo-
gische Endheil gelten.'23 However, it cannot be confirmed that in the community 
of Qumran the eschatological hope of a new creation is anticipated by the member 
of the community at his conversion. Moreover, the present-eschatological salva-
tion consists of the abolition of the convert's lowly status as a creature and is real-
ized in constant sanctification and renewal. Paul's usage of xatvi} Kticnc;; is clearly 
along the lines of this first strand of tradition. 
The other line is represented by texts of an apocalyptic esotericism (lEnoch 
91.16; Rev 21.1; also 2Pet 3.13): In a visionary prolepsis the seer anticipates the 
divine 'Endzeitgeschichte'24 which is already existent in the heavenly world. This 
motif of an eschatological renewal of the world in the end is also preserved in the 
later doctrine of the two ages ( 4Ezra 7.74; 2Apoc.Bar. 32.6; 57.2; BibAnt. 16.3; and 
others) but under the impact of the destruction of the temple the imminent ex-
pectation of this renewal which is so characteristic for Dtlsa recedes into the back-
ground. 'In den Mittelpunkt riickt eine individuelle Entscheidungstheologie ( ... ), 
die den immer gleichen Abstand aller Juden, egal in welcher geschichtlichen Zeit 
sie Ieben, zum Eschaton behauptet'.25 Later, in the Rabbinate, the future renewal 
of the world and the participation in it is bound to the individual's obedience to 
the Torah. 'Die dialektische, die Naherwartung bewahrende Geschichtsdeutung 
der Apokalyptik entwickelt sich im Rabbinat zur zeitlosen Mahnung, ein Leben 
nach der Thora zu fiihren, da es eine heilvolle Zukunftsperspektive besitzt.'26 But 
undoubtedly this is a post-Pauline stage of development. In this connection it can-
not be confirmed, that the Pauline term xatvi] xticnc;; derives from the Rabbinic 
itiLhn i1~1:l, because the earliest evidence of itilhn i1,1:J is in the 4th century AD. 
Within the Jewish theology of conversion the proselyte is compared with a 
newborn baby in a very uneschatological way in order to demonstrate the situation 
of the new beginning. Nowhere is the proselyte himself called a new creation. 
Strikingly eschatological, however, is the background of JosAs. where even more 
clearly the future-cosmological eschatology is replaced by an individual-
postmortal: The conversion of Aseneth, the gentile daughter of a priest, is 
nalis voranstellt.' 
23 Ibid., 254. 
24 Ibid., 255. 
2S Ibid., 176. 
26 Ibid., 255. 
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regarded as the prototypical story of all converts, which brings about the participa-
tion in eternal life in the future. 'Zu beachten ist, daB das theologische Konzept 
von JosAs einer Oberblendung von Schopfung und Erlosung im Ereignis der sin-
guHiren Konversion eines Proselyten nur uneigentlich als "Neubele-
bung/Neuschopfung" zu bezeichnen ist. Betont wird in JosAs nicht der Neuheits-
aspekt einer die verdorbene, alte, erste Schopfung iiberwindenden neuen Schop-
fung, sondern betont wird die Erfiillung der nur vom heidnischen Menschen nach-
zuholenden Umkehr zum wahren Gottesglauben, so daB urspriingliche Geschopf-
lichkeit in der inspirativen Begabung des Menschen mit Gottesgeist geschieht.'27 
'Summa: Der paulinische Begriff xatv~ xticru; erweist sich als vorpaulinischer 
Konsensbegriff frii.hjiidischer Eschatologie fiir das Gottes Initiative vorbehaltene 
iiberwaltigend-wundervolle futurische Endheil. Der abstrakte Begriff ist in der 
friihjiidischen Theologie nicht einseitig, z.B. kosmologisch, festgelegt, sondern of-
fen fiir eine soteriologische Fiillung. Eine anthropologische und prasentisch-
eschatologische Verwendung des Begriffes wie des Motivs der neuen Schopfung 
konnte in der frii.hjiidischen Literatur nicht nachgewiesen werden.'28 
In Part B29 Mell argues for Paul having taken over Gal 6.15 from Hellenistic 
early Christianity in order to gain his opponents' agreement for hi~ bold 
soteriological inferences from the cross of Christ. Gal 6.15 proclaims the 
'Uberwindung der erwahlungstheologischen Differenzierung der Menschheit in 
zwei soteriologisch negativ und positiv bewertete Gruppen' and presupposes 'eine 
thoraunabhangige N eukonzeption einer universal en Erwahlungstheologie '30 
particularly represented by the Hellenistic early Christianity which shaped Paul's 
thought. This Hellenistic theology, which can with care be extracted primarily from 
the traditional Christian material in 1 Thess and Gal, is characterized by a peculiar 
relationship of continuity and discontinuity with Judaism. This relationship can be 
analysed in four complementary ways: 1) as polemical appropriation of the 
synagogal claim of salvation (Gal3.7,29; 4.7,28,31), 2) as continuation and comple-
tion in fulfilling the will of God (1Thess 4.3,8-10) in love, the new 'Leitprinzip "an-
tiochenischer" Frommigkeit' (Gal 5.6,22),31 3) as confirmation of the place of the 
new Christian community in the divine economy (1Thess 1.4f; 2.12f; 4.15-17; 
5.9,23f), 4) as development of a new normative principle that constitutes the new 
Z7 Ibid., 251. 
28 Ibid., 257. 
'19 See particularly ibid., 298-315. 
30 Ibid., 300. 
31 Ibid., 302. It seems to Mell that the term xat v~ X Time; with its ontological connotations does not fit 
into this new primarily ethical-juridical 'Antiochenic' conception. 
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· community- the Christ-event (lCor 12.13; Gal3.27f). But for Mell this Hellenistic 
theology cannot provide a satisfactory framework for the interpretation of the 
creation-theological expression of xatvil XTicrt~. Therefore, Mell tries to clarify, 
'auf welche Weise das hell. Urchristentum mit dem Begriff "neue Schopfung" an 
der Traditionsbildung des Friihjudentums partizipiert'.32 But since .there is no oc-
curence of xatvil KTicrt~ in 1Thess he can only refer to Gal6.15 as an expression of 
Hellenistic theology and that means that he simply presupposes a non-Pauline 
origin of this statement about the Katvil KTicrt~. He, then, discovers a nearly con-
gruous use of Kat vf1 KTicrt~ in Hellenistic theology ( = Gal 6.15) and in Asidaic ear-
ly Judaism.33 Both have in common the antithetical usage of Katvil KTicn~,34 the 
cosmic dimension, the eschatological emphasis, the soteriological adjustment, and 
the non-metaphorical use. The only difference is the radical present setting of 
Katvil KTicrt~ in the Hellenistic theology. This makes it strikingly clear for Mell 
that the Hellenistic Christianity preceding or contemporary to Paul took over the 
concept of Kat vf1 KTicrt~ from early Judaism. The hellenistic theology abolishes the 
creation-theological distinction of early Judaism between Jew and Gentile. This 
old soteriological order of creation is displaced by the new, the Katvil KTicrt~, and 
all that for the benefit of the one church of Jewish and Gentile Christians. Here 
we have the background against which Paul's use of KatVfl KTicrt~ is to be un-
derstood and from which he took over the idea of Kat vf1 KTicrt~. 
2.1.2) Critique 
First of all we have to acknowledge the structural and methodological clarity of 
Mell's dissertation,35 which far surpasses all previous studies of Katvil KTicrt~. His 
observations and his exegesis of the relevant Jewish texts in Part A are scholarly 
and, as far as we can see, mostly precise and correct. Therefore, we will take his 
results of Part A as the tradition-historical basis for our study, acknowledging that 
32 Ibid., 303. 
33 Ibid., 304 n. 84 (bold original): 'Aufgrund begrifflicher Pragung von xmv~ XTiat~ im Friihjudentum 
ist auszuschliefien, daB die apokalyptische Offenbarungsvision himmlischer Welt (athHen 91,16; Apk 
21,1; vgl. LibAnt 3,10; Trjes 65,17; 66,22) als traditionsgeschichtliches Belegmaterial zu Gal 6,15 in 
Frage kommt.' 
34 The 'until' inlub. 1.29; JEnoch 72.1; lOS 4.25; llQTemple 29.9; Gal6.15: ana. 
35 Unfortunately this structural clarity is not always accompanied by a corresponding clarity of langua-
ge. 
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the Pauline x:atvi) X:Ticrt~ stands in the tradition of an eschatological concept of 
new creation which developed from the theology of Deutero-Isaiah.36 
But this positive valuation of Mell's study should not be allowed to cover up 
some decisive weaknesses, particularly in Part B. According to Mell Paul tries to 
gain the agreement of his opponents by referring to a common Christian tradition 
(Gal 6.15).37 This, however, seems very unlikely to us. Firstly, because Paul does 
not write his letter to his opponents but to the church, 'his' church, in Galatia and 
his primary purpose is to gain his clOEA<j>Ot back from the false gospel of his op-
ponents to the true gospel of Christ crucified (e.g. Gal 1.6-9; 3.1-5; 4.12,19). He 
does not argue with his opponents but with his 'brethren'. Instead, his opponents 
are treated with a harsh polemic ( cf. Gal 1.8f; 5.12; 6.12f). Paul does not seek the 
agreement of his opponents but of the Galatians. Secondly, if the intruders in 
Galatia are to be recognized as Christian Judaists, as Mell himself does,38 how 
then could Paul seriously expect to convince them by arguing with a pronounced 
Hellenistic Christian expression without showing any sign of compromise with 
regard to his gospel and its abolition of the soteriological distinction between Jews 
and gentiles? Again, it is much more likely that he did not want to convince them 
at all. His concern was for the Galatians. 
Closely linked to this is the other question whether Paul, as Mell assumes, has 
actually got the term xmvi) xTicrt~ from the Hellenistic theology. In section 2.6.2.2 
Mell argues with good reason for Gal 6.15 as deriving from pre-Pauline early 
Christian theology but he does not find an appropriate framework to interpret 
x:atvi) x:Ticrt~ in this context satisfactorily. Therefore, in order to solve this 
36 At the same time we want to reject Schneider's interpretation as far as it is shown in his essay in 
TTZ 68 (1959): 'Die Idee der Neusch6pfung beim Apostel Paulus und ihr religionsgeschichtlicher 
Hintergrund'. He fails to recognize that Paul himself uses Deutero-Isaiah as an interpretament of his 
statement about the new creation in 2Cor 5.17b. Instead, he regards Jer 31.21f and Ezek 36.26f (new 
heart, new Spirit) as the background out of which Paul's understanding of xmvi) x-rim~ emerged. 
'Das Spiitjudentum dachte in seiner apokalyptischen Denkrichtung vor allem an die kosmische Neu-
schopfung oder gar an nationalen Triumph'(269) and in the community of Qumran he fmds an 
anthropological use of new creation. 'Bei Paulus aber hat die Idee der Neusch6pfung ( ... ) durchaus 
christologisches Gepdige. Das geschichtliche Ereignis des Heilstodes Christi leitet die Neue Schop-
fung ein. Das ist die neue Priigung der Neusch6pfungsidee bei Paulus. Der Apostel steht aber dabei 
in der Nachfolge der Propheten Jeremias und Ezechiel, die die Neusch6pfung des Menschen in sei-
nem lnneren verkiindigt haben. Paulus redet von der sittlich-religiosen Neusch6pfung des Men-
schen.'(269f) This might well be an important aspect of Paul's teaching of the new creation, but it is 
to be doubted whether it can function as a satisfactory explanation of all aspects of it. Moreover, the 
crucial question, how he would describe the relationship between Paul's christological interpretation 
of the new creation and this moral-religious renewal of men, remains disquietingly unanswered. 
37 Ibid., 298: 'Mit einer traditionellen christlichen Forme! wirbt Paulus bei seinen Kontrahenten urn 
Zustimmung (Gal 6,15) zu seiner gewagten soteriologischen Konsequenz aus dem eschatologischen 
Verstiindnis des Christusereignisses.' 
38 Ibid., 285ff. With the question of Paul's opponents see below 3.2.3. 
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problem, Mell tries to clarify in the following section 'auf welche Weise das hell. 
Urchristentum mit dem Begriff "neue Schopfung" an der Traditionsbildung des 
Friihjudentums partizipiert'.39 This procedure calls for some critical comments. To 
begin with, what Mell has actually shown in section 2.6.2.2 is that the abolition of 
the soteriological distinction between Jews and gentiles was part of the Hellenistic 
theology of early Christianity ( cf. e.g. Gal 3.28) and we can agree with that. 
However, what he has not shown is, that xatv~ Krten~ too is part of this theology. 
He simply - illegitimately - presupposes it and regards Gal 6.15 in its present form 
(including xatv~ XTicrt~) as traditional Christian material. We, however, would 
rather see a strong case for Paul having introduced xatv~ XTicrt~ into the early 
Christian language and theology: Firstly, with the exception of 2Cor 5.17 xatv~ 
xTicrt~ occurs nowhere else in the NT.40 Secondly, it looks much more likely that 
the traditional formula in Gal 6.15 does not include the term xatv~ XTicrt~, since it 
can be found elsewhere without xatv~ xTicrt~ but connected with nicrn~ ot' 
ayanTJ~ evepyou~EVTJ (Gal5.6) and Ti)pT]crt~ EVTOA.wv ~Eou (1Cor 7.19).41 
To sum up: Though we may go along with Mell's tradition-historical examina-
tion in his Part A, we cannot confirm his assumption that Paul took over >Catv~ 
>eTicrt~ from a Hellenistic Christian theology. Rather, it seems more likely that Paul 
himself introduced the eschatological early Jewish concept of xaLV~ xTicrt~ into 
the Christian theology,42 reinterpreting and redefining it in the light of the Christ 
event. Therefore, the Pauline context has to be the decisive impetus for the inter-
pretation and the understanding of >CatV~ xTicrt~ in Gal 6.15 and 2Cor 5.17. The 
tradition-historical results of Part A of Mell's study may serve as a foil to a clearer 
recognition of the peculiar shape of xaLV~ XTicrtc; in Paul. 
39 Ibid., 303. 
40 Baumgarten, Paulus, 165: 'Angesichts des Fehlens von Quellen kann man nichts tiber einen eventu-
ellen Sitz des Motivs in der vorpaulinischen urchristlichen Apokalyptik ausmachen.' 
41 This, however, is not to rule out the possibility that the 'neither Jew nor Greek' expression in Helle-
nistic theology could be linked to a creation-theological statement, see e.g. Gal 3.28, where 'neither 
Jew nor Greek' is paralleled with 'neither male nor female'. But even if the unit Gal3.26ff as a whole 
is regarded as a pre-Pauline baptismal formula it still remains a moot question 'who first may have in-
troduced such a statement into baptismal parenesis - it may perfectly well have been Paul himself.' 
(Meeks, 'Image,' 181t). 
42 With Stuhlmacher, 'Erwii.gungen,' 4; Furnish, 2Cor, 314ff; cf. Barrett, 2Cor, 173ff. 
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2.2) Survey of the tradition-historical approaches43 
2.2.1) The Rabbinic model 
According to Mell44 it was Adolf von Harnack who with his essay 'Die 
Terminologie der Wiedergeburt und verwandter Erlebnisse in der altesten Kirche' 
effectively revived the discussion of 'new creation'. Harnack made the uncontested 
assumption of a non-Pauline origin of xatv~ x-ricrv; more specific by deriving this 
formula from the Rabbinic theology of conversion. However, he did not concede 
'new creation' an independent existence but regarded it, along with other terms, 
as subordinate to the theme of rebirth. 
Harnack was particularly followed by Billerbeck and Sjoberg. Billerbeck45 dis-
tinguished three possible uses of xatv~ xticrv; (= iiflhii ii~i:d): 1) as healing of 
sickness and other diseases (Exod.Rab. 3 [7Qb] to Exod 4.12), 2) as forgiveness of 
sins (Midr.Ps. 18 § 6 [69a]), 3) as an abolition of needs and dangers (Gen.Rab. 39 
[24a] to Gen 12.2; cf. Num.Rab. 11 [162c]). In other words, iitViii ii~i:d is regarded 
as a physical renewal, or a relational one, or an renewal of one's situation. Only in 
the first case does iitViii ii~i:d have a concrete meaning as a renewal of (the 
health etc. of) a man and it is always God who is the active, renewing one. 
Nowhere, however, does iitViii ii~i:d imply a moral renewal which still remains 
for the future to bring (outpouring of the Spirit; the gift of the new heart). 
In his important essay 'Wiedergeburt und Neuschopfung im palastinischen 
Judentum'46 Sjoberg did the actual tradition-historical work in a scholarly ex-
amination of the Rabbinic material. He came to similar conclusions to Billerbeck 
in stating four different uses for iiflhii ii~i:d: as a description 1) of the alteration 
43 For the sake of clarity the following distinction is based on Mell. We are well aware 1) that there 
are other possible ways to present the material (e.g. in its historical development) and 2) that the dif-
ferent presentations all have their own weaknesses (e.g. Mell's second model could partially function 
as a subsection of model one and also the connection between the conversion and the Qumran model 
is quite obvious). But referring to Mell's distinction we want to emphasize- as he perhaps should ha-
ve spelt out more explicitly - that these models are not to be understood exclusively. The names given 
to the four models in this survey are to be regarded as abbreviating paraphrases of the full titles used 
by Mell (see above). 
44 Sch6pfung, llff. 
45 Strack/Billerbeck, 3, 519; id., 2, 420-423. Of particular interest is to note his dependence on Har-
nack's earlier decision to subordinate 'new creation' to 'rebirth': All references concerning 'new crea-
tion' are attached to John 3.3 with its concept of a 'birth from above' {YEVVT)\'tfjvm avw\'t£v). With 





of the situation of the proselyte47 (Gen.Rab. 39 [378~; Cant.Rab. 1.3 § 3), 2) of the 
salvation from danger and need (Cant.Rab. 8.5; Lev.Rab. 30.3; Pesiq.R 31 Friedm. 
146b [similar Midr.Ps. 2 § 9 Bub. 14b]), 3) for the forgiveness of sins (Pesiq.R 155b; 
Lev.Rab. 29.12; Pesiq.R 40 Friedm. 169a; Midr.Ps. 18 § 6 Bub. 69a), 4) for the resur-
rection of the righteous in the end48 (TanchB m § 12 Bub. 18b /19a). Nowhere is 
i1rthn i1~i:::l used to describe an inner, religious, or ethical renewal. Nevertheless a 
man could be called a i1ilhn i1~i:::l, a 'new creature',49 because in all cases the 
whole situation of life has changed. 'Der rabbinische Neuschopfungsgedanke kann 
durch das paulinische Wort "Das Alte ist vergangen, etwas Neues ist gekommen" 
[2Cor 5.17b] treffend ausgedriickt werden,'50 though, as Sjoberg has to admit, the 
eschatological setting of Paul's statement is often missing in the Rabbinic concept 
of 'new creation'. 
There are some commentators who follow the line of interpretation given by 
Billerbeck and Sjoberg. But none of them regards the Rabbinic concept(s) of 'new 
creation' as sufficient for the interpretation of Paul's use of xmv~ xticn~. Accord-
ing to Lietzmann51 Paul possibly knew the term xatv~ xticrt~ from the Rabbinic 
tradition (i1rtlin i1~i:::l), but it is now to be understood in the light of his teaching 
on the Spirit. Wolff and Schlier see Paul's concept of xatv~ xticrt~ against a wider 
background: not just the Rabbinic sources but also the Jewish apocalyptic material 
is the basis for the interpretation of xatv~ xticrt~ in Paul.52 
However, for several reasons the assumption of a Rabbinic origin of xatv~ 
xticrv; in Paul is very unlikely. First of all we have to notice that none of the Rab-
binic i1rthn-i1~i:::l-passages is older than the 4th century. It would be methodologi-
cally illegitimate to interpret Paul in the light of post-Pauline evidence. 
47 
'Diese ist so radikal, dal3 sie mit der Sch6pfung des Menschen verglichen werden kann ( ... ). Es wird 
in der rabbinischen Literatur niemals ausdriicklich gesagt, dass der Proselyt selbst ein neues Ge-
sch6pf ist.'(ibid., 54) Cf. however Foerster, 'xnCw xtA.,' 1022: 'Neu, eine neue Schopfung, ist der 
Mensch, wo das Verhiiltnis zwischen Gott und ihm ein neues geworden ist.' But 'der Ausdruck 
Sch6pfung ist ( ... ) nicht eigentlich zu fassen, zeigt aber doch, dal3 das at.liche Wort von der Verge-
bung nicht ganz leer geblieben ist.' 
48 
'Die Auferstehung von dem Tode ist eine wirkliche Neuschopfung, sie kann nicht nur mit einer 
Neusch6pfung verglichen werden.'(ibid., 60) 
49 Cf. Sjoberg, 'Wiedergeburt,' 62: Though i1t!hn i1'i:::l mearis 'new creation' as well as 'new creature' 
in the Rabbinic literature the latter meaning' is intended. 
50 Ibid., 62. 
51 Gal, 44f. 
52 Cf. Wolff, 2Kor, 127f; Schlier, Gal, 282: The 'Vorstellung von einer neuen Schopfung gehort in den 
Bereich der mannigfachen eschatologischen Erorterungen tiber die messianische Erneuerung der 
Welt,' such as we can frequently fmd in Rabbinic and Jewish apocalyptic traditions. Cf. Sjoberg, 'Wie-
dergeburt,' 56f. 
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Secondly, the fluctuating Rabbinic usage of i1~hn i1~i::l speaks against a 
direct derivation. Of particular significance is to note that the eschatological use of 
mthn i1~i:::l in the Rabbinic sources is just one possibility among many others, 
whereas xat v~ xticrt~ in Paul is strictly eschatological, as we shall see. 
Thirdly, i1t!hn i1~i:::ljxatv~ xticrt~ means the act of creating_ as well as the 
result. Both meanings can be found in Paul - not however in the Rabbis, where al-
most always the second meaning is intended.53 
To conclude: It is not and cannot be possible to prove a direct dependence of 
Paul on the Rabbinic concept of i1ilhn i1~i:::l.54 'So sicher die rabbinischen Belege 
in einen Gesamtiiberblick zur jiid. Neuschopfungstradition gehoren, urn so deut-
licher wird, daB sie den Endpunkt einer Entwicklung nach Paulus markieren.'55 
2.2.2) The conversion model 
The basis for this model is twofold: On the one hand Rabbinic sentences like 'The 
proselyte is like a newborn babe' (Yebam 48h; Ter. Gerim 2) give the grounds for a 
tradition-historical approach aimed at interpreting xatv~ xticrt~ in Paul.56 Besides 
this, on the other hand, scholars point to the theology of the Jewish-Hellenistic 
synagoge of the diaspora,57 particularly as reflected in JosAs. The terminology 
used to describe the conversion of Aseneth ( cf. 8.9; 15.4£) led to the assumption of 
a very real concept of new creation.58 Aseneth's conversion, initiated by the Spirit 
of God (12.2; 19.11),59 is based on an individual-anthropological concept of new 
creation with a clear present-eschatological emphasis.60 This can easily be 
regarded as a close analogy to the Pauline statements about new creation. 
In a more general way this model is supported for instance by Lightfoot, Plum-
mer, Hengel, and Daube.61 
53 Sjoberg, 'Wiedergeburt,' 62. 
54 So Mell, SchOpfung, 17ff; Chilton, 'Galatians 6.15,' 311-313; Barrett, 2Cor, 173. 
55 Mell, SchOpfung, 21. 
56 Davies, Paul, 119; Jeremias, Kindertaufe, 43. 
S7 See literature given in Mell, SchOpfung, 22 n.8. 
58 Stuhlmacher, 'Erwagungen,' 17f. 
59 The Spirit is not just 'die iiberwaltigende Macht und Prasenz des Gottlichen. Er ist hier vielmehr 
( ... ) eine seinshafte, seinsstiirzende und zugleich auf den Weg der Erneuerung ( ... ) stellende Segens-
macht' (Stuhlmacher, 'Erwagungen,' 19). 
60 Mell, SchOpfung, 23; Macho, Apocrifos, 220: 'Son textos de escatologfa realizada'. Schneider, 'Idee,' 
261 regards the idea of conversion in JosAs. as an anticipation of the total new creation in the end. 
61 Lightfoot, Gal, 224: i1tl.hn i1'i:::l is 'a common expression in Jewish writers for one brought to the 
knowledge of the true God.' Similar Plummer, 2Cor, 180; Hengel, 'Kreuzestod,' 72; Daube, New Te-
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There are, however, difficulties in deriving xatv~ xticnc; from the Jewish 
theology of conversion. Firstly, nowhere in the Rabbinic literature is the proselyte 
himself called a new creation, 62 but he or she is compared to a new creation. 
Therefore, realizing this problem, Davies has to interpret the event of conversion 
metaphorically in order to find an individual concept of a new creation as an anal-
ogy to Paul. In contrast, Paul definitely and unmetaphorically calls the person f.v 
Xptcrt(il a xatv~ xticrtc; (2Cor 5.17). 
Secondly, if Kat v~ xticrtc; in Paul is regarded as a terminus technicus, the sup-
porters of the conversion model have the problem of explaining the fact that this 
term cannot be found in JosAs. JosAs. uses other words to describe the conversion 
of Aseneth.63 
For these reasons interpreting xatv~ xticrtc; in Paul one should be very careful 
about assuming that Paul is referring to the Jewish theology of conversion. 
2.2.3) The Qumran model 
In his essay 'Die in PaUistina gefundenen hebraischen Texte und das Neue Testa-
ment' (1950), published 3 years after the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls, 
K.G.Kuhn presents a first account of the spiritual world of the community of Qum-
ran. According to him this spiritual world is characterized by a strong 
anthropological dualism: On the one hand the 'community' (in,) or the 'covenant 
of God' <"~ n,i~) -on the other hand the entire cosmos, which also includes the 
Jewish people. The community of Qumran is the new and exclusive people of sal-
vation chosen by God's predestination. To become a member of the community 
means to receive the life-giving Spirit. Moreover, in 1QH 3.20f K.G.Kuhn finds 
stament, 137. 
62 Sjoberg, 'Wiedergeburt,' 55. 
63 Cf. JosAs. 15.4: 'From to-day you will be made new [avaxmvtcr{}~crl]], and refashioned 
[avan:A.acr{}~crlJ], and given new life [avaCwon:otT){}~crl]]; and you shall eat the bread of life and drink 
the cup of immortality, and be anointed with the unction of incorruption'(Sparks, AOT, 488). 
Note also the difference: 'in der rabbinischen Kasuistik ist der Vergleich eines Proselyten mit einem 
neugeborenen Kind gebrauchlich, im hell. Judentum hingegen spricht man von der Konversion als 
ErhOhungsgeschehen (Vorsilbe: ava-).'(Mell, SchOpfung, 23; bold original) This, however, does not 
mean that Mell excludes the aspect of repetition in the syllable 'ava-' ( cf. his translation of los As. 
15.5, ibid., 232, and his quotation of Liddell/Scott, ibid., 235 n.37: '"from the notion throughout (E), 
comes that of repetition and improvement, as in ava-~A.acr-ravw, -~tOW, -yEvvaw."'). 
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even the thought of a new creation: 'I thank Thee, 0 Lord, for Thou hast 
redeemed my soul from the Pit, and from the hell of Abbadon Thou hast raised 
me up to everlasting height. I walk on limitless level ground, and I know there is 
hope for him whom Thou hast shaped [i:::;~] from dust for the everlasting Council 
[C~i1' 110].'64 'Es ist zu beachten, daB bier mit dem Wort i~~ nicht von der 
Schopfung des Menschen die Rede ist, sondern gewissermaBen von einer Neu-
schopfung, namlich der Zugehorigkeit zu der Gemeinde'.65 
This interpretation of 1QH 3.20f was soon be confirmed by Sjoberg,66 who cor-
rected his own view stated in his earlier essay.67 He saw the renewal characterized 
firstly by the gift of knowledge and secondly by the gift of the Spirit. Both together 
overcome the weakness of man, resulting in a new creation, which brings about a 
real alteration, not just of the situation, but also of the nature of man.68 
Some years later H.W.Kuhn wanted to prove in his dissertation (Enderwartung 
und gegenwiirtiges Heil), that in Qumran 'neben der Beibehaltung der iiblichen fu-
turischen Enderwartung das Bewu.Btsein vorhanden war, daB in der Gemeinde das 
eschatologische Heil schon in die Gegenwart hineinreicht. '69 His scholarly exegesis 
of 1 QH 3.19-36; 11.3-14; 11.15ff; 15 led him to the conclusion that the only ap-
propriate description of the eschatology of the Hodayot is that of a 'Ineinander von 
Gegenwart und Zukunft'70 in the community of Qumran. Becoming a member of 
the community implies the reliable guarantee of the participation in the new world 
to come, 'weil sie [ = the new world] hier schon an diesem Ort, namlich in der 
Gemeinde, begonnen hat sich zu verwirklichen.'71 H.W.Kuhn discovered the same 
proleptic concept of eschatology, foreign to all other Jewish eschatology, in Rom 
8.24: tij yap eA.niot ecrcb-&ru.u:v72 but also in Paul's statements about the KatV~ 
xticrt~ (2Cor 5.17; Gal 6.15).73 But despite these parallels H.W.Kuhn emphasized 
64 Vermes,DSS, 172f. 
65 K.G.Kuhn, 'Die hebraischen Texte,' 201 n.7. 
66 
'Neuschopfung in den Toten-Meer-Rollen,' ST 9 (1956), 131-136. 'Es handelt sich ( ... )urn die Neu-
sch6pfung beim Eintritt in die Sekte, nicht urn die urspriingliche Sch6pfung des Menschen.'(133) 
67 'Wiedergeburt,' 78-81. 
68 'Neuschopfung,' 136. 
(f) Enderwartung, 11. 
70 Ibid., 178. 
71 Ibid., 179 (emphases original). As an example for this eschatological tension Kuhn points to 1 QH 
3.20f: '"es gibt eine Hoffnung ( diese Gewillheit besteht, und zwar) fiir den, den du (mit dem Eintritt in 
die Gemeinde bereits neu-)geschaffen hast'"(179, emphases original)". Cf. also Schneider, 'Idee,' 261, 
who, referring to the same text, comes to the same conclusion that it speaks about the 'bereits erfolg-
te Neuschopfung des Menschen'. 
72 Enderwartung, 180. 
73 Ibid., 50. In order to confirm this interpretation Kuhn refers particularly to the works of 
G.Schneider (seep. 50 n.2). Cf. also Mell's discussion of G.Schneider in SchOpfung, 25f. 
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strongly that early Christian eschatology is something totally different in so far as 
and because it has an christological foundation.74 
Stuhlmacher's considerations concerning the concept of a new creation in 
Qumran lead in the same direction. He states that 'die weitaus gewichtigsten 
Belege'75 for a apocalyptic theology of new creation can be found in Qumran. The 
community of Qumran was clearly expecting a cosmic-anthropological new crea-
tion. However, as he points out, this new creation is not just a future expectation 
but at the same time it is proleptically realized in the community of Qumran.76 In 
the Hodayot (1QH 3.19-2277 and 11.10-14,78 cf. also 1Q 34) Stuhlmacher finds the 
confirmation of his view: they speak of the conversion to the community of Qum-
ran as a new creation already realized by the Holy Spirit.79 
Though Stuhlmacher does not assume a direct tradition-historical dependence 
of Paul on Qumran he regards the new creation passages in the Qumran texts with 
their proleptic structure as the closest parallels to Paul's concept of a new crea-
tion.80 
The commentators are very reluctant in assuming a dependence of Paul on 
Qumran. Most of them do not refer to the Qumran texts at all in their exegesis of 
xatv~ xticrtc; in Paul81 and if they do, then either not as the only source (Becker, 
74 Ibid., 204. 
75 
'Erwagungen,' 12. So also Aymer, Understanding, 69-71, however, unlike Stuhlmacher, he does not 
fmd a clear expression of new creation in the Hodayot. Rather, he regards the apocalyptic idea of 
God's visitation to restore the Adamitic glory stated in the Rule of the Community (lOS) as closest 
to the new creation motif in Paul, for they are both eschatological ideas. 
76 Ibid., 13: 'Die Neuschopfung ist ( ... ) keine bloB zukiinftige kosmologische Erwartung, sondern sie 
ist zugleich im Umkreis des Bundes vorausverwirklicht.' Similar Aymer, Understanding, 74. 
77 See quotation above. 
78 
'For the sake of Thy glory Thou hast purified man of sin that he may be made holy for Thee, with 
no abominable uncleanness and no guilty wickedness; that he may be one [with) the children of Thy 
truth and partake of the lot of Thy Holy Ones; that bodies gnawed by worms may be raised from the 
dust to the counsel [of Thy truth], and that the perverse spirit (may be lifted) to the understanding 
[which comes from Thee]; that he may stand before Thee with the everlasting host and with [Thy] 
spirits [of holiness], to be renewed [(l.i10I:li:T'?] together with all the living and to rejoice together with 
them that know' (Vermes, DSS, 195). · 
79 Stuhlmacher's (and H.W.Kuhn's) proleptic interpretation is sharply criticised by Baumgarten, Pau-
lus, 164f. For him lOS 4.25 is the only possible text to refer to. 'Zwangt man die dunklen Stellen lQH 
3,19-22; 11,10-14 und lQH 13.11ff nicht in einen vorgefaBten Verstehenshorizont, dann ergibt sich 
eindeutig, daB sich lOS 4,25 glatt in die apokalyptischen Traditionen einfiigt, die Jub 4,26; iithHen 
72,1; 4Esr 7,75; und ApkBar(syr) 32,6; 44,12 repriisentieren.'(165) 
so 'Erwagungen,' 20. 
81 Without any reference to Qumran Bruce, Cor, 209 can plead for a proleptic understanding of xm vl) 
XTiau;;: The man 'in Christ' 'anticipates by faith the "new heaven and the new earth" of which the pro-
phet spoke (Isa. 65.17; 66.22)'. 
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Furnish)82 or in order to critizise a relationship of Paul to Qumran as being unlike-
ly (Barrett; cf. also Braun).B3 
If the proleptic interpretation of Katv~ Kticrt~ at Qumran could be proved cor-
rect, it could be an interesting parallel to the NT teaching: 'durch den Eintritt in 
eine eschatologische Gemeinde ( ... ) findet eine Neuschopfung des Menschen 
statt. '84 Though Sjoberg after his first reluctance became convinced of the accuracy 
of the proleptic interpretation of new creation in Qumran, there are still some 
problems remaining. 1) The term '><atv~ Kticrt~' does not occur in those texts, i.e. 
members of the community are not called a 'new creation'. It is at least 
methodologically problematic to infer the concept of a new creation as a present 
reality from a verbal formulation in the perfect tense (i1ni~\ 1QH 3.21). This 
leads to the other question, 2) whether Schneider's, H.W.Kuhn's, and 
Stuhlmacher's proleptic interpretation of the Qumran texts is right. And it is not 
only Baumgarten85 who opposes it but also Mell in a very comprehensive criti-
que.86 3) 'Wiirde sich die Neuschopfungsprolepse im qumranischen Schrifttum 
nachweisen lassen, so ware fiir die Interpretation von "neuer Schopfung" bei Pau-
lus wiederum zu fragen, ob ein Antizipationsmodell in seiner Aussage intendiert 
ist. Soweit aber sichtbar, verwendet Paulus weder Erneuerungs-, noch Schopfungs-
terminologie im Zusammenhang seiner futurischen Endzeithoffnung.'87 To con-
clude: The evidence is too weak as to give unrestricted support to the Neu -
.s chopfungsprolepse in Qumran. 
Rather, the eschatological new creation in Qumran still remains a future ex-
pectation88 which, however, is guaranteed for the member of the Community. At 
his initiation God cleansed the new member from sin and lifted him up from his 
old status as 'lowly' creature (1QH 11.14) to the new soteriological status of a 
82 Becker, Gal, 83f quotes lOS 4.25 alongside with 4Ezra 7.30ff; lEnoch; Sib.Or. 4.178ff; etc (but no 
reference to the Hodayot!) as general references to Jewish apocalyptic writings. So also Furnish, 
2Cor, 332f, who looks at the Qumran texts (including the Hodayot) in the wider context of apocalyptic 
Judaism which has its roots in Isa 65.17-25. His conclusion is that in contrast to the Jewish apocalyptic 
writings the concept of new creation in Paul is different: a present reality. Obviously, he either must 
have interpreted 1 QH 11.10-14 differently from H.W.Kuhn and Stuhlmacher (though he quite fre-
quently points to Stuhlmacher's essay) or he did not interpret it at all. 
83 Barrett, 2Cor, 173; Braun, 'Qumran,' 220: 'xatv~ XTtat~' has in Qumran only a limited analogy. 
84 Sjoberg, 'Wiedergeburt,' 80. 
85 See above n.79. 
86 Schopfung, 27f; llOff. 
tr7 Mell, SchOpfung, 28. 
88 The concept of a new creation occurs three times in the Qumran literature, however not as a tech-
nical term but in different formulations (verbal: lQH 13.11f; lOS 4.25; nominal: llQTemple 29.9), 
cf .. Mell, SchOpfung, 97ff. 
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'clean' creature which is, however, still part of the 'old' creation (1QH 3.21: i~, 
not ~i:l (!); 15.17a). '1st er mit dem Eintritt in die Tempel-Gemeinde von Qum-
ran in den "Raum" gottlicher Gnade eingetreten ( ... ), so erhalt der Qumranfrom-
me sein Heil (Geistbesitz, vollkommener Thora-Wandel, die zukiinftige Hoff-
nung) in der Higlichen Reinigung, die seine zur Sunde neigende Geschopflichkeit 
rigoros bekampft. Im taglichen Gottesdienst erfiillt er durch das Rezitieren von 
Hodajot-Psalmen die existenzielle Aufgabe des Geschopfes, seinen Schopfer zu lo-
ben.'89 After all, nowhere in the Hodayot is the present salvation described as new 
creation90 nor anywhere else in the Qumran literature. Therefore, NT exegesis 
cannot interpret the Pauline statements about the new creation in analogy to the 
eschatology in Qumran.91 
2.2.4) The apocalyptic model 
Beyond any doubt this is the most preferred model. NT scholars have nearly 
reached a consensus in deriving the term 'KatV~ Kticw;' in Paul - directly or in-
directly- from Jewish apocalyptic.92 But the question whether Paul is to be seen in 
continuity or in discontinuity to Jewish apocalyptic is still matter of controversy. 
In 1950 Sjoberg showed that the eschatological new creation was the oldest 
form of the Jewish thought of a new creation.93 'Sie findet sich schon im A.T. Bei 
der eschatologischen Neuschopfung sollen auch das Herz und der Geist des Men-
schen verwandelt werden. Was in diesem Zeitalter nicht geschieht und nicht zu ge-
schehen braucht, das wird dann verwirklicht [cf. Ezek 36.26f with Jub. 1.21ff]. Zu-
gleich wird diese Neuschopfung des Menschen in den weiteren Zusammenhang 
der Neuschopfung des gesamten Kosmos eingeordnet'94 (cf. Isa 65.17; 66.22; 51.6). 
The concept of a renewal of the world is also found in 4 Ezra and 2Apoc.Bar. 95• 
!J) Ibid., 111. 
90 Thus, it is by no means a necessity to understand the initiation in the Hodayot as a new creation. 
Sjoberg's statement ('Neusch6pfung,' 132) that this interpretation is 'die einzig mogliche' cannot 
stand. 
9111ell,SchopjUng, 111. 
92 Texts often referred to: Jub. 1.29; 4.26; 5.12; 19.25; lEnoch 72.1; 4 Ezra 7.75; 2Apoc.Bar. 32.6; 44.12; 
57.2; lOS 4.25; lQH 13.1lf. The roots of these texts are often seen in Deutero- and Trito-Isaiah, 
particularly Isa 42.9; 43.18f; 48.6; 65.17; 66.22. 
93 
'Wiedergeburt,' 70-74. 
94 Ibid., 70. This act of new creation can either be regarded as a replacement of the old world (after 
its destruction) or as its renewal. There is no real distinction to be made. Both have in common the 
concept of a total renewal and change of the cosmos through God's own creating act (see ibid., 71). 
95 4Ezra 7.75; 6.16; 2Apoc.Bar. 32.1,6; 44.12; 49.3; 51.3; 57.2. 
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Though the term 'new creation' is missing, 4Ezra 7.30f (the new/messianic age) 
and lEnoch 91.16f reflect the same thought. Explicitly and as a defined term 'new 
creation' occurs in lEnoch 72.1 and Jub. 4.26. 'Schon urn 100 v.Chr. war also nicht 
nur die Vorstellung von der eschatologischen Neuschopfung, sondem auch der 
Ausdruck "die neue Schopfung" - mit eschatologischem Inhalt - im Judentum wohl · 
bekannt.'96 After his analysis of the Jewish apocalyptic and Rabbinic texts Sjoberg 
concludes, 'dass die neutestamentlichen Vorstellungen von der Neuschopfung sich 
von jiidischen Voraussetzungen her gut erkHiren lasseri.'97 In other words, he con-
siders the NT concepts of new creation (including Paul's) as standing in a basic 
continuity with Jewism. 
Stuhlmacher98 comes more or less to the same conclusion. For him xatv~ 
xticw; is definitely derived from Jewish apocalyptic. But the roots of this apocalytic 
term lie in Deutero-Isaiah's salvation-historical cosmological concept of 'old -
new', 'Urzeit und Endzeit'99 (Isa 42.9; 43.19; 48.6) and Trito-Isaiah's promise of a 
new heaven and a new earth (Isa 65.17; 66.22).100 Together with Jeremiah's and 
Ezekiel's promise of a new heart (Jer 31.33f; Ezek 36.26£) these texts mark the 
starting point for the development of the apocalyptic theology of the new creation. 
This development led to 'new creation' as a technical term describip.g 'die 
kosmische, endzeitliche Wandlung und Verwandlung der Welt' 101 (Jub. 1.29; 4.26; 
lEnoch 72.1; 2Apoc.Bar. 32.6; 44.12). However, the hope and the concept behind it 
is by no means restricted to these passages, even if the term itself does not ap-
pear.102 The passages given above refer particularly to the tradition of Trito-Isaiah 
with its cosmological emphasis. In the course of time the cosmological horizon of 
'new creation' disappeared more and more into the background in favour of a 
individual-anthropological understanding (conversion; cf. Qumran, the Rabbinate, 
and Hellenistic Judaism) 
Katv~ xticrtc; in Paul is a technical term; 'er steht in kosmologischem und zu-
gleich erwahlungsgeschichtlichem Horizont und ist zugleich von der korporativen 
96 Sjoberg, 'Wiedergeburt,' 74. 
97 Ibid., 84. Sjoberg continues: 'Sowohl formal als inhaltlich bietet das Judentum die gesuchten Paral-
lelen. Die Neuschopfungsvorstellungen lagen im Judentum bereit und konnten vom Urchristentum 
iibemommen und verwertet werden.' 
98 
'Erwagungen,' 3-35; cf. esp. 10-14; 19-26 .. 
99 Ibid., 12. 
100 In this connection Stuhlmacher, ibid., 12, puts particular weight 'auf die gerade fur Deuterojesaja 
typische Identifi.kation von Schopferhandeln Jahwes und heilsgeschichtlichem Erwahlungshandeln an 
Israel'. 
101 Ibid., 12. 
102 Stuhlmacher, ibid., 12 n.38 points to passages like Jub. 5.12; 19.15(?); 23.26ff; lEnoch 45.4ff; 
62.13ff; 71.15; 91.16f; 92.5; 100.5; 107; 4Ezra 7.75; T.Levi 18. 
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Adam-Christus-Typologie her ekklesiologisch-kollektiv bestimmt. Halt man sich 
dies vor Augen, so ist der SchluB zwingend, daB Paulus im Zusammenhang 
der apokalyptischen Tradition gesehen werden muB.'103 
According to Davies104 Paul's Jewish contemporaries were familiar with the 
term and the idea of a xatv~ xticw;. However, the roots of the thought of a new 
creation go back to the cosmological terminology of the two ages (Isa 11.6; 
65.25).105 But within Judaism cosmological speculations were suspect (cf. Qoh 
3.21£). Finally, it was the interest in the doctrine of the Fall of Adam that made the 
cosmological orientation within Messianic speculation in Judaism inevitable (e.g. 
Jub. 3.28-29: the consequences of Adam's Fall for other creatures): The Messianic 
Age was conceived as of undoing the evil consequences of the Fall, including all 
creation, corresponding to the beginning of all things ( 4Ezra 7.29,32).106 So the 
Messiah has to be a figure of cosmic significance, the master of man and nature as 
well, and the appearance of Jesus Christ on earth could be seen as a new creation 
corresponding to the first.107 From this the transition to Christ as the Second 
Adam was not difficult to realize: 'Once Paul had become convinced that Jesus 
was the Messiah it was natural that he should have assigned to him cosmic 
functions' .1°8 Christ's redeeming work has consequences for the whole world. So 
the conclusion is inevitable that '"the Christian conception of Redemption is the 
counterpart of the Jewish conception of Creation".'109 In Christ the new age and 
the new creation is already a present fact. This is the fundamental difference from 
the conception of Jewish apocalyptic tradition. 
Baumgarten110 emphasizes the discontinuity between Paul and Jewish 
apocalyptic, admitting, however, that the motif of xatv~ xticw; was scarcely 
formed by Paul himself. Rather, the allusion to Isa 43.18f and 65.17 in 2Cor 5.17 
points to a wide field of tradition as the background for the formation of xatv~ 
xticw;, ranging from the antithesis 'old- new' (cf. Isa 42.9; 43.19; 48.6), through 
the doctrine of the two ages and the conceptions of a new creation in late-Israelitic 
apocalyptic writings to the concept of a new heaven and a new earth (2Pet 3.12f; 
103 Ibid., 20 (spaced out original). Cf. also Furnish, 2Cor, 332f who points quite frequently to Stuhlma-
cher's essay as a source of his own interpretation. · 
104 Paul, 37ff. 
105 Cf. Martin, 2Cor, 134ff; Martyn, 'Epistemology,' 274; Strachan, 2Cor, 113; Windisch, 2Cor, 189f. 
106 Ibid., 39. 
107 Cf. e.g. Schlier, Gal, 282f. Hays, Echoes, 159: The new creation in Paul 'is an allusion to Isa 65:17-
25, a pointer to the hope of God's eschatological restoration of the fallen creation and of Israel'. 
108 Schlier, Gal, 39. 
109 Ibid., 39 quoting C.H.Dodd. 
uo Paulus, 162-170. 
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Rev 21.1).111 But in the interpretation of Katvi) KttO't<; in Paul one should only 
refer to texts that are comparable in a stricter sense: Jub. 1.29; 4.26; lEnoch 72.1; 
4Ezra 7.75; 2Apoc.Bar. 32.6; 44.12.112 To sum up: It is very likely that Paul took 
over the motif of Katvi) KTicrt<; from the Jewish apocalyptic tradition but he 
reinterpreted it. 'Dabei entkosmologisiert er das Motiv und faBt es radikal priisen-
tisch.'113 So, in Baumgarten's view, Katvi) ><Ticrt<; is not a cosmological-universal 
but an anthropological-ecclesiological term. 
With this Baumgarten has marked the generally dominant alternative in inter-
preting the relation between Paul and Jewish apocalyptic: 'Entweder versteht man 
die Rezeption des apokalyptischen Begriffs durch Paulus als Ausdruck seiner 
durch das Christusevangelium am Individuum ausgerichteten Theologie, in radika-
ler DiskontinuiHit zur Apokalyptik das kosmologische Zukunftsheil auf die Sote-
riologie des Menschen einzugrenzen, oder man versucht im Gegenschlag dazu, 
Paulus betontermaBen von der apokalyptischen Tradition her zu interpretieren, 
und meint, daB Paulus eine individualistische Soteriologie mit der Orientierung an 
einer kosmologisch-universal denkenden Schopfungstheologie korrigiere.'114 
In his dissertation Paul's Understanding of KAINH KTIEIE: Continuity and 
Discontinuity in Pauline Eschatology Aymer, however, wants to avoid this alterna-
tive. His study, therefore, 'will insist that each of these categories [i.e. continuity 
and discontinuity] must be held together.'115 This he does in his tradition-historical 
chapter by combining the cosmological-universal idea of new creation with the 
more anthropological concept of renewal in Qumran under the common roof of 
apocalyptic.116 He also sees the roots of the term new creation in the prophecy of 
Deutero-Isaiah (esp. 43.6-7), which shows the soteriological significance of crea-
tion (40.12-31; 45.9-13; 48.12-13).117 Later, 'Trito-Isaiah was the first to express 
belief that redemption has both anthropological and cosmological significance.'118 
111 Ibid., 164. 
112 Ibid., 164: 'Entgegen dem Vorgehen P.Stuhlmachers und W.Foersters, die selbst Belege fiir kos-
mische Veranderungen im weitesten Sinne ( ... ), die Erlosung der Schopfung ( ... ) sowie das Ver-
schwinden der Siinde am Ende der Zeiten bzw. mit Beginn des neuen Aons ( ... ) heranziehen, sollte 
man sich zuniichst auf die Belege im engeren Sinne konzentrieren, ohne daB damit in Abrede gestellt 
werden soli, daB andere Motive in den weiteren Umkreis des Motivs der xmv~ XTiatc; geh6ren.' 
113 Ibid., 169. 
114 Mell, SchOpfung, 30f. On the one hand we fmd basically Bultmann and his school, on the other 
hand Kiisemann and his followers. 
us Ibid., 1. 
116 See chap. III 'The New Creation Idea in Paul's World,' ibid., 46ff, where he gives a survey of the 
available literature of Paul's time referring to scriptures of the Hellenistic religion and philosophy, to 
Hellenistic and Palestinian Judaism and to the Dead Sea Scrolls. 
117 Ibid., 60: 'Yahweh's creative activity is referred to as the basis for confidence and trust in Yahweh's 
ability to liberate his people.' 
118 Ibid., 62. 
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As a 'proto-apocalyptic' prophet Trito-Isaiah stands between a prophetic eschatol-
ogy and apocalyptic eschatology and his concept already presupposes the idea of 
two ages, which, then, is widely spread in the apocalyptic writings.119 In his survey 
Aymer remarks 'that the apocalyptic writers did not use the new creation expres-
sion with consistency of meaning.'120 Nevertheless, wherever the phrase 'new 
creation' occurs in the OT and the apocalyptic literature it implies the 'two ages 
dualism, a communal rather than a personal reality, an imminent but future es-
chatology and the intervention of the Divine in the historical process.'121 For 
Aymer there is a striking similarity between this OT and Jewish apocalyptic use of 
the new creation motif and Qumran, with the exception that in Qumran the con-
cept of renewal is anthropological in its scope. 'Considering that the Qumran com-
munity was a Jewish apocalyptic sect it seems to us that in the new creation motif, 
·Paul proceeded from his Jewish religious heritage.' 122 
In his recently published commentary Wolff, like Aymer, tries to escape the 
alternative of discontinuity - continuity (anthropological interpretation - cos-
mological interpretation) by connecting the Rabbinic concept of new creation to 
that of Jewish apocalyptic123 thus raising the question whether this is a real alterna-
tive or not rather an expression of certain theological presuppositions super-
imposed upon the exegesis of Paul. 124 
And indeed, the question raised by Wolff hits the heart of the problems given 
with this model, even if his assumption of a connection between the anthropologi-
cal use of new creation in the Rabbis and the cosmological use in the Jewish 
apocalyptic writings is to be criticized.l25 We cannot fully restrain our suspicion 
that in many cases the theology of each exegete predetermines his exegesis. 
119 Jub. 1.29; lEnoch 91.15f; cf. 45.4; 72.1; 2Apoc.Bar. 74 and others. 
120 Ibid., 64. 
121 Ibid., 73. 
122 Ibid., 74. 
123 Wolff, 2Kor, 127: 'xmv~ XTiatc; ist eine in der ji.idischen Apokalyptik und bei den Rabbinen (hier 
vor allem im Zusammenhang von Vergebung und Bekehrung) begegnende Vorstellung und Wen-
dung (il~l!:'! i!~j:p). Paulus verbindet wohl beide Gedankenkreise miteinander: Der Glaubende ge-
hort bereits zur neuen Sch6pfung Gottes.' 
Most of the other commentaries just refer generally to Jewish apocalyptic as the source for the 
Pauline statements of xmv~ XTiau;; (cf. Hughes, 2Cor, 201-204; Lang, Kor, 300; Martin, 2Cor, 
134ff.152; and others). 
124 There are many other commentators who generally assume a dependence of Paul on Jewish apo-
calyptic writings and thinking, cf. e.g. Becker, Gal, 83f; Bruce, Cor, 208ff; Furnish, 2Cor, 314ff; Mar-
tin, 2Cor, 134ff; Schlier, Gal, 282f; Strachan, 2Cor, 113f; Windisch, 2Kor, 189f. 
125 This connection is quite unlikely, because the anthropological concept of a ilithn il'i::J does not 
occur in Rabbinic literature before the 3rd century. 
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Stuhlmacher, for instance, obviously wants to maintain continuity between (cos~ 
mological) Jewish apocalyptic thinking and PauLl26 Consequently, he has to solve 
the problem that Paul's use of xmvi) xticru;; is basically anthropological. Therefore 
he looks for a corresponding use in the Jewish apocalyptic scriptures which would 
give support to an anthropological understanding as a proleptic realization of the 
future cosmological new creation - and he finds it particularly in the Hodayot of 
Qumran. On the other hand, Baumgarten would rather see discontinuity between 
Jewish apocalyptic and Paul. Therefore he argues for a Ent-Kosmologisierung of 
xmvi) xticrt~ in Paul and tries to falsify Stuhlmacher's exegesis of the Hodayot in 
order to put forward his own anthropological-ecclesiological interpretation of 
Paul's concept. 
- Another reason for many problems is the confusion in the usage of the term 
'apocalyptic'. NT exegesis is still far away from reaching a consensus in this mat-
ter. So, with regard to the tradition-history of new creation, the consequence is 
that scholars refer to different sources according to their understanding of 
'apocalyptic'. This involves a methodological problem too: How do we find the 
criteria for determining to which Jewish writings we can actually refer for a 
tradition-historical understanding of xmvi) xticrt~? Baumgarten is surely right 
when he states: 'In der Abgrenzung des Materials, das als echtes Vergleicbsmateri~ 
al in Frage kommen kann, liegt bereits eine Vorentscheidung tiber die Interpreta-
tion des Motivs bei Paulus.'127 The problem with approaches which take into con~ 
sideration a wider spectrum of texts is that they frequently fail to give new creation 
an independent existence apart from other ideas of newness and renewal.128 
Therefore, again with Baumgarten, 'sollte man sich zunacbst auf die Belege im en-
geren Sinne konzentrieren, ohne daB damit in Abrede gestellt werden soli, daB 
andere Motive in den weiteren Umkreis des Motivs der xatvi} xticrt~ geboren.'129 
126 See also Sjoberg quoted above, 15 n. 91. The question, however, remains, whether we have to ex-
plain the concept of new creation 'von jiidischen Voraussetzungen her' or not rather in contrast to 
them. 
127 Baumgarten, Paulus, 164. 
128 Cf. e.g. Aymer, Understanding, 46ff where he gives a survey of the available literature of Paul's 
time referring to writings of the Hellenistic religion and philosophy, to Hellenistic and Palestinian Ju-
daism and to the Dead Sea Scrolls, which all speak of very different kinds of renewals as reincarna-
tion, rebirth, regeneration. Even if he (not surprisingly) comes to a negative result when considering a 
dependence of Paul on these concepts, it is at least methodologically questionable to proceed like 
this, to say nothing of referring to all available literature of Paul's time without due care. 
129 Ibid., 164. As we already said above Baumgarten points tolub. 1,29; 4.26; lEnoch 72.1; 4Ezra 7,75; 
2Apoc.Bar. 32.6; 44.12 as evidence in a stricter sense. But he fails of giving a clear account of the cri-
teria for choosing the texts. Against the background of Mell, who, with good reason, sees Paul in the 
line of an eschatological application of the new creation motif, we should therefore concentrate on 
texts belonging to this line (lOS 4.25; lEnoch 72.1; Jub. 1.29; 4.26). 
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Though this model as it presents itself in its various forms cannot fully con-
vince, for it reveals too many basical problems, it can hardly be denied that there 
is a direct or indirect dependence of Paul on Jewish apocalyptic writings. 
Particularly against the background of this diffuse exegetical situation Mell's fresh 
approach is all the more welcome. 
3) Conclusion 
As we saw, the first references to a concept of new creation can be found in 
Deutero-Isaiah (esp. 43.16-21), who interpreted Israel's history eschatologically 
(second Exodus, new future, identity of God in keeping his promises). In the living 
process of interpretation through adoption and adaptation of earlier material 
Trito-Isaiah expressed this hope for a glorious future in a new way, as a cosmologi-
cal completion, and with the final redaction of the book of Isa the apocalyptic in-
terpretation of the new creation motif began. 
Later, in early Jewish writings we can, as Mell convincingly showed, dis-
tinguish two main streams of understanding new creation: 1) as endzeitlich-
eschatologisch (represented in Qumran (1QS 4.25) and in literature close to its 
thinking as lEnoch 72.1; Jub. 1.29; 4.26), 2) as apokalyptisch-visioniir (represented 
e.g. in lEnoch 91.16; Rev 21.1; 4Ezra 7.74; 2Apoc.Bar. 32.6; 57.2). As a former 
Pharisee Paul clearly belongs to the first line from which he, then, received the 
motif of the new creation. 'Der paulinische Be griff xat vi} xticw; erweist sich als 
vorpaulinischer Konsensbegriff friihjiidischer Eschatologie fi.ir das Gottes Initiati-
ve vorbehaltene iiberwaltigend-wundervolle futurische Endheil. Der abstrakte Be-
griff ist in der friihjiidischen Theologie nicht einseitig ( ... ) festgelegt', 130 and there-
fore open for a new interpretation. An anthropological and/or present-
eschatological use of new creation could not be proved in the early Jewish litera-
ture and a dependence of Paul on the Rabbinate is to be rejected. To relate Paul's 
concept of xatvi} xticrt~ generally to Jewish apocalyptic thought is quite 
problematic because there is still a considerable confusion in using the term 
'apocalyptic'. 
Though we can agree with M~ll's examination of the OT and early Jewish 
evidence, we cannot confirm his assumption that Paul took over the motif of new 
130 Mell, SchOpfung, 257. 
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creation from the Hellenistic early Christianity. The evidence is too weak to prove 
his thesis.l31 Rather, it is much more likely that Paul himself introduced ><atv~ 
><ticrt<; into the early Christian theology. Decisive for the understanding of ><atv~ 
><ticrt<; in Paul is therefore the Pauline context in which this motif appears and the 
tradition-history may help us to see the Pauline setting of ><atv~ ><ticrt<; more clear-
ly in its destinctive shape. 
131 So with Baumgarten, Paulus, 165f, who argues against the assumptions of Schneider and Stuhlma-
cher which are similar to Mell. 
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PART II: NEW CREATION IN PAUL 
§ 3) Introduction to 2Cor and Gal 
3.1) The second letter to the church in Corinth 
3.1.1) Authorship, character, and date 
With the exception of 2Cor 6.14-7.1 which often is regarded as a redactional inter-
polation from a source close to Qumran,1 the Pauline authorship of 2Cor has 
never been seriously contested. However, the problem at issue with 2Cor is its 
literary integrity which frequently has been questioned since the time of J.S.Semler 
(1725-1791) and up to now scholarship has not yet reached a consensus on this 
matter.2 There is a wide range of proposals, from a seven-letter hypothesis 
(Schmithals) to the reaffirmation of the unity of the letter (Hughes, Wolff). How-
ever, recent commentators, in particular Furnish, have pointed to the problems 
evoked by a more sophisticated partition theory, therefore proposing a simpler two 
letter hypothesis instead: letter A- 2Cor 1-9, letter B- 2Cor 10-13. But among the 
supporters of this theory there is still an argument whether B is written before or 
after A. With good reason Furnish has argued for A as the earlier letter and B as 
having been written by Paul after he received new bad news about the situation in 
Corinth.3 This sequence is confirmed by Wo1ff4 but unlike Furnish he cannot find 
satisfactory evidence for a partition. 'Demnach ist an der literarischen Einheitlich-
keit des 2.Korintherbriefs festzuhalten, zugleich aber auch eine Situationsande-
rung zwischen der Abfassung von Kapitel 1-9 und Kapitel 10-13 zu veranschla-
gen.'5 We would cautiously subscribe to Wolffs proposal even if the possibility of 
the two-letter theory cannot be ruled out totally.6 
1 E.g. Gunther, Opponents, 308-313; Lang, Kor, 308-311. 
2 Even a glance at the commentaries shows this. 
3 2Cor, 38-41. 
4 2Kor, lff. 
5 Wolff, 2Kor, 193f. See the detailed discussion on pp. 1-3; 190-194. 
6 Furnish, 2Cor, 34 is surely right when he says that 'the problems which have led to the various parti-
tion hypotheses cannot be dismissed as imaginary.' But if an satisfactory solution of these problems, 
such as is offered by Wolff, could be found that does not involve a partition theory, it should be pre-
ferred. 
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2Cor was written after 1Cor,7 most likely in the mid fifties (55/56 AD) 'wobei 
man sich aber sowohl der Unsicherheiten fiir die zeitliche Festlegung des l.Korin-
therbriefes als auch der fiir den 2.Korintherbrief geltenden bewuBt sein muB. '8 
The letter was very probably dispatched from Macedonia (2.13). 
3.1.2) Occasion and purpose 
Soon after Paul dispatched 1Cor to Corinth from Ephesus he received bad news 
from Timothy about the situation of the church there. Timothy's report prompted 
Paul to an emergency visit to Corinth (2.1) in order to solve the problems but 
without success. After a short stay he returned to Ephesus from where he sent the 
(lost9) 'tearful letter' (2.4) to Corinth, possibly carried by Titus. From then on he 
waited desperately for the return of Titus and the news he would bring from 
Corinth. 
After serious troubles in Asia (1.8ff) Paul went to Troas 'to preach the gospel 
of Christ' (2.12) and to await Titus there (2.13). But since Titus did not come Paul 
headed for Macedonia where he eventually met Titus, who brought him essentially 
comforting news from Corinth (7.6f). But it seems likely that Titus told Paul also 
about the intruders in Corinth (cf. e.g. 2.17; 3.1; 5.12,16). That, however, did not 
seem too alarming to Paul since the Corinthians finally had responded positively 
to his 'tearful letter.' Against this background it is quite conceiveable that Paul 
wrote 2Cor with a twofold intention. 1) His aim is to gain back the full affection of 
the Corinthians. Therefore, he opens his heart wide to them ( 6.11£), i.e. in a very 
personal affectionate way Paul talks about his apostolic ministry and its theological 
and existential foundation. 2) At the same time 2Cor is an apology of Paul's 
apostolate10 providing the Corinthians with an opportunity to boast on Paul's be-
half, so that they have something to set against those who judge him according to 
fleshly standards and thus according to the external appearance and not according 
to the internal quality (5.12). The Corinthians ought to see that it is God who 
called him (1.1). It is God who 'made his light shine in our hearts to give us the 
7 Cf. the different stages of the collection for Jerusalem in 1Cor 16.1f ·and 2Cor 8.10; 9 .2. 
8 Wolff, 2Kor, 10. 
9 Cf. Wolff, 2Kor, 4 and others. 
10 Paul's self-apology is divided into two parts: I) 2.14-5.10, II) 5.11-6.13. 2.14-17 and 5.11 correspond 
in their function as introduction to I and II; 3.1 and 5.12 mark the beginning of each section 
(OUVtO'HlVEtV). 
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light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Christ' ( 4.6), and it is God 
who gave him the ministry of the new covenant (3.6), of the Spirit (3.7) and of 
reconciliation (5.18). The apostolic ministry is a treasure indeed -but 'we have this 
treasure in jars of clay to show that this all-surpassing power is from God and not 
from us' ( 4.7). Thus, there is no room for boasting except in weakness 'so that 
Christ's power may rest on me' (12.9). 'For we who are alive are always being 
given over to death for Jesus' sake, so that his life may be revealed in our mortal 
body' ( 4.11 ). After all, 2Cor 'ist das personlichste Schreiben des Paulus und zu-
gleich das theologisch wichtigste Zeugnis vom VersHi.ndnis des Apostelamtes als 
eines Leidensdienstes in der Nachfolge Jesu.' 11 
With his remarks concerning the collection for Jerusalem (chap. 8£)12 Paul 
probably wanted to conclude his letter 'dessen Schlu13grii13e und -wiinsche,' how-
ever, 'auf Grund erneuter, unerfreulicher Nachrichten, die relativ rasch von Ko-
rinth zum Aufenthaltsort des Paulus in Mazedonien (7,5ff.; 8,1-4; 9,4) gelangen 
konnten und nicht eines autoritativen (und daher zu nennenden) Informanten be-
durften,B durch die Ausfiihrungen von Kapitel 10-13 ersetzt wurden.'14 Obviously, 
it is again Paul's apostolate which is under attack and thus Paul finds himself 
forced to a sharp apology for his ministry.15 
3.1.3) The opponents 
Many attempts have been undertaken to identify the opponents of Paul in 2Cor 
and have led to an impressive variety of results.16 Gunther,17 for instance, counts 
11 Lang, Kor, 10. 
12 Cf. Rom 15.25ff and 1Cor 16.1-4 where Paul also refers to the collection toward the end of the let-
ter (Wolff, 2Kor, 193). 
With 2Cor Paul wants to undermine the charge against him that he has taken advantage of the Corin-
thian church by the means of the collection (7.2; 12.17; 8.20; cf. Ludemann, Opposition, 82t). 
13 Though this is, admittedly, an argument e silentio Wolffs theory seems very plausible. Above all it 
has the advantage of being able to minimize the amount of hypotheses which are usually employed to 
put forward a partition theory. 
14 Wolff, 2Kor, 193. 
15 Note however Wolff, 2Kor, 193: 'Wenn Paulus in Kapitel10-13 konkreter und harter auf die Kon-
trahenten eingeht als in Kapitel1-9, so liegt das nicht daran, daB er jetzt erst detailliertere Nachrich-
ten uber seine Widersacher erhalten hat; vielmehr deckt er nun ihr Treiben schonungslos auf, wah-
render es in Kapitel1-9 uberwunden glaubte und sich deshalb mit Andeutungen (z.B. 2,17; 5,12f.) 
begnugte.' 
16 Cf. the commentaries and e.g. Barrett, 'Opponents'; Friedrich, 'Gegner'; Georgi, Opponents; Gun-
ther, Opponents; Ludemann, Opposition, 80-97; Schmithals, Gnosis; Sumney, Opponents. 
17 Opponents, 1. 
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thirteen (!) different theories about the identity of the opponents.18 This alone 
should make us show due caution in evaluating the evidence given in 2Cor. 
What we can say is a) that the opponents in 2Cor were Jewish Christian mis-
sionaries (11.22)19 who had come to Corinth with letters of recommendation (3.1; 
cf. 12.11f). b) They preached a different Jesus, a different Spirit, and a different · 
gospel (11.4). It is, however, almost impossible to get a clear picture of the actual 
content of their teaching. c) They called themselves ou:lxovm Xptcnou (11.23) and 
apostles (11.5,13), and boasted in their spiritual qualities (11.18,21; 12.1,llf) 
criticizing Paul for his lack of spiritual powers (10.1,10; 13.1-3; also 12.1-10) and of 
the CHJI.U:ta tou anocrt6A.ou (12.12) in his ministry. d) They expected and received 
financial support from the Corinthian church (2.17; 11.5ff; 12.13), regarding 'pay 
as both a right of apostles and as evidence of apostolic status. '20 Therefore, since 
Paul served the Corinthian church for nothing, they contested his apostleship 
(11.7-12). 
Though the opponents in 2Cor differ from those in 1Cor they could find a 
starting-point in the Corinthian critique of PauF1 ( cf. 1Cor 1.17ff with 2Cor 
10.1,10; 11.5f and 1Cor 9.1 with 2Cor 11.7-12; 12.13-18) and its spiritual 
enthusiasm (cf. 1Cor 4.8; 12-14 with 2Cor 3.7-5.10).22 'In fact, this provide~ a par-
tial explanation of how it could happen at all that the external opposition could 
conduct such a successful agitation against Paul at the time he was writing 2 
Corinthians. '23 
18 Sumney, Opponents, 9 correctly points out that the 'number of hypotheses itself suggests that inter-
preters have given insufficient attention to issues of method and demonstrates the need for a clear 
and consistent method for identifying Paul's opponents.' Sumney's attempt to fill in this gap is all the 
more welcome. 
19 This, however, does not necessarily point to a Palestinian origin of these intruders. 'Alles, was sich 
aus dem 2.Korintherbrief erkennen liiBt, spricht eher dafiir, sie als hellenistisch-judenchristliche Ver-
kiindiger zu verstehen.' (Wolff, 2Kor, 6; so Georgi, Opponents, 315ff; Friedrich, 'Gegner,' 216ff; 
Furnish, 2Cor, 53; Lang, Kor, 358f; Sumney, Opponents, 184ft). 'This picture of the opponents can be 
filled out with greater detail only if one is willing to admit less direct and more problematic evidence, 
and to proceed by hypothesis and even conjecture.' (Furnish,2Cor, 54) Problematic is, therefore, the 
assumption of a connection between the opponents and Peter (Lang), the church in Jerusalem 
(Ludemann), or the Stephanuskreis (Friedrich). 
20 Sumney, Opponents, 182. 
21 The charge against Paul 'that his alteration of the travel plans announced in 1 Corinthians 16 be-
trays vacillation on his part (2 Cor.l:l7)' (Ludemann, Opposition, 82) is hardly a particular feature of 
the anti-Paulinism of the intruders. 
22 Wolff, 2Kor, 6. 
23 Ludemann, Opposition, 86. 
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. 3.2) The letter to the churches in Galatia 
3.2.1) Authorship, addressees, and date 
There can be no serious doubt about the Pauline authorship of Gal. The dif-
ficulties, however, arise with the questions of the identity of the recipients and the 
date of the letter. As is well known, there are two different theories which seek to 
explain the meaning of 'Galatia' in Gal 1.2: the South and the North Galatia 
theories.24 The protagonists of the first theory refer 'Galatia' to the churches of 
Pisidia and Lycaonia which Paul founded on his first missionary journey (Acts 13-
14). The defenders of the latter would rather find the addressees in the district of 
Galatia (Acts 16.6) to whom Paul sent his letter probably at the end of his third 
missionary journey. Naturally, the supporters of the South Galatia theory tend to 
date Gal earlier (early 50s AD) than the others (late/mid-50s). 'The arguments 
used on both sides are mostly speculative, '25 but the majority of exegetes is aware 
of this and shows due reluctance in assuming a definite decision on this matter. 
Nevertheless, recent scholarship appears increasingly to favour the North Galatia 
theory as the more probable26 together with a rather late dating of the letter. Paul, 
therefore, directed his letter to the churches in Galatia, a region in central Asia 
Minor. 
Although Asia Minor was by Paul's time thoroughly Hellenized27 there were 
also Jewish communities in the main cities of Western Asia Minor (Ionia, Lydia, 
Phrygia) as Trebilco has convincingly shown.28 However, Trebilco could not 
provide evidence that there were also Jewish communities in Galatia. Therefore, 
we would conclude that the Christians in Galatia were mainly Gentiles ( cf. 4.8; 
5.2f; 6.12f) who lived in a world of ethnic, religious, and philosophical pluralism in 
which they were formerly involved. 
Going along with the majority in favouring the North Galatia theory we, then, 
may assume a temporal closeness of Gal and 2Cor.29 Comparing Gal to 2Cor one 
24 Since it is not our present concern to review a lengthy debate on this matter, we can only point to 
the introduction literature to the NT, such as e.g. Childs, Introduction, 304ft; Kiimmel, Einleitung, 
256ft; Lohse, Entstehung, 35ft; Schweizer, Einleitung, 70ft. See also Robinson, Redating, 55; Jewett,· 
Dating, 161; Hyldahl, Chronologie, 64ft and the commentaries on Gal. 
25 Betz, Gal, 5. 
26 Fung's recent commentary on Galatians (1988), supporting the South Galatia theory, may count as 
an exception. 
v Patte, Paul's Faith, 35. 
28 Cf. in particular Trebilco's dissertation Jewish Communities in Asia Minor (1991). 
29 With Schweizer, Einleitung, 70f who finds some probability 'den Galaterbrief ungefiihr gleichzeitig 
mit dem zweiten Korintherbrief anzusetzen,' admitting, however, that 'die Datierung keineswegs tiber 
aile Zweifel erhaben [ist)'. See also Ludemann, Paulus, 273. More reluctantly Betz, Gal, 11. 
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finds an particular affinity between Gal and 2Cor 10-13.30 On the other hand, 
theologically Gal stands undeniably close to Rom. This observation seems to 
justify a dating of Gal between 2Cor and Rom. Therefore, our study begins with 
2Cor although it would not make any decisive difference to begin with Gal. 
3.2.2) Occasion 
The occasion of Gal is clear. Mter his foundation of the churches of Galatia and 
his last visit31 to them Paul heard about troubles in the churches caused by in-
truders 'who want to pervert the gospel of Christ' (1.7), to undermine the apostolic 
authority of Paul, and to turn away the Galatians from the true gospel (1.6). The 
activity of these intruders forced Paul to write Gal in response, one of his most 
powerful letters, making it unmistakably clear that there is no other gospel than 
the one he had first preached. 
3.2.3.) The opponents and Paul's response 
Scholarship is still far from reaching a generally acknowledged consensus in defin-
ing the identity of the preachers of 'a different gospel' (1.6).32 The main problem 
arises from the fact 'that we have no primary evidence with regard to the origin, 
thoughts, and personalities that made up the opposition. Methodically, therefore, 
we must reconstruct their views primarily on the basis of Galatians alone. '33 I.e., 
we can see the opponents only through the spectacles of Paul's letter and that in-
volves the problem of 'mirror reading,' 'that is, the attempt to understand the posi-
30 Cf. Borse, Standort, 85-106. 
31 Schweizer, Einleitung, 70: 'Nach 4,13 war Paulus schon zweimal bei den Adressaten. Das grie-
chische Wort bedeutet "das erste Mal (von zweien)", kann freilich manchmal abgeschliffen fur "zuvor" 
verwendet werden.' 
32 Among others see e.g. Barclay, Obeying, 36-74; Betz, Gal, 5-9; Howard, Paul, xiii-xix and 1-19; Je-
wett, 'Agitators'; Ludemann, Opposition, 97-104; Mell, Schopfung, 285-293; MuBner, Gal, 10-30; Pat-
te, Paul's Faith, 36f. 
33 Betz, Gal, 5. Additionally, Betz suggests that we take into account other texts such as the Pauline 
and Deutero-Pauline letters, Acts, James and other Jewish Christian texts (see p.6 n.27)- but only as 
supplementary texts. 
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tion of the opponents by reversing Paul's defensive statements.'34 These difficulties 
should be reason enough to show due caution in defining the identity of the op-
ponents. 
Apparently, the opponents were Jewish Christian missionaries.35 They 
demanded circumcision (6.12£) and obedience to the law (at least to the laws con-
cerning the observance of days, months, and years; 4.10) from the Galatians, 
claiming that salvation can only be achieved as a member of Israel. Thus they 
called into question the identity and the pattern of behaviour of the Galatian 
Christians (as Gentiles).36 Furthermore, they presumably acknowledged the sig-
nificance of Christ for salvation - but only in connection with the Jewish law. 
Therefore, they denied the soteriological alternative of Paul's preaching: Christ or 
law (5.2-4). Instead, they offered a completion: Christ and law.37 This must neces-
sarily run counter to the Pauline gospel of a solus Christus. And since it is very like-
ly that the opponents raised questions about Paul's apostleship,38 Paul found him-
self in a quite uncomfortable defensive position. 
If we keep this in mind the vehemence and polemic of Paul's response (cf. 
particularly 6.12£) becomes quite understandable.39 It is the truth of the gospel, the 
heart and the origin of Paul's theology and ministry, moreover, it is God's revela-
tion itself (1.12,1)40 that is at stake, and with it the salvation of the Galatians. In 
other words, it is the reality of the new age inaugurated through the anoxaA.u<j>t~ 
'IT)crou Xptcrtol> (1.12) that has come under attack by the opponents' theology of 
law-observance. But it is exactly for this new reality that salvation for Paul can no 
longer depend on the observance of the law, i.e. human action, although it is 
certainly followed by a pattern of ethics. Salvation is solely effected by God 
through faith (3.26).41 Therefore, in his struggling for the Galatians and with his 
34 Howard, Paul, xiii. See also the literature listed there! 
35 So most scholars. It is not unlikely that there is a connection between the 'false brothers' in 2.4 and 
the opponents. Ludemann, Opposition, 97ff (esp. 101) even identifies both (cf. however Howard, 
Paul, xiv-xix). 
36 Barclay, Obeying, 73. 
37 Cf. Jewett, 'Agitators,' 206. This must undermine Paul's authority even if, as Jewett suggests, the 
opponents did not charge Paul directly. 
38 Cf. Ludemann, Opposition, 97f. 
39 However, that does not mean that Paul's characterizations of his opponents and their gospel are of 
no value. By means of a comparison of Gal6.12f with Phil3.1b( or 2)-4.1( or 3),8f Mell, Schopfung, 
277-284 has convincingly proved the reliability of the Pauline description. 
4° Cf. Ludemann, Opposition, 97f who makes a rather strong case for ~he connection of both verses. 
41 Schweizer, Einleitung, 71 (italics original): 'Entscheidend ist nicht der Vollzug oder Nichtvollzug ei-
nes Ritus, sondern die Grundhaltung des Lebens, die sich darin ausdriickt. Wird das Heil davon ab-
hangig gemacht, dann liegt es hinter dem Tun des Menschen und wird erst durch dessen Gehorsam 
geschaffen. Was Paulus aber in Damaskus aufgegangen ist, ist die Umkehr: das Heilliegt vor allem 
daraus flieBenden Tun des Menschen. Es liegt also nicht im Menschen und seinem Handeln.' Note 
the analogy: It was God himself who made Paul an apostle (1.1). It was God himself who called him 
35 
opponents 'kann es nicht einfach darum gehen, einen KompromiB zu finden, der 
ein Zusammenleben ermoglicht ( ... ). Es geht urn eine Grundentscheidung fiir oder 
gegen ein Leben im Glauben, namlich urn die Stellung zum Mosegesetz. '42 At 
stake is not only a certain doctrine of Paul's own which the Galatians as a neutral 
jury43 either verify or falsify but the reality of a new creation (Gal 6.15) which in-
volves the whole of existence and abolishes the old soteriological divisions.44 Con-
sequently, Paul does not simply oppose circumcision by proclaiming uncircumci-
sion, for neither can help, 'weder das Pochen auf die Beschneidung noch das auf 
den Verzicht darauf, sondern nur die Erkenntnis, daB mit Jesus Christus eine neue 
Welt begonnen hat, in der "weder Beschneidung noch Nichtbeschneidung, weder 
Jude noch Grieche, Sklave noch Freier, Mannlich noch Weiblich" entscheidend 
sind (3,28), sondern nur das Leben innerhalb von Christus, der aile zu einem ein-
zigen Menschen zusammenschlieBt.'45 And this is not a matter of human pos-
sibilities or mere theological/ ethical convictions but it is the work of God himself 
transforming the whole existence of man, it is the life in the Spirit (5.25) executed 
through faith that is busy in love (5.6). 
3) Conclusion 
As we have seen both letters are the result of Paul's struggle with Jewish Christian 
missionaries who had penetrated into the churches in Galatia and Corinth un-
into action, i.e. to preach the gospel which, again, is given to Paul by God himself (1.12) ( cf. 
Ludemann, Opposition, 97f). 
42 Ibid., 72. 
43 So Betz, Gal, 24 who, against the background of Roman-Greek rhetoric and epistolography, re-
gards Gal as an 'apologetic letter' that presupposes a situation of a court of law. 'This situation makes 
Paul's Galatian letter a self-apology.' 
44 Therefore, Mel!, Sch6pfung, 266 rightly takes into question Betz' approach (see n.43) asking him: 
'Liillt aber fiir Paulus, so stellt sich die Frage, das Thema "Christus-Evangelium" es zu, eine personli-
che "Selbst-Apologie" an die Galater zu schreiben?' Further critique of Betz' approach is found e.g. 
ibid., 266 n.21 and the literature listed there; Barclay, Obeying, 25 ( esp. n.68 and the literature listed 
there); Childs, Introduction, 301f; 302: 'Betz's rhetorical construal runs in the face of Paul's ministry 
and the expressed purpose of the letter.( ... ) In sum, in spite of much learning and some excellent 
detailed insights, his theory is a massive tour de force which largely obfuscates the reading of the 
canonical text.' 
What we called 'divisions' Martyn, 'Antinomies,' 420 has described as 'antinomies' or 'pairs of 
opposites': 'It is crucial to see that the polemic is not focused on Judaism, but rather on pairs of op-
posites. The advent of the Spirit has brought into being a new set of oppositional columns, a new set 
of antinomies, so that these antinomies have in fact replaced the oppositional columns characteristic 
of the old cosmos.' 
45 Schweizer, Einleitung, 72. 
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dermining Paul's teaching and authority. In the case of Gal the intruders preached 
a gospel different from Paul, demanding circumcision and law obedience from the 
Gentile Christians in Galatia. This false gospel was sharply rejected by Paul. In 
Gal 6.llff, the postscript, Paul summarizes and sharpens the main topics and it is 
within this context that KatV~ Kticrt~ occurs. 
In the case of 2Cor Paul's apostolic ministry is under attack. The opponents 
discredit Paul and his ministry, pointing instead to their spiritual experiences as a 
demonstration of their true apostolate. This, of course; could not remain without 
response on the part of Paul. We recognized, however, the change of tone from 
chaps.1-9 to chaps.10-13: Though Paul already knows about the intruders his argu-
mentation in 1-9 is more theological and moderate in its use of polemic, whereas 
in 10-13 he directly and polemically clashes with his opponents. It is worth noting, 
that Kat v~ Kticru; - in contrast to Gal 6 - occurs in the first moderate part of his 
letter within a highly theological argumentation (5.11-21). 
To further our understanding of KatV~ Kticrt~ there are two points to be made: 
1) In both cases Katv~ Kticrt~ occurs in a polemical context, which applies 
particularly to Gal. This could mean that Katv~ Kticrt~ was part of the opponents' 
teaching. Paul, then, would have used this term in order to reject the false un-
derstanding of this term on the part of his opponents. But it could as well mean -
which is much more likely46 - that he used Kat v~ Kticrt~ in order to deepen his 
theological argument. In other words: Paul is forced by his opponents to clarify his 
position. This indicates a prominent place for Kat v~ Kticrtc; within the Pauline 
theology, particularly if we keep in mind that it occurs just two times in the Pauline 
letters. 2) Paul's opposition in both letters emerged from a Jewish Christian back-
ground (judaizing in the case of Gal, hellenistic in the case of 2Cor). This observa-
tion leads to the assumption that Paul used Katv~ Kticrt~, an eschatological term of 
his Jewish heritage and thus probably well-known to his Jewish-Christian op-
ponents, in order to defend his position and to underline the radical newness of 
what had happened on the cross: the expected new creation, 'das Gottes Initiative 
vorbehaltene iiberwaltigend-wundervolle futurische Endhei1'47 has already begun 
in Christ. The new creation is already present! This involves a (present!) abolition 
of the worldly standards such as the division of mankind into circumcision and un-
circumcision or the boasting in oneself and one's special spiritual experiences. 
46 There is no indication that Paul's opponents used xmv~ X'rtcn<;; either to criticize Paul or to put for-
ward their own case. 
41~ell,SchopjUng,251. 
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. Thus xat vi) xticrtc; reveals better than anything else the wide gap between Paul 
and his opponents. Again, this is another pointer to the prominent theological 
position of this term. 
' TtN 
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§ 4) Paul's understanding of xatvi) Krten~ in 2Cor 5.11-21 
4.1) Translation 1 
( 11) Since, then, we know the fear of the Lord, we () persuade men but we 
have been made plain to God, and I hope also made plain to your consciences. 
(12) We do not commend ourselves to you again, but we are giving you an 
opportunity to boast on our behalf, so that you may have something to set against 
those who boast in what is seen rather than what is in the heart. 
(13) If we were out of our mind, it was for() God; if we are of sound mind, it 
is for you. 
(14) For Christ's love leaves open no other way for us since we reached this 
judgment: one died for all, () therefore all died. 
(15) And he died for all, that those who live ()no longer live for themselves 
but for him who died () and was raised ()for them. 
(16) It follows that from now on we know no-one according to fleshly 
standards. Though we once knew Christ according to fleshly standards, we do so no 
longer. 
(17) (And) it follows that if anyone is in Christ, he has become a new creation; 
the old has gone, behold, new things3 have come to be! 
(18) All this, however, is from God, who reconciled us to himself through 
Christ and gave us the ministry of reconciliation 
(19) Equally (we can say): God was in Christ, reconciling the world to himself, 
not counting their transgressions against them. And he has established in us the 
word4 of reconciliation. 
1 Again this translation is based on the NIV of the English Bible (alterations in italics; "0" signify 
omissions). 
2 Some text witnesses (P'6 !'(B ... ) read xaux~l-taTO~ lJTIEP UIJ.WV instead of xauxfJIJ.aTO~ un:f:p ~IJ.WV 
but the first reading is to be preferred since it is the only one that makes sense in the context: 1) It is 
Paul's ministry that has come under attack, his apostolate that is at stake. Therefore he tries to show 
the Corinthians that they have reason enough to take pride in him (5.13) however the opponents may 
discredit him. 2) Paul generally opposes a boasting in oneself which makes the alternative reading un-
likely. See also Furnish, 2Cor, 307; Martin, 2Cor, 117; Plummer, 2Cor, 171 and others despite Barrett, 
2Cor, 162 n.1 who also prefers the reading given by Nestle-Aland26• 
3 Some minor witnesses read ta mivta Xat va in v.17bB but this is probably influenced by Rev 21.5 
and may be neglected. 
4 Some witnesses read tO e:uayyEA.tov (P'6) or (toG) e:uayye:A.iou TOV A.6yov en· F G (a)) instead of 
A.6yoV. Although they are too weak to alter the text they can give a hint for the correct interpretation 
of A.6yo~ tfj~ xataUayfjt; ( cf. comment below). 
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(20) We are therefore5 Christ's ambassadors, that is God is making his call 
through us. We entreat() on Christ's behalf: Be reconciled to God. 
(21) The one who did not know sin he made to be sin for us, so that in him we 
might become the righteousness of God. 
4.2) Notes on structure, grammar, and semantics 
Oov (v.11) marks the beginning of a new section characterizing the following as consequence of the 
preceding (5.1-10). This new section (particularly vv.14-21) contains a small christological excursus6 
which ends in v.21 as 6.1 (Of: xal) indicates where Paul addresses the Corinthians directly 
(napaxaA.ouJ-LEV ... UJ-Lcrc;;). Without denying the close connection to the following chapter, we may 
therefore limit our study to 5.11-21. 
V .11. The genitive qJ6~oc;; -rou xupiou is objective7 meaning 'the awe men have of the Lord.' The 
phrase occurs nowhere else in Paul and the equivalent qJ6~oc;; LOU {}eou only twice, in 2Cor 7.1 and 
Rom 3.18. However, the Pauline origin of 2Cor 6.14-7.1 is seriously contested by many scholars8 and 
Rom 3.18 is a quotation of Ps 35.2 (LXX). <D6~oc;; LOU xupiou therefore must be understood 
primarily against its OT background. 
There it occurs particularly in sapiential texts (see e.g. Ps 111.10; Prov 1.7; 9.10; Eccl12.13; Job 
28.28; Sir 1.11ff) describing the attitude of a whole life. The basis of the fear of God is the awe of 
God's judgment which determines the conduct of life, 'u[nd] von da aus wird d[as] Verhalten dessen, 
der sich in allem durch d[ie] Riicksicht auf Gott bestimmen lii.Bt, als Gottesfurcht bez[eichnet]'.9 In 
2Cor 5.11 qJO~oc;; LOU {}eou has the same basis as in the OT since v.11 clearly refers back (oOv) to 
v.10, where Paul talks about the judgment seat of Christ.10 If this interpretation is correct then we are 
presented with an interesting parallel between v.10/v.9 and v.11: 
Since we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ (v.10), we make it our goal to 
please him (v.9). 
Since we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ (v.10), i.e. since we know the fear 
of God, we persuade men (v.ll). 
5 Some witnesses (J>46 D* F G etc.) omit oov, 'therefore,' obviously because they understand v.20 as a 
relative clause to v.19b: D* F G etc. add the relative particle ov after n)v A.6yov T~c;; xamUay~c;; 
(v.19b ). Even though the textual basis for this different reading is too small to alter the text, it re-
minds us of the close connection between v.19 and v.20. 
6 Hengel, 'Kreuzestod,' 62. 
7 Robertson, Grammar, 500. 
8 Cf. the excellent survey of the whole discussion in Furnish, 2Cor, 371-383. 
9 CK, 1116. 
10 It is quite mysterious how Furnish, 2Cor, 306 can come to the conclusion that qJ6~oc;; -rou {}eou 
'must be understood primarily in relation to its background in the Jewish Bible and tradition,' but 
'not with reference to the judicial bench of Christ (v.10).' (bold by F.B.; italics original). 
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Note that v.10 is generally speaking about all Christians (-roue; m1nac; ~llfi<;) whereas v.ll refers 
solely to the apostle (rcd~OilEV ... f.A.rci~w).n In other words, in v.11 Paul applies to himself what he 
said in v.lO in a general sense. Thus, against the background of the parallel we just pointed to we can 
say that for Paul 'to please God' (v.10) coincides with 'to persuade men,' i.e. to be obedient to his 
apostolic commission to preach the gospel. 
Finally, it should be noted that 'fear' here has nothing to do with 'anxiety' or 'terror' ( cf. v.8!)P 
IIEi~OilEV is a conative present13 'signifying the incompleteness of the action'Y Apart from this 
verse the only occurrence of an active form of rcd~w in Paul is in Gal 1.10, where it is used in a 
negative way. Apparently, this negative usage has its parallel in 2Cor 5.11 as the following slightly ad-
versative OE:15 indicates. Thus to 'persuade people' would be a sort of concession, whereas the phrase 
~£0 of. TCE<paVEPWilE~a would function as the justification of this concession. 
The connective Of. xai and 7tE<pav£pwa{}m characterize the following sequence as an extension 
of the preceding phrase. 'Der Obergang von der ersten Person Plural (V.11a) zur ersten Person Sin-
gular,' f.A.n:i~w, 'verleiht der Erwartung des Paulus eine emphatische und ganz personliche Note'.16 
:EuvdoT]at<; derives from the Greek world, not from the OT or from Judaism. Originally, it ap-
pears to have had the noetic meaning: 'das Venn6gen, sich zu sich se/bst und bes[onders] sich riick-
blickend zu der eigenen Vergangenheit zu verha/ten'17 or more concrete 'das als Zeuge 
auftretende eigene BewuBtsein'.18 
Apart from two verses in Acts, auvdoT]Ot<; occurs just in Paul and the post-Pauline letters. 
There it is to be seen in its relation to God. It means basically the judgment of man on him-/herself 
concerning his/her relationship with God and its expression in his/her conduct.19 Thus, Paul can say 
(2Cor 1.12): 'Now this is our boast: Our conscience testifies that we have conducted ourselves in the 
world, and especially in our relations with you, in the holiness and sincerity that are from God.' And 
in 5.11 he hopes that the conscience of each single ( cf. the plural form auvEto~OEOt v) member of the 
church in Corinth will testify to the sincerity of his apostolic existence as well ( cf. also 2Cor 4.2).20 
V.l2. Ou m1A.tv E:au-wuc; auvta-ravOilEV21 Ulliv, 'we do not commend ourselves to you again,' points 
back to 3.1. 
LltOOV"t"E<; is an absolute participle (cf. 7.5; 8.19,20,24; 9.11,13 and others) as a substitute for an 
indicative. 22 
n 'We' and 'us' in vv.11-15 are meant to be apostolic. 
12 Hughes, 2Cor, 186; Wolff, 2Kor, 119 who in n.368 quotes H.J.Eckstein who points to Rom 8.15, "'wo 
Paulus den <p6~oc; in der Bedeutung von 'Furcht' und 'Angst' fiir die -rtxva {}wu unbedingt aus-
schlieBt".' Therefore, it is at least misleading when BA, 1721renders 'da wir nun wissen, welche Furcht 
von dem Henn ausgeht (wegen seines Gerichts 510).' 
13 See BDR, § 319; Robertson, Grammar, 880; Furnish, 2Cor, 306; Wolff, 2Kor, 119 n. 369. 
14 Furnish, 2Cor, 306. 
15 Furnish, 2Cor, 307. 
16 Wolff, 2Kor, 119 n. 371. 
17 Hahn, TBLNT 1, 55'5 (italics original). 
18 CK, 396 (emphases original); Cf. also BA, 1568-1569. 
19 See CK, 398. 
20 On the whole topic see e.g. CK, 396-400; Hahn, TBLNT 1, 555-560 and the literature stated there 
(see also comment below). 
21 With the composition of the form cf. BDR, § 93.lz. 
22 BDR § 486.1: 'Paulus liebt es, nach einem Verb.fm. koordinierend mit Partizipien fortzufahren'. 
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'Aq)Qpl-l f) "'means both a starting point for an operation and the resources with which an opera-
tion can be launched."'Zl 
"Iva ... explains the purpose of Paul as he gives the Corinthians an opportunity to boast in him. 
The double f.v (ev rrpocrwm!l, tv xapotc;z) is conditioned by the verb xauxffcr{}m, 'to boast in 
something.' 
Apart from any legitimate pride boasting in oneself was regarded as reprehensible even in the 
OT. It could be considered as an expression of downright folly and ungodliness (cfPs 52.3; 94.3). The 
theological reason for rejecting any boasting in oneself is that the boasting person looks at himself 
and not at God, his creator and saviour; he trusts in his own virtues rather than in God.24 Therefore, a 
true boasting can only be a boasting-in-God which includes constitutively 'die Momente des Vertrau-
ens, der Freude und dt.> Dankes; und das Paradoxe liegt darin, daB der sich Riihmende von sich selbst 
absieht, so daB sein Riihmen ein sich zu Gott Bekennen ist.'25 
After EXT)TE: one has to add something liken, n A.E:yEtV, XUUXT)I..la, or cl(j)QPI..lfJV.26 Thus we may 
translate: ' ... so that you may have something to set against those .. .'. 
Tip6crwrrov means 'face,' '(external) appearance,' or simply 'what catches a eye,' 'what is seen'. 
The 'heart' (xapOia) is 'center and source of the entire inner life.'27 
V.13. fc1p has an explains the acpopl-liJv (v.12b) and the (implied) n (v.12c). 
The middle f.~icrTal..lat means 'to be beside oneself,' 'to be out of mind.' But 'the question as to 
what precisely Paul meant by being beside himself, or in a state of ecstasy, is one which we are not in 
a position to answer with assurance.'28 However, what we can say is that E~ECJTT)I-LEV stands in: contrast 
to the following crwcppovoUI..lEV 'we are of sober/sound/right mind.' The aorist E~ECJTT)I-LEV probably 
points to a particular occasion or to particular occasions in the past whereas the present tense of 
crwcppovoui-LEV indicates the present or usual state. 
®E{i) and Ul..ltV are dativi commodi.29 Therefore we can translate 'for God,' 'for you.' 
V.14. V.14ff now give the reason (yap) for Paul's apostolic life as an existence for God and for the 
Corinthians. 
'AyarrT) is a typical biblical term and is hardly found in profane Greek. It has a very specific 
meaning in biblical language describing God's love or/and the existence founded on this love.30 This 
Zl Hughes, 2Cor, 188 n.6 quoting Tasker. 
24 Hahn, TBLNT 2, 1052. 
25 Bultmann, TWNT 3, 647. 
26 Plummer, 2Cor, 170. 
27 Martin, 2Cor, 125. Cf. BA, 818-821; Tiedtke, TBLNT 1, 20~22; CK, 581-588, e.g. 586 (emphases ori-
ginal): The heart is primarily 'die Stiitte ( ... ),.in der sich d[as] gesamte Person/eben, sowohl nach sei-
nen ZusUinden, als nach seinen AuBerungen, konzentriert. ( ... ) D[as] Herz repriisentiert deshalb d[en] 
eigentl[ichen] Charakter d[er] Personlichkeit, bzw. es verbirgt ibn( ... ). Hierauf beruht d[ie] mogl[i-
che] Entgegensetzung d[es] inneren Charakters u[nd] d[er] auBeren Erscheinung' as for instance in 
2Cor 5.12. 
28 Hughes, 2Cor, 189f. Note also that f.~icrTT)I..lt occurs nowhere else in the Pauline literature. 
29 BDR § 188.2. 
30 Cf. Giinther /Link, TBLNT 2, 895 and the whole article. 
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love elects its object with a strong will and in doing so becomes devoted to this object in self-denial 
and compassion.31 
'H ay<l7tT} LOU XptaLOu 'may be subjective genitive( ... ) - Christ's love for us, or objective geni-
tive- our love for Christ.( ... ) The fundamental thought here must be that of Christ's love for us, since 
this alone can provide a suitable introduction to what follows'32 - Christ's death as a proof of God's 
love for us ( cf. Rom 5.6!). This is, however not to dismiss 11•" objective interpretation entirely.33 
EuvE:xw occurs just twice in the Pauline letters, once in our verse, once in Phil 1.23. Mell wants 
to defme something like a Sprachgebrauch in Paul by comparing both verses with one another.34 But 
he fails to recognize the different voice of auvE:xw in both passages (active in 2Cor 5.14, passive in 
Phil1.23). Therefore, Mell's conclusion is at least questionable and of no help for the understanding 
of OUVEXEt in 2Cor 5.14. We have to look at the general use of this verb in the rest of the NT. 
Active forms of auvE:xw occur only in the Lukan double work (Gospel, Acts). There it can mean 
'to encircle,' 'to hem in,' 'to press hard' (Lk 8.45; 19.43), 'to surround in order to guard a person' (Lk 
22.63), or 'to stop something' (e.g. one's ears, Acts 7.57). Significant in all these cases is 1) that the 
subject of auvE:xw has power to press hard, to encircle etc., 2) that the object cannot or at least does 
not withstand this power. This understanding fits very well into 2Cor 5.14: Christ's love is in control of 
Paul. It has surrounded him and is now the directing force of his entire apostolic existence 'for God' 
and 'for you' (v.13). There is no way left to go for Paul but the way of Christ's love. Therefore we may 
translate v.14a: "for Christ's love leaves open no other way for us" And if this interpretation is correct, 
OUVEX£t gives support to our understanding of aycmT} LOU XptaTOU as a subjective genitive. 
The aorist participle xpivavmc; describes 'gemaB seinem Aspekt des Vollzugs eine Handlung 
(oder einen Vorgang), die im Verhiiltnis zu der Handlung des iibergeordneten Verbs ais vorausge-
gangen erscheint.>JS There is a temporal and at the same time a causal aspect with this participle 
which is best expressed by connecting it with the preceding part with 'since' ( = 'since the time when 
we reached this judegement' and 'because we reached this judgment'). Kpi vavTac; as an aorist ap-
pears to point back to an event in the past when Paul reached this judgment, his conversion. 
"On is probably a on-recitativum36 but it may also simply be demanded by xpi VEt v.Y7 
The aorists arrE:-3aVEV and arrE:-3avov point to one single event in the past. The apa charac-
terizes arrf:-3avov as the consequence of arrf:-3aVEV: one died, therefore, all died. 'Arrf:-3aV£V, there-
fore, includes arrE:-3avov.38 In other words, there must be a sort of identification of efc; and rravTWV. 
Consequently, the urr£p TIQVTWV in that statement must bear an inclusive meaning.39 
31 CK, 14. 
32 Barrett, 2Cor, 167. 
33 Cf. comment below. 
34 SchOpfung, 348 n.l. 
35 BR § 220.3b (emphases original). 
36 Cf. BDR § 470.1. 
37 Cf. BDR § 397.2s. 
38 Cf. Hughes, 2Cor, 195; Wedderburn, Baptism, 65: 'it seems desperately difficult to understand "all 
died" as a reference to anything but the moment of the death of the one.' 
39 This is not recognized by Aymer, Understanding, 94. Cf., however, his comment on f.v XptaT(i), 
ibid., 98. 
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V .15. Kal. urcE:p minwv (mf:~avEv is a climax'0 repeating v.14b in order to make sure that the reader 
recognizes the importance of what follows now. As usual the climax has an intensifying function. 
"Iva introduces a purpose clause which carries on Paul's train of thought. 
The dative cases in v.15b (£au-rot~, T<i) ... (mo~av6vn xal. £yEp{}E:vn) are dativi commodi with 
a peculiar possessive emphasis:41 'that we no longer live for us, i.e. as though we belonged to our-
selves, but for him, i.e. to whom we actually belong, for him who died and was raised for us.' 
YrcE:p atm'Dv refers back to v.lSa and v.14b and what we just said about the force of tmE:p 
TC<lV"CWV applies also to urcE:p au-rwv. Moreover, it is related to cmo{}av6vn as well as to £yEp{}E:vn 
since the article T<i) governs both participles. 
V.16. Paul carries on by drawing two consequences from v.14bf, one negative (v.16) and one positive 
(v.17; cf. the paralleling WOTE). The first consequence is divided into a general statement (v.16a) and 
its 'Spezialfall'42 (v.16b, Ei xai). 'V.16b ist also V.16.a untergeordnet.'43 
'Am) LOU vuv, 'from now on' does 'not mean from the time of writing but "from the time at 
which he [= Paul] saw that One had died for all" .'44 Nuv clearly marks a division line between once 
and now (am) TOU vuv - 'from now on,' ana vuv ouxE:n - 'but now no longer').45 It has a 
soteriological connotation such as can quite frequently be found in PaUl (cf. e.g. 6.2!; Rom 5.9,11; 
8.1).46 
!:aps in the Pauline letters tends to be used in apologetic or polemic contexts.47 It means 'flesh' 
as substance of the body, 'kinship,' 'human race,' or generally 'human nature.' It always bears a 
religious connotation since it is always seen in an indissoluble connection with sin. It is this connec-
tion that makes the weakness, the transitoriness, and the mortality of the aaps. That, however, does 
not mean that the aaps is sinful by nature, nor is it the principle of sin - but its dominion and its 
means. The aaps is entirely caught and entangled by sin. This is the reason why it is associated in Gal 
4.21-31 'with the old aeon, slavery, the Judaizers and the law and contrasted with the "spirit" which is 
associated with the new aeon, freedom and the gospel.'48 Consequently, the life according to the old 
aeon is a life xa-ra aapxa, i.e. a life with a selfish and sinful orientation;49 equally, the life according 
to the new aeon is called a life xa-ra TCVEUIJ.a. But although the 'flesh' is fully involved with sin, pas-
sages such as Phil 1.22,24 show that the aaps - if it has come under the dominion of Christ - is not 
devoid of a positive meaning even if the negative connotation is not entirely absent. 50 
40 (.f .. .ap~ § 4,3. ~ c.., "l<li-Q.)(·. 
41 BDR § 188.~. 
42 Michel, 'Erkennen,' 119. 
43 Ibid., 119. 
44 Kim, Origin, 13ff quoting Denney. 
45 Wolff, 2Kor, 123: 'Das ( ... ) vuv ouxE:n zeigt wie das am) LOU vuv in V.16a, daB Paulus so dachte, 
bevor der Anbruch der Heilszeit fur ibn Wirklichkeit geworden war.' 
Furnish, 2Cor, 312 points to Isa 48.6 as parallel: 'Of special interest for Paul's use of the phrase [sc. 
area TOU vuv] in the present passage is Isa 48:6, where there is a reference to "the things from now 
on" (ta kaina apo tou nyn )'. 
46 Therefore, Michel, Erkennen, 117 rightly translates 'seit dem Einbruch des neuen Aons'. Cf. also 
Luz, Geschichtsverstiindnis, 88. 
47 Cf. Jewett, Anthropological Terms, 453. 
48 Ibid., 453. 
49 Wolff, 2Kor, 122. 
50 For Paul 'being in the flesh' (v.24) stands in contrast to 'being with Christ' (v.23); i.e. even if aaps is 
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The position directly after OlOUIJ.EV indicates that XUTU aapxa, 'according to the flesh/fleshly 
standards,' goes with the verb and not with the noun ouof:va. And since v.16b is a Spezia/fa/1 of v.16a 
we have to assume the same relation in v.16b: xa-ra aapxa goes with E:yvwxaiJ.EV and not with 
XptaT6v.s1 
The change of the verb from v.16a (oY<>aiJ.EV) to v.16b (E:yvwXaiJ.EV) is of no significance; 'Paul 
needs a perfect, and EiOf:vat provides none' .52 
Since v.16a points to a real change that has happened (cmo TOU vuv, see above) it is very likely 
that v.16b, a concessive clause (Ei xat), reflects a fact:53 Paul once knew Christ according to fleshly 
standards but now he does so no longer. But the stress in this statement - and this is important to 
note - does not lie on Paul's relation to Christ but on the fact that Paul's way of knowing any person 
has been turned upside down. In grammatical terms: in a concessive clause the stress does not lie on 
the relation between protasis and reality but on the relation between protasis (v.16ba) and apodosis 
(v.16bB). Therefore, it is impossible to make any inferences (neither positive nor negative) regarding 
Paul's relation to the so-called 'historical Christ' on the grounds of v.16b.54 
V.17. This verse is the second, the positive consequence from v.14bf (waTE). V.17a is a conditional 
clause (Ei) dominated again by the relation between protasis (v.17aa, d nc; f.v XptaT{i)) and 
apodosis (v.17aB, xmvi) XTtatc;).55 
We have to add two verbs in v.17a. In the case of v.17aa the best is probably f.anv since it is 1) 
the least adventurous possibility and 2) its omission occurs quite frequently in the NT.56 In the case of 
v.17aB we may add yf:yov£v in analogy to v.17bB (ioou yf:yovEv xmva). 
On f.v XptaT{i) see excursus below. 
On Xat vi) x-riatc; see above Part I. Kriatc; itself, like XOOIJ.O<;, is an expression for the entire 
created world. But there is one decisive difference: XOOIJ.O<; in Paul is usually synonymous with 6 
XOOIJ.O<; OOTO<;, i.e. the world in its involvement with sin, whereas XTtat<; stands for the whole world 
with regard to its origin - the creating power of God. Paul, therefore, never speaks about a Xat voc; 
x6a1J.O<; but about a xmvi) XTiatc; which is exclusively the work of God. Quite consistently, 
XTiat<;/XTtCEtV XTA. are always used with God as the agent. 
The aim of God's creation is man with whom its whole existence is at stake. And since it was 
through man that sin, transitoriness, and death came into the world 'sind ( ... ) aile GeschOpfe darauf 
angewiesen, daB Gottes Platzhalter in der Schopfung mit Gott durch ein Eingreifen Gottes in Ord-
valued positively it still belongs to the old aeon. 
On aap~ see further BA, 1473-1475; CK, 982ff; SeebaB, TBLNT1, 342ff; Schweizer, TWNT7, 
123-138. 
51 Besides, if xan1 aapxa goes with a noun its position is always directly after this noun. Note, more-
over, that there is no auTOV in v.16bB as would be expected if xaTa aapxa goes with Xpta-r6v. And 
above all with Wolff, 2Kor, 125 we have to point to the context 'in dem es urn die Existenz des Apo-
stels, nicht aber urn Wesensaussagen iiber den Christus geht.' 
52 Barrett, 2Cor, 170. 
53 BDR § 374: 'Ei xat "wenn auch", "obwohl" (Einraumung einer Tatsache)'. 
54 See also Furnish, 2Cor, 330f. 
ss BDR § 371.1: 'Ei mit Indikativ aller Tempora bezeichnet lediglich die Annahme und stellt eine logi-
sche SchluBfolgerung dar'. 
56 Cf. BDR §§ 127f in particular § 127.1. 
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nung gebracht wird.'57 The destiny of man cannot be separated from the destiny of the whole world 
(cf. particularly Rom 8.18-21).58 
V.17b is a clear allusion to Isa 43.18f (LXX)59 and explains in its hymnic style (ioou) v.17al3 
(xmv~ XTtatc;): the xmv~ XTtatc; is the fulfilment the prophets promise. 
V .18. Ta m1VTa in this verse does not mean 'all being, all existence,' or 'all things' generally.60 It 
rather ties up what Paul has said previously particularly in v.17:61 'all this,' i.e. the xmv~ XTtatc; in 
Christ implying that the old has gone and new things have come to be. 
The following aorist participle construction (TOU xamUa~avwc; ... 06vwc; ... ) explains how 
God has brought about 'all this'. 
KmaUaaawjxmaUay~ are characteristically Pauline terms. They occur nowhere else in the 
NT. The basic meaning is 'to (ex)change/(ex)change, to compensate/compensation,' and then, as the 
result of the change/compensation, 'to reconcile/reconciliation.'62 KamUaaaw with a personal ob-
ject ('to reconcile somebody to someone,' or 'to ( ex)change something for something'63) is unique in 
the NT.64 
Excursus: The origin of the Pauline thought of reconciliation 
Some scholars65 suggest that Paul has taken the concept of reconciliation from the Hellenistic 
background where it could be used in the context of the reconciliation between a ruler and his 
people or generally between enemies. But Hofius has correctly noted the decisive difference 
between such a concept of reconciliation and the Pauline thought: 'In den Zeugnissen der 
Herrscherverehrung ( ... ) geht es urn die Befriedung der in sich zerstrittenen Welt ( ... ). Die 
57 EBer, TBLNT 2, 1080. 
58 On XTtatc; see e.g. EBer, TBLNT 2, 1073ff; Foerster, TWNT 3, 999ff; Petzke, EWNT 2, 803ff et al. 
59 M~ IJ.VTJIJ.OEUETE Ta TIPWTa xai Ta apxaia ll~ auUoyiCEa{}E. ioou TIOtW xmva a vuv avaTEAEl. 
Cf. the terminology in 2Cor 5.17: the neuter Ta apxata which occurs nowhere else in the NT, ioou 
followed by a verb and the neuter xmva (without article). 
60 In this sense we can find it quite frequently in Paul, particularly in passages with a hymnic style and 
often where Ta Tiavm is object (cf. e.g. Rom 8.32; 1Cor 8.6; 12.6; 15.27f; Gal3.22; Phil3.21). 
61 a. the similar usage of Ta TIUVTa in 4.15; 12.19 and esp. in 1Cor 11.12. Therefore, we cannot con-
firm Furnish's suggestion (2Cor, 316) that Ta OE: TIUVTa E:x TOU {}EOu 'echoes a doxological formula 
(see especially Rom 11:36 ... ),apparently adopted by the early church from the Hellenistic synagogue 
-which had, in turn, adapted it from a formula of Stoic pantheism.' Such an interpretation would rai-
se the question as to what we could consider to be the connective element between the thought of the 
preceding verse(s) and v.18a. 
62 Cf. CK, 129f; Vorli:i.nder, TBLNT2, 1307-1309. 
63 Cf. LSJ, 899. To take 'to change' as the basic meaning of xaTaUaaaw is also confirmed by GLRB 
that renders 'to change' for aUaaaw and expounds the prefix xam- as strenghtening or intensifying 
the meaning of the verb. 'Not unfrequently, xaTa merely increases the sound of the word to which it 
is prefixed' (II, 633). 
64 Even if Bieringer, 'Versohnung,' 320f is right when he says that 'nach griechischen Eheurkunden ist 
xmaUaaao!J.m terminus technicus fiir die Wiederversohnung getrennter Eheleute' and that Paul 
knew the word from this usage ( cf 1Cor 7.11) -this cannot be the background of the active usage with 
personal object as we find in 2Cor 5.18f. 
65 E.g. Breytenbach, Versohnung, 45ff; F.Hahn, '"Siehe ... ",' 247; Hengel, 'Kreuzestod,' 75; Windisch, 
2Kor, 194. 
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entscheidende Frage ist hier: Wie kommt die in sich heillose Welt in sich selbst zum Frieden? 
Bei Paulus geht es urn die Versohnung der gottfeindlichen, weil sii.ndigen Menschheit mit 
Gott. Und die entscheidende Frage lautet: Wie kommen die vor Gott verlorenen Menschen 
zum Frieden mit Gott?'66 Therefore, the origin of the tenn xmaUaaaw XTA.. in Paul might 
well be the Hellenistic background, but the idea of reconciliation is clearly different in Paul.67 
Neither is it a: derivation from Judaism68 which argues as follows: Sin makes God to be ene-
my of men. Reconciliation in this context means that God gives up his enmity and his anger as 
a result of atoning activities of men. But this turns Paul's argumentation upside down. In Paul 
it is the sinful humanity that needed the change, never God. It is surely not pure accident that 
Paul says that God (subject!) has reconciled us/the cosmos (object of God's reconciling activi-
ty!). 
Finally, Kasemann's thesis69 of a cosmological concept of reconciliation which Paul took 
over from the liturgy of the Hellenistic church must be rejected since nowhere in profane Gre-
ek do xmaUaaaw and its derivates have a cosmological meaning as Bieringer has emphasi-
zed adding: 'Uberall geht es urn das "personale" Verhaltnis von Menschen untereinander oder 
zwischen Gott und den Menschen. >7o 
A much more convincing theory is offered by Hofius.71 According to him, 'haben wir in 
dem Versohnungsgedanken eine durchaus eigenstandige Konzeption zu erkennen, die Paulus 
unter dem pragenden EinfluB seiner Heiligen Schrift, der Septuaginta, ausgebildet hat.'72 
Paul's conception of reconciliation has two constitutive aspects: 1) God's act of reconciliation 
in Christ's atoning death, 2) God's word of reconciliation. There is no parallel to such an idea 
be•o.& .. 
within the Hellenistic world. 'Zu den~fiir Paulus konstitutiven Aussagen Hi.Bt sich our eine ein-
zige Entsprechung namhaft machen: das a/ttestamentliche Zeugnis von dem Gott, der sein in 
Sii.nde verlorenes und zur Hinwendung zu ihm ganzlich unfahiges Yolk durch das Wunder der 
Neuschopfung (= Vergebung) aus der Verfallenheit an die Sii.nde befreit und ihm die damit 
gewahrte Gottesgemeinschaft im prophetischen Heilswort giiltig zuspricht.>73 Hofius makes 
plain that this idea of reconciliation is decisively influenced by the message of Deutero-Isaiah, 
although he admits: 'Paulus hat von Deuterojesaja zwar nicht die Begriffe xamUay~ und 
xa-rOI)..A.aaaEtV empfangen - ihre religiose Verwendung war ihm vielmehr im hellenistischen 
Judentum vorgegeben (s. etwa 2Makk 1,5; 5,20; 7,33; 8,29). Wahl aber fand er bei Deuteroje-
saja die Sache bezeugt, die er mit diesen Begriffen sachgema.B zur Sprache bringt>74 ( cf. Isa 
52.13-53.12; furthermore 40.2; 43.25; 44.22; 52.6-10 and 45.22). Moreover, Hofius 
demonstrates75 that reconciliation in Paul must be seen in relation to the idea of atonement as 
the reference to the blood of Christ in Rom 5.9f indicates: 'Since we have now been justified by 
his blood, how much more shall we be saved from God's wrath through him! For if, when we 
were God's enemies, we were reconciled to him through the death of his Son, how much more, 
66 
'Erwagungen,' 9f. 
67 Against those who argue in favour of this view Hofius' warning (ibid., 14 n.14) of confounding 
'Begriffsgeschichte und Traditionsgeschichte' is well justified. 
68 Wolter, Rechtfertigung, 35-104. 




'Erwiigungen,' esp. 9-14. 
72 Ibid., 11. 
73 Ibid., 14 n.14. 
74 Ibid., 11. 
75 See his essay 'Siihne und Versohnung,' in id., Paulusstudien, 33ff. 
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having been reconciled, shall we be saved through his life.' Although this idea of atonement 
stands in continuity to the cultic atonement in Lev 10.17 and 17.11,76 Hofius emphasizes71 that 
we cannot ignore the decisive discontinuity: 1) In the OT men are actively involved in the 
atonement. In Paul God alone is active. 2) The OT atonement is a matter of repetition, the 
atoning sacrifice of Christ is once and for all (Rom 6.10). 3) The atonement in the OT applies 
only to unintentional sins, but Christ's atoning death is for all sins. 4) In the OT atonement is 
given to Israel alone, but the atoning Christ event is the reconciliation of all mankind. 
The active aorist xamna~avw~ points to a single event iil the past. .6.ta Xptawu supports this view 
since it is a synonym for Christ's death on the cross as the parallel in Rom 5.10 clearly shows. 
Like Otaxovia TOU TIV£0!101'0~ and otaxovia Tf\~ OtXatOOUV'fl~ (3.8f) otaxovia Tf\~ xaTaA.-
A.ay~~ refers to Paul's apostolic ministry, i.e. to proclaim the gospel. Since this ministry is not 
entrusted to all Christians the ~!ltv in v.18C., and thus also the ~llfi~ of v.18h, must refer to Paul (and 
implicitly to all true apostles) rather than to the Corinthians. 
V.19. The introduction of v.19, w~ on, has often been regarded as a crux interpretum.18 Apart from 
our passage it occurs in this form only two more times in the Corpus Paulinum but neither 2Cor 11.21 
nor 2Thess 2.2 are of any use for our verse since in both cases w~ on has the meaning 'as though' 
which cannot be employed in 2Cor 5.19.79 Taken in its basic function as a comparative particle we 
could understand w~ in v.19a as a comparison, or as an explicative equivalent to v.18b. Then, using w~ 
Paul's intention would be to tell the reader/hearer: 'This can be compared with the following,' or 'this 
is equivalent to the following,' or simply 'that is.' From that it follows quite naturally to understand 
on as a on-recitativum (or better -declarativum) which is best 'translated' as a colon introducing the 
following sentence.80 Thus W~ on establishes a relation of equivalence between v.18b-+{n_d v.19a.81 In 
other words, v.19a must be seen as a parallel to v.18b+c.. 
The major problem in v.19, however, is the ~v and its role within the structure of the verse. 
Scholarship offers essentially three interpretations: 1) {}£o~ is the predicate to iiv with xamUaaawv 
76 Apart from Hofius cf. Gese, 'Siihne,' 85ff and the important monograph of his disciple Janowski, 
Suhne als Heilsgeschehen. 
77 
'Siihne,' 48f. 
78 Cf. Bieringer, 'Versohnung,' 299-304; Hofius, '"Gott...",' 20 n.21; Hughes, 2Cor, 206 n.45; Mell, 
Sch6pftmg, 346 n.16 and others. 
79 Bieringer, 'Versohnung,' 303: 'Die Bedeutung "als ob" fiir w~ kann in 2Kor 5,19 jedoch nicht vorlie-
gen, da Paulus dart keine Aussage macht, die er als falsch bzw. nicht zutreffend charakterisieren will.' 
80 With Bieringer, 'Versohnung,' 303; against BDR § 396.s, § 35~. Mell, Sch6pfung, 346, following Kii-
semann, also argues for a on-recitativum that introduces an early Christian tradition. But there is no 
necessity to assume a traditional sentence or a Pauline self-quotation simply because v.19 is opened 
up by a on-recitativum. It could as well have a declarative sense. Bieringer, 'Versohnung,' 322: 'OTi-
recitativum entspricht unserem Doppelpunkt und liillt als solches die Herkunft der folgenden Aussa-
ge offen. Diese kann also sowohl vom gleichen Autor stammen als auch ein Zitat darstellen.' Apart 
from this observation Bieringer has shown convincingly and in a scholarly way (cf. particularly pp.312-
323) that there is no real evidence (neither the usage of XOO!lO~, nor of xamUaaaw) to justify our 
considering v.19f as being traditional. 
81 Bieringer, 'Versohnung,' 303 might well be right in stating that we; has 'zusiitzlich leicht kausale Be-
deutung. 5,19 hat also, insofern als es sich von 5,18 unterscheidet, "unterschwellig" begriindende 
Funktion fiir die vorausgehende Aussage.' 
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as subject82 (='it was God who in Christ was reconciling the world to himself),83 2) nv is an auxiliary 
verb and must be seen together with xamUaaawv forming a conjugatio periphrastica with tl£6~ 
being the subject(= 'God was reconciling the world to himself in Christ'),84 3) tl£0~ llV tv XptaT<i) is 
an independent sentence (with nv being the main verb) followed by a participium conjunctum 
(xamUaaawv) (='God was in Christ, (when he was) reconciling the world to himself).&5 The first 
interpretation can be ruled out with considerable certainty since in this case we would have to expect 
the article with the participle.86 The decision, however, between the second and the third interpreta-
tion is not easy. But nevertheless for several reasons we would argue in favour of the third possibilityB? 
taking tl£0~ llV tv XptaTQ 'als Ausdruck der Seins- und Handlungseinheit zwischen Gott und Chri-
stus':88 Firstly, the strongest argument that speaks against the periphrastic understanding is that ~v 
and xmaUaaacuv are significantly torn apart which is very unusual for a periphrastic construction. 
Secondly, in addition to the first argument we have to note that the conjugatio periphrastica is general-
ly very rarely used in Paul.89 Finally, some supporters of the periphrastic interpretation point to the 
parallel construction of v.18b and v.19a. But this is no argument because it is not clear which kind of 
parallelism is meant - a synonymous (that would indeed indicate a periphrastic construction) or a 
synthetic (that would speak for our interpretation). Thus, this argument cuts both ways. 
Nevertheless, on the grounds of the textual evidence we would argue for a synthetic parallelism 
between v.18b and v.19a.90 First of all we have to note the different tense of the participles 
xamUa~aVTO~ (aorist) and xmaUaaacuv (present). With the latter Paul probably wants to 
emphasize the simultaneousness of the main verb and the present participle.91 The difference 
between v.18b (xamUa~aVTo~) and v.19a (xamUaaacuv) 'besteht nun darin, daB der Aorist auf 
den Kreuzestod narrativ im Sinne des Ereignisses als solchen eingeht, wiihrend 5,19a Christi Tod des-
kriptiv darstellt, indem die Aussage das Geschehen in seiner Dauer beleuchtet.>n 
82 Cf. BDR § 353.2~; § 396.~. 
83 Apart from BDR cf. e.g. Barrett, 2Cor, 177; Eichholz, Theologie, 198f; Hengel, 'Kreuzestod,' 63,73 
and others. 
84 Cf. e.g. Bultmann, 2Kor, 162; Schlatter, Paulus, 566; cf. also the translations of NIV, RSV. 
&5 Cf. e.g. Hoflus, '"Gott. .. ",' 19 esp. n.19; Lang, Kor, 301f. 
86 Cf. Rom 3.1lf; 2Cor 9.12; Phil2.13; also Bieringer, 'Versohnung,' 306; Hoflus, '"Gott...",' 19 n.19. 
1fT So with Hoflus, '"Gott...",' 19 n.19; Lang, Kor, 301f; Windisch, 2Kor, 192 and others (cf. Bieringer, 
'Versohnung,' 306 n.27: Luther, Erasmus, Calvin, Bengel, Hughes, Stanley). 
88 Bieringer, 'Versohnung,' 307. Bieringer, however, argues against such an interpretation and he is 
surely right in so far as he points to the improbability of an understanding of this phrase as a state-
ment about the divine nature of Christ the man, or about the 'Perichorese von Gott und Christus' 
(306). He emphasizes (307), 'daB ein solches Interesse im Kontext von 5.19a iiberraschen wiirde und 
daB tl£6~ bzw. f.v XptaTQ sich kaum zum Ausdruck solcher Gedanken eignen.' The thrust of Paul's 
argument is certainly different. 
89 Therefore, Bieringer, 'Versohnung,' 310 has to refer to Luke in order to flnd an example of a peri-
phrastic construction in which the participle does not stand directly with dvm (Lk 1.10). But even in 
Luke (in his writings we flnd the periphrastic construction more than anywhere else in the NT) such a 
construction remains unusual. Moreover, it is generally questionable to use Lukan material to argue 
within a Pauline context. 
90 With Hoflus, '"Gott. .. ",' 20. 
91 BR § 220.3 (emphases original): 'VerhiiltnismaBig oft [bezeichnet] ( ... ) das Partizip des Priisens 
gemaB seinem Aspekt der Dauer eine Handlung (oder einen Vorgang), die im Verhiiltnis zu der 
Handlung des iibergeordneten Verbs als gleichzeitig erscheint'. 
92 Bieringer, 'Versohnung,' 310. He continues: 'Das periphrastische Imperfekt bezeichnet eine unab-
geschlossene Handlung in der Vergangenheit .. .'.This raises two problems: 1) This and similar state-
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Another difference that points to a synthetic understanding is that in v.18 God is acting ota 
Xptawu, in v.19, however, f.v XptaT(jl.93 It is rather unlikely that both have exactly the same mean-
ing.94 ~ta Xptawu is clearly instrumental, whereas f.v XptaT(jl, although it also bears an instrumen-
tal meaning, has basically an inclusive force.95 Therefore, the f.v XptaTQ of v.19 is an extension of the 
ota Xptawu of v.18 which is characteristic for a synthetic parallelism. 
The last observation that speaks for a synthetic parallelism is that Paul extended the object of 
reconciliation from ~llfi~ (v.18b) to XOOIJ.O~ (v.19a). Thus v.18b and v.19a are like concentric cir-
cles with v.19a as the outer circle. Or in other words, the reconciliation in its universality (v.19a) is the 
basis for the reconciliation of the church (v.18b ). The reconciliation of the x6a~-toc; includes the 
reconciliation of the church. 
Thus, we could make plain that v.18 and v.19 are shaped according to the pattern of a synthetic 
parallelism. And this result gives support to an interpretation of xaTaUaaawv as participium con-
junctum (see above). But if we understand it that way, the conclusion is almost inevitable that we 
have to link f.v XptaTQ to {}e6c; ~v rather than to xamUaaawv. However, since such a usage of f.v 
XptaT(jl occurs nowhere else in the Pauline letters we would have a real problem - unless we could 
fmd a satisfactory understanding for such a usage within the context. And this can be done: 'God was 
in Christ' is the main sentence in v.19a. The following construction with the participium conjunctum is 
an 'adverbielle Nebenbestimmung' containing 'einen ( ... ) Begleitvorgang zur eigentlichen Satzaus-
sage098 ({}eoc; ~v f.v XptaTQ): 'God was in Christ when he was reconciling.' I.e. ~v and 
xaTaUaaawv are closely linked up. In other words, the purpose of Paul's statement is not to outline 
a doctrine of the divine nature of Christ but to emphasize the Seins- und Handlungseinheit between 
God and Christ in reconciling the world.99 Thus, against the background of the instrumental ota 
XptaLOO in v.18b Paul wants to say: It is not only that God worked through Christ but even more he, 
God himself, was present in Christ working out the reconciliation of the world. And this thought fits 
ments occur in the section in which Bieringer wants to prove (he hasn't yet!) the periphrastic inter-
pretation but he already uses it as a part within his argumentation. In other words, he argues in a cir-
cle. 2) Paul nowhere indicates something like the 'incompleteness' of reconciliation. The opposite is 
true ( cf. v.18b xmaUa~anoc;!), reconciliation is done! Therefore, if Bieringer's statement about the 
'periphrastische Imperfekt' is correct (scholarship has not yet reached a consensus on this matter) it 
is even more striking that this would not fit into Paul's argumentation. Thus this observation streng-
thens our interpretation of xamUaaawv as participium conjunctum. 
93 This can be said even if we leave the question undecided whether f.v XptaT(jl in v.19 goes with {}eoc; 
~v or with xaTaUaaawv. 
94 Even if we favoured the periphrastic interpretation in v.19a the prominent and emphatic position of 
f.v XptaT(jl would at least make us hesitate to assume an identity of both phrases. 
95 See excursus below. Wedderburn's understanding of the difference between ota XptaLOO and f.v 
XptaT(jl goes in the same direction even though he formulates rather carefully in 'Observations,' 90: 
'Perhaps the difference is that in Paul's usage f.v can carry with it a sense of togetherness, association 
(auv) with the agent of reconciliation, an idea that is not present in ota as such.' 
96 'H~-tfic; refers to the apostle(s) as the parallel ~1-J.lv in v.18c. , makes clear: not every Christian has 
been given the 'ministry of reconciliation.' 
97 K6a~-toc; here means obviously 'mankind' ( cf. auwTc; in v.19b and xamUaaaw which is only used 
with women/men as object!) and can be seen in parallel to n:avwc; in v.14b and v.15a. On the general 
usage of x6a~-toc; see below notes to Gal6.14. 
98 BR § 246.1. 
99 Cf. above n. 88. 
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perfectly well into the framework of a synthetic parallelism. Therefore, the singular usage of f.v 
XptaT(i) cannot be held against an interpretation of xamHaaawv as participium conjunctum. 
The participles xaTaHaaawv and A.oytC6j..LEVD<;100 are coordinate and both are subordinated to 
the main verb ~v (v.19a). But the change of the tense in the third participle {}Ej..LEVO<; 'erfordert ( ... ) 
zwingend, in v.19c die Fortsetzung des Hauptsatzes v.19a zu erblicken':101 'God was in Christ ... and 
established .. .'. 
The middle voice of Ti{}T)j..Lt has the same meanings as the active voice, 'bezeichnet aber auBer-
dem, daB das Subjekt die Handlung fiir sich od[er] zu seinen Zwecken, mit seinen Mitteln, an sich 
u.a. vollbringt.'1()2 Note, furthermore, that Ti{}T)j..Lt in Paul is almost always used in a, literally, 
fundamental sense: 'to establish something that is inviolable, basical, ultimate.' This is no wonder 
since Ti{}T)j..Lt occurs frequently with God/Christ as subject (Rom 4.17; 9.33; 1Cor 3.11; 12.18,28; 
15.25) or in connection with Paul's preaching of the gospel (1Cor 3.10; 9.18). 
V .20. 'yrrf:p is simply demanded by the verb rrpEa~EtJW (cf. Eph 6.20 the only further occurrence in 
the NT). IlpEa~EUW nv{j(mE:p nvoc; means 'to be ambassador for someone.' An ambassador is 
someone 'who carries a message for or in some other way represents another'103 which, in this case, is 
Christ. 'YrrE:p XptaTOU means not just 'on Christ's behalf,' nor 'in Christ's place,' 'as if he were not 
present. Rather, the phrase ( ... ) must be interpreted on the basis of the verb ( ... ): "with the full 
authority of Christ who has sent me'"104(cf. 1Cor 1.17). 
'Oc; has the same comparative meaning as in v.19a establishing a relation of equivalence between 
v.20aa and v.20aB105 (although the subject in both parts is different ('we' in v.20aa- 'God' in v.20aB)!): 
Being Christ's ambassador has its equivalent in God making his call through us. 
'Oc; TOU {}wu rrapaxaA.ounoc; ot' TJj..L(DV is a comparative genitivus absolutus.106 The basic 
meaning of rrapaxaA.E:w is 'to call; to appeal; to address someone.' IlapaxaA.E:w is used '"von jeder 
Art d[es] Zuredens, bei dem es auf eine bestimmende Einwirkung abgesehen [sc. ist]".'107 
100 AoyiCollat T<I rrapamwj..LaTa nvi -'to count the trespasses against someone.' Furnish, 2Cor, 319, 
following Stuhlmacher, finds that 'the non-Pauline plural [sc. rrapaTITWj..Lam] is one of the marks of 
the apostle's dependence on a traditional formulation.' But this is almost doing violence to the evi-
dence, because this is just afonnal observation. Had Furnish had a closer look at the character of the 
10 rrapamwj..La-passages in Paul he would have had to concede the questionableness of his argument: 
in Rom 5.15,16,17,18,(20) the singular is simply a necessity since this passage, the Adam-Christ-
typology, deals with the one concrete trespass of Adam. Therefore, we have only five further occur-
rences left (two plural, three singular forms) which can be taken into account. Apart from the fact 
that there is almost a balance between singular and plural, it is more than problematic to infer a Pau-
line or non-Pauline usage of rmparrTWj..La on such a small textual basis. 
101 Hofius, '"Gott. .. ",' 11Jf. 
1o2 Menge-Giithling, 685; emphases original. 
103 Furnish, 2Cor, 339. He continues: 'Thus, e.g., the terms were used in the Greek-speaking part of 
the Roman Empire for an official representative of Caesar (Latin: legatus).' Hence, using npEa~EtlW 
Paul wants to underline the public and official character of his ministry. 
104 Ibid., 339. 
1os Differently BDR § 4253. 
106 BR § 246.2.f; Furnish, 2Cor, 339. 
107 CK, 570 quoting v. Hofmann. On the basis of this definition CK distinguishes (579; emphases origi-
nal) '1) Jem[an]d[e]n anrufen, damit er etw[as] tue, =bitten( ... ) 2) Jem[an]d[e]n anrufen, herbeiru-
fen, urn ihm etw[as] zu sagen, ihm zureden, u[nd] zwar freundl[ich] zureden. a) ermahnen ( ... )b) = 
zureden, ermuntern, trosten'. 
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The first person plural in v.20 (rrpEaj3EUOIJ.EV, ot' ~IJ.WV, OEOIJ.E~a) refers to Paul as apostle 
because it is the apostle's mission (the otaxovia 1f)<; xa1aUayf)<;, v.18b) to preach the message of 
reconciliation. 
~EOIJ.E~a (mf:p Xpta1ou must be understood in analogy to (mf:p XptaLOu ... rrpEO~EUOIJ.EV: 
Paul is ambassador for Christ and his mission as ambassador is 'to entreat for Christ.' 
The phrase xa1aUayT]1E 10 ~E0, 'be reconciled to God,' explicates oEOIJ.E~a. The imperative 
xawUayT]1E in its aorist108 passive form (passivum divinum) is based on the fact 'that God has al-
ready acted for reconciliation'109 (v.18f). So, looking back on v.20 we find an interesting parallel struc-
ture: v.20aa Paul's action, v.20aB emphasizing God's action and,· analogically, v.20ba emphasizing 
Paul's action, v.20bB emphasizing God's action. 
V .21. This verse is closely linked up to the preceding imperative (xa1aUayT]1E 10 ~E0) which 
gave v.21 its subject - God. Therefore, v.21 is likely to be an explication of the 'Be reconciled' in v.20b 
stating the result of this imperative.U0 
Here, as almost always in the Pauline letters, GIJ.ap1ia is used in the singular form which does 
not primarily signify sin as an act but sin as the nature or the quality of the act.lll It is a 
'Gattungsbegriff.'112 Moreover, the singular 'sin' in Paul has always the connotation of 'power'113 ( cf. 
Rom 3.9; 5.21; 6.6,11ff): men are either ruled by sin or by Christ, i.e. they are either sinners or 
Christians. No compromise is possible. So, we can say: 'Siinde ist ( ... ) eine GroBe, die den Siinder in 
seinem Sein betrifft und zeichnet. Sie ist die vom Menschen her vollzogene Zerstorung der persona-
len Verbundenheit mit dem ihm zugewandten Gott und als solche die fundamentale Verfehlung der 
Daseinsbestimmung, von Gott her und fiir Gott zu leben.'114 Therefore, the sinner, i.e. whoever115 is 
ruled by sin, has forfeited his life before God, because he cannot restore the relationship to God. 
Mankind is ineluctably stigmatized by sin. This is the reason for Paul's use of GIJ.Up1ia in v.21 as a 
metonymy, 'derzufolge das Abstraktum "Siinde" fiir das Konkretum "Siinder" steht.'116 
ftvwaxw 'is to be interpreted as a reference to "practical knowledge" (in the Hebraic sense);'117 
thus yt vwaxEt v allap1ia, 'to know no sin,' means 'to have no actual experience of sin, involvement 
with it,'118 or 'to live in an intact, unspoiled relationship with God,' i.e. 'to be righteous.' The subject of 
the phrase n)v 11~ yv6vw GIJ.Up1iav is Christ. So, it is Christ, the righteous one, who had nothing to 
do at all with sin, who was not involved with sin in any way. 
108 The aorist gives the imperative an urgent note. It makes the imperative stronger than the present 
imperative, cf. BDR §§ 335; 3374. 
109 Furnish, 2Cor, 339. 
uo Note the parallel in 4.6: The imperative is followed by an explication that shows the effect the divi-
ne imperative had. In analogy to 4.6 we may therefore paraphrase 5.21: 'God, who said, "Be reconci-
led," made him who did not know sin to be sin for us, so that we in him might become the righteous-
ness of God.' 
m CK, 139. 
112 Ibid., 139. 
113 BA, 85: Paul 'faBt d[ie] S[iinde] beinahe personl[ich] als e[ine] herrschende Gewalt.' 
114 Hofius, 'Siihne,' 42 (emphases original). 
115 De facto - all since all are sinners (Rom 3.10-12,23; 5.12,19). 
116 Hofius, 'Siihne,' 47. 
117 Furnish, 2Cor, 339. Also Wolff, 2Kor, 132: 'ytvwaxEtV ist bier wie auch Rom. 3,20; 7,7 im Sinne des 
alttestamentlichen .Vi' gebraucht'. 
118 Furnish, 2Cor, 339. 
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The aorist E:noi llOEV points back to a single event in the past - the dying and rising of Christ. 
'Ynf:p TJI..LWV must be seen in analogy to the tmf:p nav-rwv in v.14 and v.l5:119 on the cross God 
made Christ who did not know sin at all to be identified with sin for us, i.e. as our inclusive 
representative. Thus we can say, 'Paul is thinking ( ... ) of Christ's identification with sinful 
humanity.'120 
V.21b gives account of the aim and the purpose ({va) of this identification:· 'so that in him we 
might become the righteousness of God.' In analogy to the metonymy GIJ.apTia we must understand 
otxmoauv11 {}Eou as metonymy: the abstract 'righteousness' stands for the concrete 'righteous one.' 
'Ev auT<;) is a substitute for EV XptaTQ and refers back to v.17. 
Excursus: The Pauline usage of f.v XptaTQ 
The question of how to understand the Pauline f:.v XptaTQ has always attracted NT scholar-
ship.121 But up to now it has not reached a consensus on this matter. Moreover there are al-
ready calls for a 'fresh monographic treatment'.122 Of course it is not our aim to fill in this gap 
nor to give account of the whole discussion at due lenght. But an excursus on f.v XptaTQ 
simply cannot go without some - for our purposes limited - remarks on the debate among NT 
scholars. 
In 1957/8 F.Neugebauer published his essay on 'Das paulinische "in Christo",'123 which is 
essentially an extract of his still influential dissertation.124 Without going into details we can 
describe his basic thesis as follows: 1) the phrase f:.v XptaTQ is decisively determined by the 
meaning of XptaTQ which is always 'the resurrected crucified or the crucified resurrected.'125 
2) From the observation, 'da13 Paulus f.v-Konstruktionen iiberaus haufig als adverbiale Bestim-
mungen, m.a.W. als Umstandsbestimmungen, verwendet'126 he infers an equal usage for f.v 
XptaTQ. Both lead him to interpret this phrase as 'bestimmt durch das eschatologische Ge-
schehen von Kreuz und Auferstehung, einbezogen sein in diese "Geschichte".'127 
Recently A.J.M.Wedderburn128 has criticized Neugebauer's definition of f:.v XptaTQ as 
Umstandsbestimmung 'for adverbial or adjectival phrases are not "definitions of circumstances" 
in the sense that they are definitions by circumstances ("of circumstances" as a subjective geni-
tive) but in the sense that they defme the circumstances in which something is or happens ( ob-
jective genitive) and the circumstances which are thus defmed may be the time, the place, the 
manner, etc., in which it is or happens'.129 But "'Christ" and "Lord" are not the sort of words 
119 Thus, TJIJ.WV here is a synonym for nav-rwv in v.14f or/and for XOOIJ.O(,; in v.19. 
120 Furnish, 2Cor, 340. 
121 Cf. literature given in Neugebauer, NTS 4, 125 n.1 and Schnelle, Gerechtigkeit, 107 n.3. 
122 Wedderburn, 'Observations,' 91. 
123 NTS 4 (1957/58), 124-138. 
124 In Christus: eine Untersuchung zum paulinischen Glaubensverstiindnis, published in Gottingen 
(1961). 
125 NTS 4, 127. 
126 Ibid., 129. 
127 Ibid., 132. 
128 
'Observations,' JSNT 25 (1985), 83-97. 
129 Ibid., 83f. 
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that can be easily classified according to the categories that we have mentioned; he is not a 
time or a place, an abstract noun or an instrument in the normal sense of these terms.'130 
For his own interpretation Wedderburn- unlike Neugebauer- starts with an description of 
the general usage of f.v in Paul distinguishing eight possibilities.131 He concludes his survey 
saying that 'in the light of all this one might well question whether any one way of use is likely 
with f.v XptaTCi) ('Illaou) and f.v xupt<!)'.132 Finally, by the means of an interpretation of Gal 
3.8+ 14 he makes plain an instrumental or causal usage for some other passages emphasizing, 
however, that 'this will by no means explain all uses of "in Christ (Jesus)", but these other uses 
will have to be investigated anew and individually, bearing in mind the whole possible spec-
trum of meanings of adverbial and adjectival phrases with f.v and without invoking as a back-
ground religio-historical parallels which in fact offer no really comparable usage.'133 
Wedderburn is certainly right in criticizing Neugebauer's definition of f.v XptaTQ as Um-
standsbezeichung. Christ is not an Umstand but a person! But Neugebauer's incorrect defini-
tion does not necessarily imply that his interpretation is wrong. Be that as it may - what can be 
said at any rate is that there is no way back behind Neugebauer's statement that the meaning 
of XptaTQ is decisive for the understanding of f.v XptaTQ. Any investigation of this phrase 
has to bear in mind that Christ is the directing force of all of Christian's life and thus it is only 
natural to expect something like 'determined by Christ,'134 or to put it in Neugebauer's 
categories, 'bestimmt durch Christus' as basic meaning for f.v XptarQ.us On the other hand 
we cannot consider Wedderburn's observations on the general usage of f.v in Paul as being ir-
relevant for the understanding of the 'in Christ' -phrases. It would be hard indeed to claim for 
any one way of use. But this is no unreconcilable contradiction to the assumption of a basic 
meaning or tendency for f.v XptaTQ such as mentioned above. E.g. the basic meaning of 
'determined by' can easily go with the instrumental/causal use that Wedderburn has con-
vincingly shown for Gal3.8,14 and some other passages. 
To sum it up: For an interpretation of f:.v XptaTQ in Paul we have to recognize both - that 
the meaning of the phrase is defined by XptaTQ and by f:.v. The meaning of 'Christ' is the 
same in all 'in Christ'-passages whereas the meaning of 'in' can vary and with it the thrust of 
the phrase as a whole. In other words, it is the context in which the phrase occurs that is 
decisive for the understanding of f:.v XptaTQ. 
In 2Cor 5.11-21 f.v XptaTQ occurs three times, 1) in v.17, 2) in v.19 and 3) in v.21 (f.v 
at'JTQ). 
Ad 1) V.14f speak of Christ's death for all. In Christ's death all died. It is striking that these 
verses reflect the idea of an inclusive representation.136 V.17 now draws the positive con-
sequence from v.14f and therefore we must understand the f:.v XptarQ in the light of the 
previous statement and of our considerations concerning the general meaning of 'Christ' in 
130 Ibid., 87f. 
131 Cf. ibid., 84-86. 
132 1bid., 87. 
133 1bid., 89. 
134 Cf. Merk, Handeln, 16. 
us However, Neugebauer himself is running danger of loosing this perspective of Christ as person 
when he defines 'in Christ' as 'bestimmt sein durch das eschatologische Geschehen von Kreuz und 
Auferstehung.'(NTS 4, 132; emphases F.B.) This comes close to a depersonalization of Christ. It is 
not primarily an event that determines a Christian's life but a person! The latter always includes the 
former. 
136 Cf. comment below and also § 6.1. 
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Paul (see above): d nc; f.v XptoT(i), i.e. whoever is included in the crucified and resurrected 
Christ, the inclusive representative. Thus the f.v in v.17 could best be described as 'inclusive' 
and we can paraphrase v.17 as follows: 'Whoever is included in the crucified and resurrected 
Christ, the inclusive representative, has become a new creation.' Therefore, the conception of 
xm v~ XTtatc; must be seen in a close relationship to the idea of the inclusive representation 
that took place in the death of Christ. 
Ad 2) We have already shown137 that f.v XptoT(i) in v.19 goes with ~Eoc; ~v which is an 
unique usage within Paul. We came to understand Paul's statement not as outlining a doctrine 
of the divine nature of Christ but as emphasizing the Seins- und Handlungseinheit between 
God and Christ. God not only acted through Christ but he was present in the person of Christ 
working out the reconciliation of the world. 
Ad 3) Quite similar to v.17 is the usage of v.21. Here we find again the idea of an inclusive 
representation which is now, however, related to the idea of atonement: God identified Christ 
with sin as such (note the singular UIJ.apTia!) and thus with the whole 'sinful humanity'138 so 
that f.v atnt;) 'we might become the righteousness of God' (v.21b). This identification of Christ 
and sin/sinful humanity, done at the cross,139 is likely to give the f.v atnt;) the same inclusive 
force as in v.17 but with a different emphasis: as the inclusive representative Christ has done 
away with sin, i.e. in his inclusive death Christ has atoned for our sin, he bore and carried away 
the sin of many (Isa 53.12; cf. also v.St). We may, therefore, paraphrase: ' ... so that- being in-
cluded in this atoning identification between Christ and sin which happened at the cross - we 
might become the righteousness of God.' 
It is not unlikely that O.Betz is right suggesting a relationship between Isa 53 and 2Cor 
5.14-21140 particularly regarding the f.v XptoT(i): 'Sprachlich und sachlich ist dieses f.v XptoT(i) 
vielleicht von Jes 53, 5 herzuleiten: Es bedeutet "in der Gemeinschaft" (inl~:::lQ~) mit dem 
Herro, der fiir uns gestorben und auferstanden ist'.141 The suffering servant of God carried 
away the sins of 'the many' (Isa 53.11f; also vv.5,6,10). 'Siihne, das Tilgen der Siinde, und Ver-
sohnung als Aufhebung der Feindschaft, lassen sich von Jes 53,5 her dem Tode Jesu zu 
schreiben'.142 Jesus Christ is the suffering servant of Isa 53, 'der am Kreuz die Weissagung Jes 
53 uns zu gut erfullt hat.'143 
The otxmoouvT} ~EOU 'ist Gottes Gerechtigkeit als Einheit von Gericht und Gnade, die er hat, die er 
handelnd erweist, indem er Gerechtigkeit herausstellt und im Freispruch als sein Urteil mitteilt, die 
aber ebenso als neues Leben in die Konigsherrschaft hineinzieht und zum Dienst verpflichtet.'144 
God's righteousness is absolutely bound to Christ's atoning death on the cross. It is revealed in the 
gospel of the cross (Rom 1.16t) and it prevails through the preaching of this gospel which effects 
faith. In Christ God showed his own righteousness and at the same time applied it to sinful humanity. 
137 See above notes to v.19. 
138 Furnish, 2Cor, 340. 
139 Cf. above notes to E'ltOtT}OEV. 
14o Cf. also Hofius, 'Erwiigungen,' esp. 11-14. 
141 'Ubersetzungen,' 214. 
142 Ibid., 213. 
·lb~.1 ZI'. 143'This is not to subscribe entirely to Betz' interpretation of f.v XptoT(i) which needs some questio-
ning. But his general observations on the parallels between f.v XptoT(i), particularly within the con-
text of 2Cor 5.14-21, can hardly be denied. 
144 Schrenk, TWNT 2, 205f. 
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Thus otxatoauvll ~EOO is God's giving and given righteousness and therefore, the alternative genitivus 
subjectivus or genitivus auctoris145 for otxatoauvll ~EOU cannot be upheld. So, we may summarize 
with Hofius:146 'Die otxatoauvll ist Gottes rettende Heil.smacht und sein erlosendes Heilshandeln, die 
von ihm bereitete und gewahrte Heilsgabe wie auch - als die den Glaubenden zwar qualifizierende, 
niemals aber zu seiner eigenen Qualitat werdende GroBe - die streng als Gottes Werk verstandene 
Heilsteilhabe. Als die otxatoauvll ~EOU ist sie zugleich die von Gott kommende, die dem Menschen 
im Glauben zukommende und ihn in seinem Sein vor Gott bestimmende otXatOOUVTl rriaTEW~.'147 
4.3) Comment 
'We make it our goal to please the Lord, whether we are at home in the body or 
away from it. For we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ, that each 
one may receive what is due to him for the things done while in the body, whether 
good or bad.'(2Cor 5.9f) With these emphatic words Paul has just concluded the 
first part of his apology of his apostolate (2.14-5.10) trying to persuade the 
Corinthians of the integrity of his ministry: Paul leads his apostolic life in the face 
of Christ's judgment seat, well aware that any impurity of his conduct as apostle 
will be judged by Christ severely. So there is no point in trying to deceive the 
Corinthians concering his motivation. It is important to note that the judgment 
seat of Christ is related to the conduct of Paul's ministry and not to the ministry as 
such. That is to say, Paul does not preach the gospel for the fear that all people 
must appear before the judgment seat, but he preaches the gospel with integrity for 
the fear of the judgment seat. Christ's judgment seat has no constitutive function 
for Paul's apostolate. 
With v.ll Paul opens up the second part of his apology (5.11-6.13) which con-
centrates on the nature and the contents, rather than on the conduct, of his 
apostolate. Paul now addresses the Corinthians directly and comments on the 
criticism of his opponents who apparently took offence at Paul's persuasive way of 
preaching the gospel. This way of preaching the gospel probably sounded too Paul-
centred to the opponents. Paul, however, does not reject this reproach as such. He 
concedes that he is preaching in a persuasive way - but he has a decisive legitima-
tion: he knows the <p6~o~ Tou xupiou, the awe of the Lord's judgment or in other 
145 Cf. in particular the positions of Kasemann, e.g. in 'Gottesgerechtigkeit,' 160ff, and Bultmann, e.g. 
in 'MKAIOI:YNH 8EOY,' 470ff. 
146 
"'Rechtfertigung ... ",' 125 (emphases original). 
147 On the whole discussion of otxatoa6VT] ~EOU cf. e.g. Kertelge, EWNT I, 784ff; Liihrmann, (notes 
on literature!) TRE 12, 414ff; Michel, Rom, 157ff; Schrenk, TWNT 2, 205ff; Stuhlmacher, Rom, 30ff. 
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words, he is preaching persuasively because he lives in the face of the judgment 
seat of Christ which brings the brightest light into the remotest corner of 
everyone's heart. That is to say, the whole life of Paul is like an open book before 
God who knows that Paul's preaching, though persuasive, has been done with in-
tegrity. And Paul is hopeful that all Corinthians, if they only ask their consciences· 
( cruvEto~crEcrt v ), i.e. if they only ask themselves honestly in the face of God, would 
have to testify to this integrity. 
Anticipating a possible objection Paul continues (v:12): 'No, this is not to corn-
mend ourselves to you again (cf. 3.1), but we are just giving you an opportunity to 
boast on our behalf, so that you may have something to set against those who boast 
in what is seen rather than what is in the heart.' Against the background of this 
description it seems likely that Paul's opponents called into question Paul's 
apostolic ministry because they expected the appearance of an apostle to be start-
ling and accompanied by spiritual manifestations such as they could apparently 
claim for themselves but could not find with Paul. As far as we know Paul's ap-
pearance was anything else but startling (cf. 1Cor 2.1,3; 2Cor 11.30; 12.5,9,10)! For 
Paul, now, it is not · the external appearance with or without spiritual manifesta-
tions that is decisive but 'what is in the heart' ( cf. 1 Sam 16.7), i.e. decisive. is what 
comes from the centre and the source of the human life, and that is invisible.148 
The legitimacy of the apostolic ministry cannot be judged on the basis of the ex-
ternal appearance. Moreover, as we saw in the notes on v.12 already, there is no 
legitimate way of boasting other than in God (cf. also lCor 1.31). Therefore, a 
boasting in oneself or in one's own virtues such as Paul's opponents apparently do 
is to be rejected. But one thing remains puzzling: why does Paul want the 
Corinthians boast on his behalf? Hasn't he just said that he does not commend 
himself to the Corinthians? Has he been caught up in a self-contradiction? At the 
first sight we could think so. But after a closer look at v.13f we should be able to 
solve this puzzle. 
It is rather clear from v.12 that Paul wants the Corinthians to pick up his case 
against the intruders. His aim is in the following to provide an ci<pop~~. i.e. a) a 
starting point for their argument with the opponents and b) the resources with 
which this argument could be executed.149 V.13, however we may interpret this 
dark verse, expounds this cl<pop~~: the Corinthians can boast on Paul's behalf bee-
148 Findeis, Versohnung, 112 might well be right to understand f.v xapoir;z as a reference to 4.6: 'der 
wahre Apostel ruhmt sich der im Herzen aufgeleuchteten Erkenntnis der Doxa Gottes f.v npoown(i) 
Xptatou.' 
149 Cf. Hughes, 2Cor, 188 n.6 quoting Tasker. 
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ause he does not live for himself for 'if we were out of our mind, it was for God; if 
we are of sound mind, it is for you.' No matter in which state of mind Paul was or 
is- his apostolic life was and is a life for God and for the church and not for him-
self. Again it seems appropriate to regard v.13 as another indirect reaction to the 
opponents in Corinth. Paul, then, would reject their demand for ecstatic ex-
periences as signs of true apostleship. He does not, however, deny the existence of 
such experiences generally: they are possible and he, Paul himself, has had them. 
But they are not constitutive at all for the apostolic ministry. They are directed to 
God alone (v.13a; cf. 1Cor 14.2), therefore they are of no use for men and should 
be kept from the public. Thus they cannot serve the purpose of the true apostolate, 
i.e. to spread the gospel, since this can only be done if people come to understand 
which, again, demands a sound-minded preaching of the gospel. Therefore, if 
there is a sign of true apostleship then it is to preach the gospel in a sound state of 
mind so that it is intelligible for everyone. So, it is not the ecstatic experience that 
is a sign of the true apostleship of a person but the intelligibility of its preaching. 
In other words, in v.12f Paul indirectly says that his opponents boast in their ex-
ternal appearance (including their ecstatic experiences) because their concern is 
just for themselves. His concern, however, is only for the Corinthians and there-
fore his aim is to be as transparent as possible in his ministry as apostle. 
But which is the constitutive and driving force behind Paul's existence for 
others? It is Christ's love (v.14). This love is constitutive in that it is the reason that 
Paul has come to the judgment of v.14b which happened at his conversion and it is 
the driving force in that it is the subject of Paul's ministry since he reached that 
judgment. But what is Christ's love? It is neither a feeling nor something im-
material. Christ's love means Christ himself as the one who died and was raised 
for us. It was Christ himself, the incarnate love, who was crucified and raised for 
Paul; it was Christ himself who met and called Paul on the road to Damascus and 
from that time on Christ himself has left open no other way for Paul than to 
preach Christ as the crucified and raised Lord, as the love in person who has 
turned his life upside down. In the self-revelation of the crucified and resurrected 
Lord on that road God spoke his powerful, creative word that changed Paul entire-
ly and in doing so he committed to Paul the apostolic ministry, i.e. to preach the 
word that has made him anew not as 'word of men but as it actually is, the word of 
God' (1Thess 2.13) and as 'power of God' (1Cor 1.18). In other words, Paul met 
the good news in person which is Christ in his love for us. And since that time this 
good news determines Paul's life entirely. 'Christ's love leaves open no other way 
for us' (v.14a) than to preach the gospel. The gospel is- to say it with Kasemann-
Paul's destiny (cf. 1Cor 9.16). 'Das Evangelium als sein Schicksal ( ... ) "stellte ihn 
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zugleich in den Gehorsam und in die Liebe, weil mit ihm die Macht der Gnade in 
sein Leben einbrach und es in ihren Dienst nahm. Sein Schicksal ist das Evangeli-
um, dem zu dienen Seligkeit ist."'tso 
These considerations lead us to another aspect of what is meant by 'Christ's 
love'. Meeting Christ's love Paul could not remain the same. The persecutor of 
Jesus and the Christian church (Acts 9.1-5; Gal 1.13) became the 'apostle of Jesus 
Christ' (2Cor 1.1) whose sole concern is for God and the church (2Cor 4.5; 
5.9,13,15). Christ's love, manifested in his death and resurrection for all, evoked 
Paul's love for Christ, manifested in his apostolic existence for God and for the 
church. Christ's love for Paul has freed Paul to his love for Christ.151 Thus crycutll 
toG Xptcrtou includes both, Christ's love for Paul and Paul's love for Christ 
although the former has absolute priority over the latter. There is no love of Paul 
for Christ without Christ's love for Paul. 
And at this point now we can give the answer to our puzzling observation 
above: Paul wants the Corinthians to boast on his behalf, because boasting on his 
behalf is nothing else but boasting in Christ who in his love is the driving power 
and the source of Paul's entire apostolic existence. Such a boasting, of course, 
would have certain significant implications for the Corinthians at which Paul has 
surely aimed with his invitation to boast on his behalf: first of all it includes the 
recognition that Christ himself has authorized Paul and appointed to him the true 
apostolic ministry; secondly that Paul's gospel is the only true gospel, and thirdly 
that the opponents are false apostles and that their claims and their teaching must 
be rejected. 
We have already seen that Christ's love has seized Paul at his conversion driv-
ing him to preach what he has recognized at that very event as the source of his 
new existence: 'one died for all, therefore all died.'(v.14b) I.e., on the cross Christ 
died for all, therefore all died on the cross. Christ's death was not just Christ's 
150 Ernst Kiisemann, quoted in Eichholz, Paulus, 4D. Cf. again Kiisemann quoted in ibid., 4D: '"Fiir 
(Paulus) gilt, wie fur die antike Tragodie, daB das Schicksal das MaB des Menschen ist. Allerdings ist 
Schicksal fur ibn allein das Evangelium, well er nur ihm eschatologische, niimlich Gegenwart und Zu-
kunft bestimmende Macht, Entscheidung iiber ewiges Leben und ewigen Tod, Seligkeit und Ver-
dammnis zuerkennen kann. Diese Gottesmacht driingt ibn rube- und schonungslos als ihren Sklaven 
durch die Mittelmeerwelt."' 
151 Cf. Mell, SchOpfung, 356: Paul expounds 'die "Liebe Christi" (V.14a) als eine Kreisbewegung ( ... ): 
sie kommt anfiinglich von Christus zu den Menschen, urn von den Menschen wieder zu Christus zu 
gelangen. Als Movens des paulinischen Apostolats kennzeichnet die Liebe Christi dynamische Rezi-
prozitiit. Mit anderen Worten, Paulus deutet vom Wesen wahrer Liebe her das Christusereignis: Lie-
be ist nur dann wahre, d.h. liebevolle Liebe, wenn sie den Liebe empfangenden zur (Gegen-)Liebe 
desjenigen befreit, der ihm seine Liebe schenkte.' Cf. also lCor 13.5 where Paul describes true love as 
never ever self-seeking. 
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death but at the same time the death of all. This can only mean that in the very 
event on the cross an identification or an inclusion happened between the one 
( d~), Christ, and all ( mivn:~).152 Christ's death is the death of all. This has sig-
nificant implications for the meaning of 'for' (tmf:p ). It cannot mean just a 
representation 'in the name of all,' as though those who are represented were ab-
sent; nor can it just mean a substitution 'in the place of all,' as though those who 
are substituted for were not present. And for the same reason an interpretation of 
tmep as 'for the benefit of' falls short of what is meant by this particle. Rather, 
tmep must be understood in an inclusive sense. Any interpretation that goes 
without that inclusive force of l.mep must fail. This is, however, not to claim for the 
total absence of the ideas offered by the interpretations of 'for' we just mentioned. 
The idea of representation, for instance, can easily be connected to the idea of in-
clusion and it is obvious that Christ's death is also for the benefit of all. 153 So, we 
may paraphrase v.14b: 'one died as inclusive representative for all, therefore all 
died because they all are inclusively represented in him.' We will see that this idea 
of an inclusive representation is strongly influenced by the OT theology of atone-
ment. 
But to recognize the inclusive force of that statement does not answer all 
questions. How can anyone possibly die the death of anybody else? In other words, 
in which sense was Christ's death inclusive, i.e. the death of all? It is inevitably 
clear that an£-&avov (v.14bB) unlike an£-&avev (v.14ba) cannot mean dying in the 
literal, physical sense. Otherwise the death of Christ would have been the 
depopulation of the earth. On the other hand, it would be ridiculous, not to say 
heretical, to hold that Christ died only figuratively. 'An£-&avev surely includes the 
physical death. But how, then, can Paul possibly see our - however we may un-
derstand that - 'figurative' death happen in the physical death of Christ on the 
cross? He must have seen beyond Christ's physical death another dimension of 
152 One could ask whether we have to understand this identification against the background of the 
idea of Christ as the second Adam ( cf. Rom 5.12ff; !Cor 15.20-23,45-49). Undoubtedly there is a 
theological affinity particularly between Rom 5.12ff and 2Cor 5.14f. But the thrust of those passages 
is clearly different: in lCor 15 and Rom 5 Adam stands for sin and death, Christ, however, for right-
eousness and life whereas 2Cor 5 doesn't speak of Adam at all but of Christ's (not Adam's!) death for 
us. Therefore, it is at least problematic to link 2Cor5.14f too closely to Rom 5.12ff and lCor 
15.20ff,45ff and we should better be wary of interpreting 2Cor 5.14f in the light of the Adam-Christ-
typology. Cf. Wedderburn, Baptism, 348 who comes to a similar conclusion regarding the relation 
between the 'with Christ' language and the Adam-Christ typology. 
153 However, the idea of substitution does not quite fit into the framework of inclusion because substi-
tution is exclusive by nature: substitution means to replace something by something else, i.e. there is 
no place anymore for the replaced thing. So, with regard to the 'for' of Christ's death we should bet-
ter not speak of substitution. 
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death. So, when Christ died he did not just die physically but also in the sense of 
this second dimension. An identification, then, would have been taken place 
between the 'figurative' side of Christ's death and the 'figurative' death of all. 
These considerations, however, leave us alone with two questions: 1) What is this 
other 'figurative' dimension of Christ's death? 2) What about the physical side of 
the death of all? 
Ad 1) It is the context of v.14f that leads us to the answer: it is the theological 
dimension. V.21 tells us that God made Christ to be sin for us. God identified 
Christ with sin, i.e. with the power that rules over humanity making them all sin-
ners, and thus identified him with sinful humanity. If we now interpret v.14b in the 
light of v.21 we may duly formulate: the death of Christ for all was the death of sin 
and thus of sinful humanity. That event has had earth-shattering consequences. 
The power of sin has been broken, it has become powerless, because sin died at 
the cross. The death of Christ was, so to speak, the suicide of sin. On the cross sin 
executed its own sentence of death. In other words, in his sovereignty God used 
death, the instrument by which sin ruled over humanity (Rom 5.21), to destroy sin 
and its power in Christ in whose resurrection 'the saying that is written' has al-
ready 'come true: "Death has been swallowed up in victory. Where, 0 death, is 
your victory? Where, 0 death, is your sting?"'(1Cor 15.54f) Thus, the cross of 
Christ, i.e. his death and resurrection, 154 is the decisive event in God's salvation-
history - it marks the turn of the ages: ante crucem humanity, world, and history 
were stigmatized by sin and death. Sin reigned through death. But now, post 
crucem, a new humanity, a new world, and a new history have come into being that 
stand under the sign of grace and righteousness. Grace reigns through righteous-
ness (Rom 5.21; 6.14). In Christ the eschaton entered our world which, on the 
cross, did not only question our world but also created a new world with a new 
reality - an eschatological reality in which 'the old has gone' and 'new things have 
come to be' (v.17). 
To conclude: the cm:t{}avev of v.14b must be seen in its theological dimension, 
i.e. Christ's death is the death of sin or, as Paul himself puts it, 'the death he died, 
he died to sin once for all' (Rom 6.10). It is on the level of this theological dimen-
sion that an identification between cmt{}avev and cmt{}avov took place: To be in-
cluded in Christ's death means to enter with him a new eschatological world in 
which sin has lost all its power. Christ died to sin, therefore we died to sin (Rom 
6.10,2,11). Note, finally, that although this is a theological statement it is neverthe-
154 Both cannot be seperated. Paul never speaks of Christ's death without implying his resurrection 
and vice versa. Death and resurrection are counted as one event. 
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less real. Christ really died to sin, so we really died to sin. Sin and death really lost 
their power over Christ, so sin and death really lost their power over humanity. At 
this point, however, the second question becomes very urgent: 
Ad 2) What about the physical death? Isn't the physical death also an expres-
sion of the power of sin? But if sin really lost its power, why do people still die? 
We already saw that Christ's death for us was not inclusive in the physical but 
in the theological sense: In Christ, the inclusive representative, we died to sin and 
its power. I.e. Christ did not die our physical death. Nobody can possibly die the 
physical death of anyone else. We still have to die our physical death. But- and 
that is decisive - the power that used the physical death as a destructive instru-
ment, sin, has been destroyed ill Christ's death. Therefore, death could not hold 
Christ. God did not leave the world in a powerless no man's land - he raised Christ 
from the dead, thus appointing to him all power and glory. The risen Christ is the 
xupw~. So, the new life of the risen Lord is life through death, his power power 
through weakness, his glory glory through dishonour ( cf. 1Cor 15.43). Now, if this 
is true, if sin that used the physical death as a destructive instrument has been 
destroyed indeed and if the risen Lord has become the new power instead, then 
the conclusion is inevitable that the physical death must now be an instrument of 
the lordship of Christ, i.e. an instrument of grace and righteousness that leads to 
life just as Christ's death led to life. In other words, there must be a life after 
death, there must be a resurrection. Death, then, should have lost its terror. And 
this is exactly what we find in Paul. He can say that he 'would prefer to be away 
from the body and at home with the Lord' (2Cor 5.8; cf. also Phill.21,23). For him 
the physical death opens the gate to eternity: 'Now we know that if the earthly tent 
we live in is destroyed, we have a building from God, an eternal house in heaven, 
not built by human hands.'(2Cor 5.1). Moreover, Paul even emphasizes the neces-
sity of the physical death using the picture of the seed that 'does not come to life 
unless it dies.' (1Cor 15.36) 'So will it be with the resurrection of the dead. The 
body that is sown is perishable, it is raised imperishable; it is sown in dishonour, it 
is raised in glory; it is sown in weakness, it is raised in power; it is sown a natural 
body, it is raised a spiritual body.'(1Cor 15.42-44) The physical death ('the sown 
body') obviously has quite a positive meaning in Paul and this positive meaning is 
based - how else could it be? - on the resurrection ('the raised body') of which 
Christ has become the firstfruit (1<:;:or 15.20,23). It is only against the background 
of the resurrection (of Christ) that death can be viewed in such a positive way, not 
as final destruction but as ultimate liberation.155 
ISS Cf. Ebeling's powerful sentences in 'Sillmetod,' 28: 'Aus dem Todesleben wird durch "des Lebens 
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Finally, there is another important aspect of Christ's death. This aspect is the 
inevitable consequence of the fact that we always have to consider Christ's death 
in connection with his resurrection. We just have described Christ's death (an-
e{}avev) for us in two dimensions which indissolubly belong together. The first 
dimension was of theological nature: Christ died to sin once for all, i.e. the power 
of sin resulting in death is overcome. The second dimension concerned Christ's 
physical death. We found that only on the level of the first dimension Christ's 
death was inclusive: Christ died to sin, therefore all died to sin; sin has no longer 
dominion over Christ, therefore sin has no longer dominion over anybody. But 
there is a new dominion - Christ is the new Lord, because he has been raised from 
the dead. And here we discover the other aspect of Christ's death: Since all died in 
the death of one, i.e. since in the one all died to the power of sin, they all in the 
one already share the eschatological life of the one who is the firstfruit of the 
resurrection (1Cor 15.20,23). In other words, they all live under a new eschatologi-
cal dominion - under the dominion of grace which is the grace of Christ. To be in-
cluded in Christ's death, to be 'in Christ,'156 means at the same time to share his 
eschatological life in the midst of the old dying world. This is the benefit of Christ's 
death for all. And that benefit does not only apply to the people who lived at the 
time of Christ's crucifixion and resurrection but to all people at any time. It is the 
benefit of Christ's death that it irrevocably inaugurated the new age. With regard 
to the benefit of Christ's death we could, therefore, say that Christ's 'death con-
tinues on into the present.'157 
We may conclude now: 1) In Christ's death the power of the old age, sin and 
death, has been replaced by the power of the new age, grace and life. So, sin and 
death have lost their power over Christ - and over all, since all are included in his 
death. This change of powers, inaugurated in the past on the cross, is irrevocable. 
Therefore, it determines the past, the present, and the future of mankind and the 
whole world. 2) Since death has been deprived of its power Christ's physical death 
became the passage to new life through his resurrection. Therefore, the life of the 
risen Lord is life through death. We are not included in Christ's death in this physi-
Leben" [Paul Gerhardt] wahres Leben, Auferstehungsleben, das den Tod hinter sich lii.Bt, auch wenn 
es ihn noch vor sich hat, ewiges Leben schon mitten in der Zeit. Irdisches Leben und Sterben sind, 
weil ausgerichtet auf den Herrn, ihm gehorig und deshalb ihm zu iiberlassen. Dadurch wird alles neu, 
auch wenn es p1it den Lebensumstiinden noch weiterhin beim alten bleibt und vieles im Argen liegt. -
A us dem TO<Ie ·hingegen wird sozusagen nichts. Der ihn fur aile erlitten hat, ist des Todes Tod gewor-
den, der "Todfresser" [Martin Luther].' 
156 Cf. the excursus above. 
157 Wedderburn, Baptism, 350. 
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cal sense. Analogously, we have not been raised with Christ physically. But just as 
Christ's death to sin made his physical death a passage to new life through his 
resurrection, so our death to sin in Christ will make our physical death a passage 
to new life. The powers of the old age, sin and death, already lost their power over 
us; therefore, through our physical death we will only gain life.158 Thus, we already 
share Christ's eschatological life, as Paul expresses in his famous words: 'I have 
been crucified with Christ and I no longer live, but Christ lives in me.'(Gal 2 .. 17Q 
Nevertheless, our earthly life still stands under the sign of death (cf. 2Cor 4.10f; 
6.9; 1Cor 15.31), a powerless death, however, since it liberates to life, to 'our 
heavenly dwelling' (2Cor 5.2,4) which is guaranteed by the Spirit whom God has 
given to us as a deposit (2Cor 1.22; 5.5). But there is another category that charac-
terizes our earthly life - faith. The quotation of Gal 2.20 we just mentioned, con-
tinues: 'The live I live in the body, I live by faith in the son of God, who loved me 
and gave himself for me.' So, it is through the Spirit and through faith that we 
share Christ's eschatological life. It is life in the midst of death, riches in the midst 
of poverty, 'power in the midst of weakness.' 159 
In v.15 Paul explicitly points to the benefit and the purpose of Christ's death 
saying that 'he died for all, that those who live no longer live for themselves but for 
him who died and was raised for them.' But who are the ~wvn:~, 'those who live'? 
Has Paul not just declared that 'all died' (v.14)? Are the ~wvn:~ 'those who are 
alive in the body and are still in this world'?160 That, however, seems unlikely since 
Paul's argumentation has a theological thrust. Rather, ~wvn:~ 'refers to those who, 
having died with Christ, have been raised to new life in him'.161 This is almost in-
evitably made clear by the fact that Christ's death for all - we already mentioned 
that - is always and necessarily associated with his resurrection. That means, to be 
included in Christ's death as the inclusive representative implies at the same time 
to share his new eschatological life. In other words, there must be also an inclusive 
dimension in Christ's resurrection. And this is exactly what Paul says in v.15: 'He 
died and was raised \.mep at'rrwv.' It is the same inclusive unep that applies to 
Christ's death and to his resurrection. Note again that it does not include the 
physical side of either Christ's death or his resurrection. Mankind still has to die 
physically and the bodily resurrection is yet to come. But in Christ's death, sin and 
death already have lost their power over mankind and in Christ's resurrection 
158 Cf. Wedderburn, Baptism, 45. 
159 Ibid., 359. 
160 Plummer, 2Cor, 175. 
161 Furnish, 2Cor, 311; cf. also Martin, 2Cor, 132. 
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grace and life already have become the new dominion of all. Therefore, with 
regard to the meaning of ~G>vn:~ we may conclude: Since v.14b and v.15a describe 
Christ's death as unep m1vn.llv, we have to maintain the same meaning for the 
unep autG>v in v.15c and consequently, for the ~G>vn:~ of v.15b. So the ~G>vn:~ are 
those who, in Christ's death, died to the dominion of death, and who, in Christ's 
resurrection, came to life under the dominion of new eschatological life. So, we 
can paraphrase v.15: 'And he died for all, that all, having died in Christ and thus 
having come to new eschatological life in Christ, no longer live for themselves but 
for him who died and was raised as inclusive representative for them.' 
After these considerations we may describe the purpose of Christ's death as 
follows: Christ died as an inclusive representative for all, that all, having been 
transferred to the dominion of new eschatological life ( = Christ's life), may lead 
their lives under that new eschatological dominion (cf. Rom 6.6,11,14,18). It is for 
the inauguration of this new eschatological dominion of life that Christ died and at 
the same time it is for the inauguration of all into that new eschatological 
dominion that be died as the inclusive representative of all. In Christ's death the 
new eschatological dominion has been created and his death for all has enabled all 
to lead a new life under that dominion. And this new life is a life for Christ who 
died and was raised for all. In other words, the sign of the new life is love for 
Christ. So, Paul's apostolic existence for God and for the church is the only ade-
quate expression of the eschatological life which Christ's love has given to him. 
And thus, Paul's 'pro-existence' is the unmistakable pointer to his true apostleship. 
A life for oneself bas no place in that new eschatological dominion. It belongs to 
the old dominion of sin which has been abolished at the cross. It is very likely that 
Paul stresses the negative side of the purpose of Christ's death (iva oi ~G>vn:~ 
J!Tp<en Eautoi~ ~G>cnv) in order to reveal the Corinthians the true motivation of 
his opponents: Christ died for all, so that all no longer live - as Paul's opponents 
obviously do (cf. v.12f) -for themselves. So the opponents cannot possibly be true 
apostles since they pervert the new way of living in the new dominion (life for 
Christ) into the old way of living that bas gone (life for oneself). I.e. they do not 
recognize the change of powers that has taken place at the cross. With this, Paul 
emphasizes the integrity of his apostolate and provides another argument for the 
Corinthians which they could set against the opponents (cf. v.12). 
V.16 draws the first of two consequence from vv.14f. This first consequence 
looks back, pointing to what bas been overcome by Cb~ist's death: 'It follows that 
from now on we know no-one according to fleshly standards. Though we once 
knew Christ according to fleshly standards, we do so no longer.' Against the back-
ground of the universal validity of vv.14f the llJ!Et~ of v.16a could refer to Paul, the 
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Corinthians, or even to mankind. If we keep in mind the apologetic purpose of our 
passage, we would have to argue for the first and the second possibility. Then, 
Paul's intention with v.16a would be to draw the Corinthians on his side - against 
the opponents. V.16, then, would be a reproach to the address of the opponents: 
They claim to be true apostles and to know Christ but they still live as if the world 
had not been changed at all in Christ's death. They try to live in the new dominion 
according to standards which belong to the old dominion of sin, in short: according 
to fleshly standards. So, for instance, it is according to those categories if they 
know and recognize him, the apostle Paul, only according to his external ap-
pearance. With their behaviour x.ata crapx.a they trample, as it were, upon the es-
chatological reality that has been inaugurated on the cross. 'But we, i.e. you 
Corinthians and me, we recognize the new reality, we do live according to this new 
eschatological reality, and we do not know any person according to those old, 
fleshly standards, do we?' The answer of the Corinthians can only be: no, we no 
longer know any person x.ata crapx.a. But to agree with Paul on this matter bears 
the important implication for the Corinthians that they, unlike the opponents, also 
do not know and judge Paul and his apostolate according to external, fleshly 
standards. To conclude: V.16a is probably best understood rhetorically with the ef-
fect that Paul almost imperceptibly leads the Corinthians to recognize his aposto-
late and to make a common front with them towards the opponents. So, the ~J.H:i~ 
ofv.16a is rhetoric and associative referring to both, Paul and the Corinthians.162 
'Ano toG vuv does not point to either the tum of the ages that has taken place 
in Christ's death or to Paul's or the Corinthians' conversion - it refers to both since 
for Paul both belong inextricably together, 163 even though the former has always 
absolute priority over the latter. Christ's death on the cross is the basis and the 
presupposition of Paul's conversion - and also the conversion of the Corinthians. 
In the eschatological Christ event and in their, i.e. in the Corinthians' and Paul's, 
conversion they were transferred into a new dominion receiving new life and thus 
receiving new standards according to which they should lead their new lives under 
the new dominion. And one of these new standards is that their old eyes were 
replaced by new eyes so that they now see everybody through different eyes, in a 
162 Cf. also Breytenbach, Versohnung, 130. 
163 So with Stuhlmacher, 'Erwagungen,' 5; cf. on the other hand Bultmann, 2Cor, 156 for whom this 
phrase is no reference to Paul's conversion. Moreover, cf. what we already said about aycml) TOU 
Xptamu which has the same double meaning: because of his love for all Christ died for all bringing 
about a new eschatological dominion. And it is the same love of Christ that evoked Paul's love for 
Christ from the time of his conversion. 
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new light. From now on, it is actually impossible to look at anybody with the old 
eyes or, to come back to Paul, it is impossible to know anybody KaTa aapxa. 
In v.l6b Paul specifies the general statement of v.l6a. 'Dieser Spezialfall ist 
nicht ein Beispiel neben anderen, sondem die au.Berste Zuspitzung des Grundsat-
zes V.16a.'164 Again this Spezialfall applies basically to both, Paul and the · 
Corinthian Christians but primarily Paul is talking about himself:165 though he 
once even knew Christ according to fleshly standards, he does so no longer. This is 
clearly an allusion to Paul's conversion.l66 Paul once,- i.e. before his conversion, 
knew Christ KaT<! aapxa. Before the shattering event on the road to Damascus 
when he met with the risen Lord, Paul looked at Christ through old fleshly eyes. 
Therefore, Christ appeared to him in a fleshly light, as the justly crucified, the 
cursed one on the cross. But now, after his conversion, he knows Christ in a dif-
ferent way since he, meeting the new reality of Christ as the risen Lord, has been 
turned upside down by this new reality. 'Damaskus ist ein Stiick Ostem, der Ein-
bruch der neuen Christuswirklichkeit in das personliche Leben des Paulus. Sein 
Denken stellt sich nun unter die Christusgeschichte, seine seelische und k6rperli-
che Kraft tritt jetzt in den Bann der Christusherrschaft, seine Zukunft wird ein 
Teil der Christuszukunft. Der ganze Paulus wird in diese Christuswirklichkeit hin-
eingezogen. '167 This new reality gave him new eyes to look at people, new 
categories to know a person. Therefore, he does not, more, he cannot know Christ 
according to those old, fleshly standards any more. 
If our interpretation ofv.16a is correct, then it is likely that v.l6b is also an in-
direct spearhead against the opponents. They still know even Christ according to 
the old standards. I.e., because their categories of knowing a person are wrong 
they cannot know Christ as he really is. Consequently, they proclaim a false 
christology. So, fleshly standards and false christology are interrelated - such as 
new standards and the true christology. To meet Christ as he is, the risen Lord, 
provided Paul with new standards which enabled him now to see and to know 
Christ as he really is. In other words, Paul indirectly expresses his doubt whether 
his opponents are true Christians. But he formulates this doubt rather cautiously. 
Obviously, Paul is not quite sure about the nature of the teaching of his op-
ponents.168 Otherwise, he surely would not have been that cautious (cf. Gall.7-9). 
164 Michel, 'Erkennen,' 119. 
165 We must keep in mind that it remains questionable whether the Corinthians have known anything 
about Jesus before Paul's arrival. And in this case the Spezialfa/1 clearly refers to Paul himself. 
166 So, at least on the basis of v.16b we would have to reject the view of Bultmann, 2Kor, 156 and other 
scholars that v.16 is no reference to Paul's conversion. 
167 Michel, 'Christus,' 63f. 
168 Therefore, Furnish, 2Cor, 331 justly rejects Georgi's reconstruction of the christology of the oppo-
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Whereas v.16 looked back on what has been overcome by Christ's death, v.17 
draws the positive consequence looking forth on what has been created in Christ: 
'if anyone is in Christ,' i.e. if anyone is included in Christ's death and resurrection, 
'he has become a new creation.' In Christ's inclusive death and resurrection a new 
creation has been inaugurated and therefore anyone who is included in Christ has 
been transferred to this new creation, moreover, this person has become a new 
creation itself. Whoever is in Christ has become a new creature in a new creation. 
But we have to keep in mind that this new creation is necessarily of eschatological 
nature since Christ's death and resurrection, the inauguration of the new creation, 
is of eschatological nature as well. Therefore, the same predicates must be applied 
to the new creation as to Christ's death:169 1) In Christ's death the power of death 
was replaced by new eschatological life and for all those who are included in 
Christ's death this new life is a already present reality. 2) But on the other hand this 
new eschatological life is at the same time still to come since it is life through 
death. Analogously, the new creation is present - but still to come. Those who are 
in Christ already life in and under that new eschatological reality - a reality, 
however, that is still to be revealed in the future. The new creation, the new age, 
the new life in its power has already replaced the old and it will prevail irresistibly 
through the death of the old. 
Paul himself is well aware of this ambiguity of the new creation. In 2Cor 4.6ff 
he has already described his conversion and his apostolate as a creative act of 
God: 'For God, who said, "Let light shine out of darkness," made his light shine in 
our hearts to give us the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of 
Christ.' But immediately he points to the other side saying that 'we have this 
treasure in jars of clay( ... ). We always carry around in our body the death of Jesus, 
so that the life of Jesus may also be revealed in our body.' And Jesus' life will sure-
ly be revealed in the mortal body, 'because we know that the one who raised the 
Lord Jesus from the dead will also raise us with Jesus.' It is the spirit of faith that 
assures Paul of the things to come: 'we believe and therefore we speak.' So, Paul 
already has become a new creation, believing and knowing, however, that this new 
reality will not be revealed in him until his physical death and resurrection. Thus 
the physical death is nothing else but liberation from the old 'mortal body' ( 4.11 ), 
nents ( cf. Georgi, Gegner, 254-257,290ff) saying that 'the evidence for the beliefs and particularly for 
the Christology of Paul's rivals is too indirect, fragmentary, and ambiguous to support Georgi's over-
all reconstruction ( ... ).' 
Iw See above comment on v.l4. 
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the old 'earthly tent' (5.1) to a new 'heavenly dwelling' (5.2,4) in which the mortal 
is swallowed up by life (5.4; 1Cor 15.54£). 
V.17b now gives an explanation of what is meant by xatvi} Kticrtc;: 'the old has 
gone, behold, new things have come to be!' The old with its old and fleshly 
standards has gone, has been replaced by completely new things, new life, new 
standards that cannot be derived from the old. In Christ the eschatological new 
creation has invaded the old. In his death and resurrection the gate to the old has 
been closed by his having opened the gate to the new. There is no way back. The 
countdown for the old creation, the old age, the old life has been set- irrevocably. 
In Christ on the cross Paul saw Deutero-Isaiah's eschatological prophecy (Isa 
43.18£) being fulfilled. 
Isa 43.16-21 belongs to the Exodus tradition which has a prominent position within the theol-
ogy of Deutero-Isaiah. This tradition 'steht als das Heilsgeschehen, das Jahwe Israel zuge-
wandt hat, derart im Zentrum, daB sich dieser Prophet auch das kommende Heilsgeschehen 
nur als einen Exodus vorstellen kann.'170 Moreover, this idea of salvation in Deutero-Isaiah is 
closely linked to that of creation (which for Deutero-Isaiah includes God's acting in history!) 
so that we can speak of a soteriological conception of creation in Deutero-Isaiah. So, on the 
one hand the prophet can refer to Yahweh as the creator of the world (40.26; 42.5), on the 
other hand he calls him the creator of Israel (43.1,7,15; 44.2; both aspects 44.24). 'Mit dem 
Wort von der Erschaffung Israels meint der Prophet aber die Geschichtstaten, die die alte 
Exodustradition dem Gotte Israels zugeschrieben hatte, sonderlich das Schilfmeerwunder. 
"Schaffen" und "erlosen" <"~¥) konnen bei Deuterojesaja geradezu synonym gebraucht wer-
den'171 (cf. Isa 441f). Yahweh is creator and saviour in one and he creates and saves- through 
his word ( 42.9; 43.6f,12; 44.26-28; 45.23f). 
Deutero-Isaiah's message is now: the coming of God, the new Exodus is at hand! Mes-
sengers will precede the second exodus and they will bring the good news (euayyEA.tCOlJ.Evoc;; 
52.7 LXX172) that God has come to establish his kingdom: 'Your God reigns!'(52.7) There can 
be no doubt 'daB Deuterojesaja den Exodus der Erlosten aus Babylon als ein heilsgeschichtli-
ches Gegenstiick zu dem uralten Auszug Israels aus Agypten versteht.'173 But at the same time 
the new Exodus surpasses, transcends the old. We have to consider the tremendous implica-
tions: to proclaim a new Exodus is nothing less than to question, more, to destroy the sig-
nificance of the first Exodus on which Israefs faith is based! So, Deutero-Isaiah's message is 
that the old, the first Exodus no longer has any power to save. 'Forget the former things,' says 
the prophet, 'do not dwell in the past. See, I am doing a new thing!'(43.18f) Deutero-Isaiah 
clearly distinguishes two phases within God's salvation history, an old and a new phase. 
Through the inauguration of the new phase, manifested in the new Exodus, the old phase, 
110 Von Rad, Theologie 2, 249. 
171 Ibid., 251. Cf. also Stuhlmacher, 'Erwagungen,' 12. 
172 Ibid., 256: 'Das also ist nach dem Verstandnis des Propheten ein EuayyEA.tCOlJ.EVOc; ( ... ): einer, der 
dem Kommen des Herrn vorauseilt und den Anbruch der Konigsherrschaft Gottes verkiindet!' 
113 Ibid., 256. 
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manifested in the old Exodus, has lost its salvation-historical significance. The new Exodus, 
unlike the first Exodus, applies not only to Israel but also to all mankind (40.3-5): 'Wenn Jab-
we sein Werk an Israel ausgerichtet hat, dann wird sich bei den Volkern eine universale Got-
zendiimmerung ereignen, denn die Heiden werden der Ohnmacht ihrer Gotter inne.'174 'They 
will say of me, "In the Lord alone are righteousness and strength."'( 45.24) 
Additionally, Mell, 175 following Betz, 176 has suggested that not only v.17b but also v.16 is 
influenced by Isa 43.18f: in Christ the prophetic promise of an eschatological turn of ages has 
been fulfilled. That is what an:o TOU vuv wants to express. But he also fmds two significant dif-
ferences between Deutero-Isaiah and Paul: 'Erstens, die Aufforderung des Propheten, sich 
angesichts des neuen Heilshandelns Gottes mit seinem Yolk von der alten Heilsgeschichte ab-
und sich der neuen Heilsgeschichte zuzuwenden (Dtjes 43,18), ist bei Paulus einer resultativen 
Aussage gewichen (2Kor 5.17b): Die alte Heilsgeschichte (n1 apxma) ist zur vergangenen 
Heilsgeschichte geworden (n:apfj).:(}Ev) und es ist eine neue Heilsgeschichte (xmva) in Kraft 
gesetzt (yf:yovEv). Zweitens, die dringliche Bitte des Propheten, die angekiindigte neue 
Zukunft in der Gegenwart wahrzunehmen, ist bei Paulus der Auffassung gewichen, daB die 
bereits bestehende Wirklichkeit einer neuen Zeit eine neue Entscheidung mit sich bringt 
(V.16). Kurz: das neue Gotteshandeln in Christus ist das eschatologische Ereignis in der Zeit, 
das die Zeiten trennt und eine neue Heilszeit eingeleitet hat.'177 
It is striking that 2Cor 5.17 and its context is strongly influenced by Deutero-
Isaiah's theology. In our passage we find the same conception of old and new, once 
and now, with the new surpassing and transcending the old: In the Christ event the 
eschatological new, the new age, the new life with new standards, has come and 
deprived the old of its validity, its power. Sin and death could only abdicate their 
throne since on the cross they proved powerless. It is Christ who reigns now! In 
Christ's death and resurrection God has fulfilled Deutero-Isaiah's eschatological 
prophecy of a second, ultimate Exodus:178 mankind, not just Israel (!), has been 
liberated from the slavery of sin to the dominion of grace. This new Exodus is a 
universal event which will eventually make 'every tongue confess that Jesus Christ 
is Lord to the glory of God the Father.'(Phil 2.11; cf. Isa 45.24) Finally, it is 
Deutero-Isaiah's peculiar interrelation of soteriology and the theology of creation 
that finds its parallel in Paul: the liberation from the slavery of sin is a new crea-
tion (v.17) to a new life (v.15) which is the result of God's mighty, creative word 
(cf. 4.6). 
But there is one decisive difference that makes Paul's conception even more 
revolutionary than Deutero-Isaiah's: in Paul the new Exodus, God's ultimate salva-
174 1bid., 259. 
175 Schiipfung, 364ff. 
176 
'Christuserkenntnis,' 176. 
177 Mell, Schopfung, 365f. 
178 Against Mell, SchOpfung, 365 who denies a relationship between Deutero-Isaiah's thought of a se-
cond Exodus and the Christ event in Paul. 
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tion and proof of his covenantal faithfulness, is not to be expected from the future, 
is not just at hand - but it has already happened in the Christ event. Deutero-
Isaiah's future eschatology has become present in Christ. World, history, and 
mankind does not go towards God's salvation but it comes from it. Certainly, com-
ing from this salvation, i.e. being liberated, inaugurated into the new creation as 
new creature, mankind still goes towards an eschatological future. But this future 
will only reveal what we actually are - saved, liberated to be daughters and sons of 
God.179 And this final revelation will also have great effects on the whole non-
human creation: 'The creation waits in eager expectation for the sons of God to· be 
revealed. For the creation was subjected to frustration, not by its own choice, but 
by the will of the one who subjected it, in hope that the creation itself will be 
liberated from its bondage to decay and brought into the glorious freedom of the 
children of God.'(Rom 8.19-21) Note, however, that Paul does nowhere call this 
cosmological-eschatological future 'new creation.' Katv~ Kticrtc; in 2Cor 5.17 is a 
clearly anthropological term (cf. nc; in v.17aa and the context where Paul does not 
speak at all about the non-human creation). The thought that Christ is also the in-
clusive representative for the non-human creation may be seductive and modern -
but it is surely not Pauline. It is not the non-human creation for which Christ died 
as the inclusive representative - it is mankind that is included in his death 
(vv.14,15,17). Therefore, it is mankind that has been reconciled in Christ's death-
not the non-human creation (vv.18,19). And finally, Christ was made to be sin for 
mankind - not for the non-human creation (v.21). To conclude: although Katv~ 
Kticrtc; is an anthropological term, it bears inevitable implications and con-
sequences for the non-human creation: The revelation of those who have become 
a new creation in Christ will result in the liberation of the non-human creation 
from its bondage to decay that the entire creation may share the new reality of the 
children of God. The liberation of mankind from the bondage to sin and death will 
necessarily be followed by the liberation of the whole creation from the bondage 
of decay. 
Again, v.17 is likely to have an apologetic thrust. His Jewish-Christian op-
ponents must have felt quite well the implication of Paul expounding KatV~ KTicrtc; 
179 Therefore, it is problematic to speak of an 'anticipation' or a 'prolepsis' of the eschatological future 
with regard to Pauline soteriology ( cf. Stuhlmacher, 'Erwiigungen,' e.g. 32; see also above § 1). The 
life in Christ is not an anticipation of the new life that will be given to us in the eschatological future, 
but the life in Christ is the new life which has already come to be in Christ and in those who are inclu-
ded in his death and resurrection. So, the Christian life is not the anti-cipation of what is still to come, 
but, so to speak, the 'post-cipation' of what has already come in Christ and what will be revealed in 
Christ's rrapouoia. The source of the Christian existence is the eschatological life of the crucified and 
risen Christ and its aim is to be revealed and completed in the eschatological future to come. 
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in terms of the Exodus tradition of Deutero-Isaiah. With Deutero-Isaiah (43.18) 
Paul urges the Corinthians: 'Forget the former things,' do not listen to the op-
ponents and their teaching; 'do not dwell in the past'- as the opponents obviously 
do - since the past has lost its validity and soteriological significance! 'Do not dwell 
in the past,' because there is a new reality with a new universal validity and new 
soteriological significance that abolishes the past: the new creation which God has 
inaugurated in Christ. This new creation is the new eschatological Exodus, is the 
liberation of the slavery of sin and death - but the opponents still live as if the 
second Exodus, God's ultimate act of salvation, is yet to come. They close their 
minds to the new eschatological reality that God has created in Christ and live ac-
cording to an old reality that has gone180 - they live xan1 crapxa. Their boasting 'in 
what is seen rather than what is in the heart' (v.12) and their knowing people - in-
cluding themselves - according to fleshly standards testifies to that. So, their false 
christology implies a false anthropology: they disregard Christ, therefore, they can-
not know any person as (s)he really is. Consequently, just as with v.l6, Paul laun-
ches a hidden attack against the integrity of the teaching and the conduct of his op-
ponents. We can imagine how serious Paul's charge was, if we recognize its im-
plication: With his attack against the christology and the anthropology of his op-
ponents Paul does nothing less than to treat them as non-Christians. So, Paul's 
reference to xatv~ xticrt~ is a theological Spitzensatz that calls the Corinthians to 
make up their mind and to recognize Paul as true apostle of the true gospel and to 
reject the apostolic claims of the opponents since the basis of their teaching and 
their conduct is false, is rotten and brittle, simply non-Christian. 
V.18 has a central position within the passage: on the one hand it is the con-
clusion to the preceding verse(s) (vv.14-17) declaring God the author of 'all this,' 
i.e. of Christ's death and resurrection as inclusive representative, of the inaugura-
tion of the xatv~ xticrt~, of the liberation from the slavery of sin and death, in 
sum: of all that Paul said previously. On the other hand it presents us with a new 
theological interpretation of the Christ event (v.18a) and of Paul's apostolic mini-
stry (v.18b). So, vv.14-17 and vv.18-21 are two sides of the same medal, two inter-
pretations of the same event - Christ's death and resurrection - that must be held 
together. One is not without the other. Therefore, Paul's new theological inter-
pretation of the Christ event, i.e. that God has 'reconciled us to himself through 
Christ,' must be regarded as an equivalent to xmv~ xticrt~: to be a xmv~ xticrt~ 
180 Mell, SchOpfung, 384 (emphases original): 'Die eschatologische Bewertung des Christusereignisses 
in seiner revolutionar-neuen Qualitiit bildet demnach den entscheidenden Unterschied zwischen dem 
paulinischen Evangelium und dem seiner judenchristlichen Gegner in Korinth.' 
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means to be reconciled to God. The new age stands under the sign of reconcilia-
tion. 
The emphasis of vv.18f is, now, that God himself has reconciled Paul through 
Christ. Christ, the crucified and resurrected inclusive representative, is God's in-
strument (oui) of reconciliation. Through the Christ event in the past God has 
achieved Paul's reconciliation ( cf. the aorist xataA.A.a~avto~). In Christ God 
turned a relationship of enmity into a relationship of reconciliation and peace181 
by doing away with the enmity which is- important to note! -Paul's enmity against 
God (Rom 5.8,10). God has not reconciled himself to Paul but Paul to himself. 
God is not the object of change but Paul and with Paul all humanity. 
Furthermore, to be reconciled to God has another significant and inevitable 
implication for Paul: God entrusted to him the apostolic ministry of preaching this 
reconciliation, the otaxovia tfl~ xataA.A.ayfl~. So Paul, the object of reconciliation, 
thus became a ouzxovo~ of reconciliation. But although this ministry of preaching 
reconciliation has been given to the apostle(s) alone Paul knows quite well that 
the contents of his preaching - the A.6yo~ tfl~ xataA.A.ayfl~ (v.19182), the gospel it-
self - does not only apply to him and the other apostles but also to all mankind ( cf. 
the navn:~ ofv.14). In Christ God acted reconcilingly for the whole human world. 
Paul's own reconciliation is only a special case of the reconciliation of the x6crJ..Lo~. 
The particular reconciliation of the apostle has its equivalent in the universal 
reconciliation, the reconciliation of the world. The latter constitutes and is the 
basis of the former. This is expressed in v.19 when Paul, arguing from the lesser to 
the greater, says: 'Equally we can say: God was in Christ, reconciling the world to 
himself, not counting their transgressions against them. And he has established in 
us the word of reconciliation.' Note, again, the strong theological emphasis: God 
did not only use Christ as the instrument of reconciliation - he, God himself, in 
Seins- und Handlungseinheit with Christ has achieved the reconciliation of the 
world. Although God's reconciliation has been brought about through the very 
event of Christ's death and resurrection in the past it is at the same time a present 
reality because in Christ God has inaugurated a new age, the age of reconciliation 
that applies to all mankind throughout all times ( cf. the durative force of 
xataA.A.acrcHtlv). And it is a present reality as the A.6yo~ tfl~ xataA.A.ayfl~ which is 
preached and prevails in the present. This A.6yo~ tfl~ xataA.A.ayfl~ is God's own 
word. Therefore, it cannot be identified with the apostolic ministry, the owxovia 
1s1 Cf. Lang, Kor, 301. 
182 The important grammatical decisions concerning this verse made in the notes (see above) are pre-
supposed and will not be reiterated in the following. 
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tfl~ xata),J .. ayfl~ of v.18. Rather, God's own word constitutes the apostolic word; 
the A.6yo~ tfl~ Xc;ttaA.A.ayfl~ is the presupposition of the otaxovia til~ xataA.A.ayiK 
e>~b(,,"' ... e"'.f of .f4\._c 
And as such, the"A.6yo~ tT}c; xataA.A.ayfl~ can only mean, 'die Selbstoffenbarung 
des gekreuzigten und auferstandenen Kyrios in den Ostererscheinungen,'183 in 
short - the gospel (cf. Gal l.lOff; lCor 15.lff).l84 So, when he says that God has 
established the word of reconciliation in us Paul clearly refers to his conversion 
where God has entrusted to him the gospel and with it the ministry to preach the 
gospel. The apostolic preaching, the OtaXOVta Tfl~ XaTaJ..J..ayflc;, 'ist dann als das 
menschliche Wort der von Gott berufenen und autorisierten Botschafter zu be-
stimmen, das Gott zum Instrument seines Wortes erwahlt hat und in dem er selbst 
das Erkenntnis und Glauben wirkende "Wort von der Versohnung" laut werden 
Hi.Bt.'185 Thus, Paul can say that he himself has laid the foundation of the church in 
Corinth (lCor 3.10) knowing on the other hand that "no-one can lay any founda-
tion other than the one already laid, which is Jesus Christ" (lCor 3.11). 
But we have not yet decided the question as to whether f;v i}~v refers to Paul 
or to the Corinthians. Do we have to interpret f.v i}J.LiV apostolically or ec-
clesiologically ('in/amongst us, the church')? However, the alternative raised by 
this question is only a real alternative if one chooses the first (apostolic) possibility 
since Paul as Christian and apostle is included in a ecclesiological f;v i}~v186 
whereas the church is not included in an apostolic 'in us'. We would favour the ec-
clesiological meaning, firstly, because the A.6yoc; tflc; xataA.A.ayflc;, the gospel, is 
not only the reason and the presupposition of Paul's ministry (v.18b: otaxovia tflc; 
xataA.A.ayflc;) but also the presupposition and the foundation of the whole church 
(lCor 1.6; 3.11). Secondly, the synthetic parallelism between v.18b and v.19a187 
gives reason not simply to identify otaxovia tflc; xataA.A.ayflc; (v.18b) and A.6yoc; 
tflc; xataA.A.ayflc; (v.l9b) but to assume a progress in thought between both phrases 
as well. And indeed, we can understand both expressions perfectly well within the 
framework of a synthetic parallelism (with v.19 setting the basis for v.18): God is 
the author of the A.6yoc; tflc; xataA.A.ayflc;. This is the basis on which the church is 
built (lCor 3.11!)- and the foundation of Paul's preaching and his whole apostolic 
existence (2Cor 4.6; Gal 1.12). Thus the A.6yoc; tflc; xataA.A.ayflc; applies to both 
the church and the apostle188 (he is part of the church) whereas the otaxovia Tflc; 
183 Hofius, '"Gott ... ",' 28. 
184 Cf. the textual witnesses referred to in our translation of A.6yo~ Tfj~ xataHayfj~ which confirm 
our interpretation. 
185 Hofius, '"Gott. .. ",' 31. 
186 Paul is appointed to be an apostle within and as part of the church (1Cor 12.28)! 
187 Cf. notes above. 
188 Note the ambiguity of f:.v ~IJ.lV: "among us"(= the church) and "in us"(= Paul as apostle). 
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xata/..J .. ayfl~. the ministry of preaching the A.6yoc; tflc; xata/...A.ayflc;, applies to the 
apostle(s) alone. In other words, the A.6yoc; tflc; xataA.A.ayflc; is God's own creative 
word, whereas the otaxovia tflc; xata/...A.ayflc;, though given by God, is God's word 
preached by the apostle. For all this tv ilJ.Liv is best understood ecclesiologically.189 
If we recapitulate our considerations concerning the Pauline conception of · 
reconciliation we could formulate it thus: Paul expounds God's reconciliation in a 
twofold way: as God's act of reconciliation (v.l8aB; v.l9b) and as God's word of 
reconciliation (v.18b; v.19c). In the Christ event in the past God effected our 
reconciliation and since that event he makes reconciliation prevail through his 
creative A.6yoc; tflc; xata/...A.ayflc; as a always present reality. 'Beide Momente -
Versohnungstat und Versohnungswort - sind in ihrem differenzierten Zusammen-
hang das eine Heilsgeschehen der rettenden Zuwendung Gottes zu dem der Siinde 
verfallenen, gottfeindlichen Menschen.'190 A reconciliation without the word of 
reconciliation, without the preaching of reconciliation is an impossible thought for 
Paul. 
On the basis of the preceding verses (v.18f) Paul continues in v.20 by charac-
terizing his ministry: 'We are therefore Christ's ambassadors, that is: God is 
making his call through us. We entreat on Christ's behalf: Be reconciled to God.' 
Probably nowhere else is the ambiguity of Paul's ministry expressed better than in 
this verse: on the one hand the apostle himself is acting though on Christ's behalf 
(v.20aa,ba),191 on the other hand God himself is acting through the apostle 
(v.20aB,bB); Paul is the entreating ambassador on Christ's behalf and at the same 
time God himself is making his call. God has bound his A.6yoc; tflc; xata/...A.ayflc; to 
the apostolic otaxovia tflc; xataA.A.ayflc;. It is God himself who is speaking his 
mighty, creative word through the word of the apostolic ambassador on Christ's 
behalf bringing about what it says: Be reconciled to God! That means, God's word 
of reconciliation is not at the apostle's disposal. God's creative imperative is not 
Paul's own imperative. The apostolic ministry has to be conducted in the humble 
confidence that God himself makes his word audible and effective in, with, and 
through the word of the apostle. Therefore, the divine call and imperative does not 
189 So Hofius, '"Gott ... ",' 25 (n.54), 26. Ho,wever, his argun:1entative basis - he parallels \'tEIJ.EVO<; ..• 
(v.l9) with Ps 77.5 (LXX)(cf. pp.23-27) -is rather fragile and unnecessary to achieve an ecclesiologi-
cal understanding of f.v TtiJ.tV ( cf. already Furnish, 2Cor, 320 who, discussing Hofius' thesis, reaches 
the conclusion: 'This is not impossible, but there is little in the context ( ... ) to support it.'). 
190 Hofius, '"Gott...",' 31 (emphases original). 
191 Hofius, 'Erwagungen,' 7: 'Das un:f:p XptcrTou meint nicht, daB die Apostel an Christi Stelle stehen 
und ihn vertreten; es besagt, daB der auferstandene und gegenwartige Kyrios "durch" seine Zeugen 
redet, daB sie der "Mund" ihres Herrn sind.' 
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have its correlate in an apostolic imperative but it is clothed with the apostolic 
entreating. God speaks his creative word in the form of the apostolic entreating 
resulting in reconciliation which is - viewed from the other side - new creation. 
The reconciled are creatures of God's creative word. Thus, neither the A.6yo~ T~~ 
xaraA.A.ay~~ nor the otaxovia T~~ xaraA.A.ay~~ is an appeal for human action or 
to human will.192 Both are essentially proclamation that brings about what it 
proclaims: reconciliation. So, the divine imperative of v.20bB is a summarizing ex-
pression of the character of Paul's preaching193 as proclamation and has its closest 
parallel in the divine creating imperative 'let there be light!' This interpretation is 
supported by Paul himself in 4.5f: 194 'For we do not preach ourselves, but Jesus 
Christ as Lord, and ourselves as your servants for Jesus' sake. For God, who said, 
"Let light shine out of darkness," made his light shine in our hearts to give us the 
light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Christ.' 
In v.21 Paul extends his thought of vv.18-20 saying that reconciliation is 1) 
based on justification and 2) on atonement.195 Ad 1) This thought is already 
prefigured in v.19b where Paul argues that God reconciled the world to himself 
'not counting their transgressions against them.' 'Gott, der uns mit sich versohnt, 
ist immer zugleich der Gott, der uns richtet'196 and God's judgment has been ex-
ecuted at the cross, where God made Christ to be sin for us (v.21; cf. Isa 53.5) thus 
not counting our transgressions against us (v.19b). On the cross God exchanged 
(xaraA.A.acrcrw) Christ, the righteousness in person, for sinful humanity 'so that in 
him we might become the righteousness of God.'(v.21) This is not an exchange 'as 
if but a real one and in that glorious exchange on the cross (Martin Luther's 
frohlicher Wechsel) God identified Christ with sin, that rebel that involved all 
humanity with its rebellion thus separating it from God, so that we might be 
identified with Christ, the righteous one who involves all with his righteousness. 
Hooker has rightly remarked197 that this 'is not a straightforward exchange, for we 
192 Therefore, the common German translation of the divine imperative (v.20bB) "LaBt euch versoh-
nen mit Gott!" is misleading. 
193 Wolff, 2Kor, 131f: 'Paulus zitiert hier nicht aus seiner Missionspredigt, sondern er faBt sie unter 
dem zuvor dargelegten Versohnungsgedanken zusammen.' The missing 6~-tu<; in o£6~-te-aa unf:p 
XptcrTOu might also point in that direction. · 
194 Cf. also Isa 45.22ff where God's word effects what it says. 
195 Cf. above excursus on f.v Xptcrt<i). 
196 Biichsel, TWNT 1, 258. 
197 
'Interchange,' 353 (emphases original). In the following Hooker raises the question as to whether 
v.21 refers to Christ's crucifixion or his incarnation. Although we would generally agree with her that 
this might perhaps be an artificial question and that 'we should be wary of driving a wedge between 
incarnation and crucifixion' (ibid., 353), there can be no doubt that the emphasis of v.21 lies on the 
Christ event on the cross (cf. the f.v autQ and our excursus on f.v Xpto1Q above). 
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become the righteousness of God in him. If Christ has been made sin, he also has 
been made our righteousness.' But we could formulate even more emphatically 
that this exchange is necessarily not straightforward, because sin and righteousness 
are not of the same quality: righteousness proved more powerful than sin. Through 
this exchange sin lost all its power, righteousness gained full power; sin and death 
died, therefore righteousness and life prevailed. It is for the reality of this ex-
change that God and mankind came together again, because sin and death have 
died. And with sin the state of rebellion and enmity against God that had stig-
matized mankind has been buried. Righteousness has overcome sin, life has 
replaced death. In Christ God has verified his covenantal faithfulness. 
Ad 2) We have already mentioned that all mankind is inextricably involved 
with sin.198 Therefore, all have forfeit their lives before God and only an atone-
ment that includes all human beings could change that situation. 'Soll der Sunder, 
der seine Existenz verwirkt hat und vor Gott nicht sein und bleiben kann, dennoch 
dem Tod entrissen werden und zu Gott kommen, so kann dies nur durch das To-
desgericht hindurch geschehen - nur so also, daB mit seiner Siinder-Existenz SchluB 
gemacht wird und er gerade darin das Leben gewinnt. Sii.hne kann deshalb nur 
heillen: durch den Tod hindurch sein Leben an Gott hingeben und durch solche 
Hingabe des Lebens an Gott "dem verdienten Tod entrissen werden".'199 And this 
is exactly what happened on the cross: Christ was identified with sin, i.e. with sinful 
humanity, and as inclusive representative he gave away his life to God who raised 
him from the dead so that we, being included in Christ's death, might be saved 
from the dominion of death to lead a new life of a restored relationship to God, 
i.e. as righteous people. Thus, the atonement in Christ created a new situation for 
mankind: the power of sin and with it the destruction of the relationship between 
God and mankind has been overcome through Christ; in Christ's atoning death 
6f 
God has accomplished the reconciliation•the world. Atonement and reconciliation 
belong indissolubly together.200 'Was dabei die Vergebung der Siinden anlangt, so 
ist diese eingeschlossen in ein ganz umfassendes Geschehen der Heiligung, in dem 
sich Neuschopfung ereignet: die Herauffiihrung eines neuen, weil in seinem Sein 
neu gewordenen Menschen.'201 
198 Cf. above notes to v.21. 
199 Hofius, 'Sillme,' 42 citing Gese (italics original). This idea of atonement is rooted in the OT as Ge-
se and Hofius have convincingly demonstrated (cf. Gese, 'Siihne,' 85ff; Hofius, 'Sillme,' esp. 39-43). 
200 Cf. ibid., 43. 
201 Ibid., 43 (italics original). Cf. Gese, 'Sillme,' 104: 'Die kultische, heiligende Siihne ist alles andere 
als nur ein negativer Vorgang einfacher Siindenbeseitigung oder bloBer BuBe. Es ist ein Zu-Gott-
Kommen durch das Todesgericht hindurch.' 
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This is implied when Paul says that God has reconciled the world to himself. 
Reconciliation is the result of the atoning Christ event and as such it is an equi-
valent to xatvfl xticrt~ in v.17. To be a xmvfl xticn~ means to be reconciled to 
God and to live in the xat vfl xticrt~ means to live as righteous people in the state 
of reconciliation with God. 
It is not unimportant to see that the exchange motif in v.21 has its closest 
parallel in lsa 53.5:202 'But he was pierced for our transgressions, he was crushed 
for our iniquities; the punishment that brought us peace was upon him, and by his 
wounds we are healed.' So, we find the influence of Deutero-lsaiah not only on 
xatvfl xticrt~, Paul's first interpretation of the death of Christ, but also on recon-
ciliation, Paul's second interpretation of the Christ event.203 
4.4) Summary and evaluation 
1. In 2Cor 5.11-6.13 Paul turns to the second part of the apology for his apostolate. 
The focal point is now the foundation and the contents of his apostolic ministry -
Christ's love: a) the foundation in so far as it included Paul in its ultimate 
manifestation, Christ's atoning death and resurrection, and in so far as it turned 
Paul's whole existence upside down on the road to Damascus, evoking Paul's love 
for Christ and commissioning him with a new ministry. Christ's love became the 
directing force of Paul's existence. So, cross and conversion are indissolubly linked 
and both are the constitutive events of Paul's ministry; or, b) the contents in so far 
as it is the self-revelation of the crucified and risen Lord whom Paul is commis-
sioned to preach. The gospel became Paul's destiny. So, we may conclude with 
Michel, 'die Selbstlegitimation des Apostels besteht aus Selbstzeugnissen, die gleich-
zeitig Existenzaussagen sind. '204 
202 Hofius, 'Erwagungen,' 11; cf. also Hughes, 2Cor, 214. 
203 Hofius, 'Erwagungen,' 12: 'Angesichts der tiefgreifenden Beriihrungen [sc. between 2Cor 5.18ff 
and Deutero-Isaiah] gewinnt nun die Beobachtung besonderes Gewicht, daB in dem soeben zitierten 
Bekenntnis [sc. Isa 53.5] der Sache nach von dem die Rede ist, was Paulus mit dem Begriff der "Ver-
sohnung" zum Ausdruck bringt.' In his recent essay 'The Old Testament Background of Reconcilia-
tion in 2 Corinthians 5-7 and Its Bearing on the Literary Problem of 2 Corinthians 6.14-7.1,' NTS 35 
Beale has made a rather strong case for the influence of Deutero-Isaiah on Paul. He demonstrated 
(ibid., 551) 'that Paul understands both "new creation" in Christ as well as "reconciliation" in Christ (2 
Cor 5.17-21) as the inaugurated fulf!lment of Isaiah's and the prophet's promise of a new creation in 
which Israel would be restored into a peaceful relationship with God'. 
204 
'Erkennen,' 116 (italics original). 
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2. The love of Christ has become 'incarnate' in Christ's death and resurrection 
as inclusive representative for all. Paul expounds this event in terms of Deutero-
Isaiah's theology: it is the eschatological turn of the ages in which the old 
salvation-history is replaced by a new one; it is the inauguration of the new es-
chatological creation, the great second Exodus promised by Deutero-Isaiah, the 
redemption from the slavery of sin. For Paul, just as for Deutero-Isaiah, salvation 
and creation are held together. Salvation is creation through God. And Christ is 
the firstborn of God's new creation; in him all mankind is dragged into that new 
reality. So, if anyone is in Christ, he has become a part of God's new eschatological 
creation, a Katv~ Kticrt~ living in a new reality. The significant difference to 
Deutero-Isaiah is, however, that for Paul the new creation has already become a 
present reality that determines the present and the future, his own history and the 
history of all mankind and of the whole world. But although it has universal cos-
mological consequences, Katv~ Kticrt~ in 2Cor 5.17 is clearly an universal 
anthropological term of Pauline soteriology which is based on the. eschatological 
Christ event. 
3. This is confirmed by the coordinate usage of Katv~ Kticrt~, reconciliation, 
and justification. All three terms must be seen together since they all are con-
sequences or descriptions of the same event - Christ's inclusive death and resurrec-
tion. To be in Christ means to be a new creation (v.l7), to be reconciled to God 
(vv.18-20), to be justified (v.19b,21). It means that the old age and the old 
salvation-history have gone; that the enmity of mankind against God has been 
overcome; that the sins are forgiven and are not counted against us. It means that 
a new salvation-history has begun; that the relationship to God is restored and 
characterized by reconciliation and peace; that the power of sin resulting in death 
has been broken so that we may live under the new dominion of righteousness and 
grace leading to eternal life. Note that, just as KatV~ Kticrt~, reconciliation and 
justification are anthropological-soteriological terms, Paul never speaks of a recon-
ciliation or justification of the non-human world. 
4. It is quite striking that ><atv~ KTicrt~ in 2Cor 5.17 has an universal-individual 
emphasis (cf. the n~ in v.17a). But we have to recognize the ecclesiological im-
plication that Paul's statement about the Katv~ ><Ticrt~ has: the new creation is 
constituted in the one inclusive representative, therefore we are all one in Christ 
Jesus (Gal 3.28). Thus, Christ's atoning death as inclusive representative for all is 
not only the new creation of each single individual, but at the same time it is the 
constitution of the church. 
5. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that ><atv~ ><Ticrv; in 2Cor 5.17, inter-
preted in the light of Deutero-Isaiah, has an apologetic thrust. On the one hand, 
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Paul launches an attack against the theology and the apostolic claims of his op-
ponents, emphasizing in a theological Spitzensatz that in Christ God has changed 
the ages. In Christ a new eschatological creation has come to be that abolishes the 
salvation-historical validity of the old age. His Jewish Christian opponents, 
however, obviously still cling to the past, because they disregard the eschatological · 
change that has taken place in Christ. In other words, they preach a fundamentally 
different gospel, because their eyes are blind for the new reality that God has 
created in Christ. Their teaching and their apostolic legitimation lack the existen-
tial depth of Paul's gospel and ministry.205 Therefore, on the other hand, the state-
ment about the xm v~ xticru; is an indirect appeal to the Corinthians to reject the 
opponents and their gospel. With Deutero-Isaiah (43.18£) Paul urges the church in 
Corinth: Do not equate yourself with my opponents who disregard the eschatologi-
cal change in Christ. Rather, 'forget the former things;' they have lost their 
validity. 'Do not dwell in the past' but do live as a xatv~ xticrt~ in the new es-
chatological present. 
205 Cf. Michel, 'Erkennen,' 116. 
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§ 5) Paul's understanding of xatvi] xtiatc; in Gal6.11-16 
5.1) Translation1 
(11) See what large letters I use as I write to you with my own hand! 
(12) All those who want to make a good impression in respect of the flesh are 
trying to compel you to be circumcised - solely in order to avoid being persecuted 
for the cross of Christ. 
(13) For not even those circumcisers2 themselves observe the law, yet they want 
you to be circumcised that they may boast in your flesh. 
( 14) But far be it from me to boast except in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, 
through which the world has been crucified to me, and I to the world. 
(15) For neither3 circumcision nor uncircumcision is of any value but a new 
creation. 
(16) And peace and mercy be upon all those who will be conformable to this 
rule - and upon the Israel of God. 
5.2) Notes on structure, grammar and semantics 
Within Gal6 verse 11 clearly marks the beginning of a new section: Paul himself takes the pen in or-
der to conclude the up to now dictated letter summing up the main points of what he said previously. 
1 The following translation is based on the NIV. However, some alterations (in italics) seemed to be 
appropriate. . 
2 flEpm:JlVOJ.lEVot presents us with the only main text-critical problem, i.e. whether to read 
rreprrEJ.lVOJ.lEVOt (~ A C D K P and some minor witnesses), the present participle, or 
rrEptTETJ.lT)JlEVOt (J>46 B F (G) L 'P and some minor witnesses), the perfect participle. It is impossible 
to make a decision on the basis of this external evidence. However, taking into consideration internal 
criteria we may give the present participle the preference (so with Nestle-Aland26, Metzger, Com-
mentary, 598, and most Bible translations and commentaries). The perfect participle would po~t to 
the act of circumcision which had happened in the past. The emphasis would therefore lie on the 'sta-
te of being circumcised.' But 'Paul is not concerned here with the presence of circumcised persons -
like himself - in the church; he is concerned instead with those who now demand circumcision for 
Gentile Christians. Thus the present tense of the participle is demanded by the argumentative situa-
tion' (Jewett, 'Agitators,' 202). With the whole problem cf. Howard, Paul, 17ff; Jewett, 'Agitators,' 
202f; Ludemann, Opposition, lOlff and the literature cited there. 
3 Some text witnesses(~ A CD et al.) read f.v yap XptaTQ lT)aou OUT£ instead of ouT£ yap which, 
however, is most probably due to the influence of Gal 5.6. The shorter reading (supported by J>46 B 'P 
et al) is therefore given the preference. 
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This summary ends with a sort of blessing (v.16). Additionally, the TOU A.omou in v.17 indicates the 
introduction of a new thought. We therefore may limit our study to vv.ll-16. 
V.ll. 'IIT)Aixotc; ypGIJ.IJ.UOtv is dative of manner'.4 Therefore, the meaning is not 'a large letter (= 
epistle)' but 'with large letters' as Fung has correctly emphasized.5 
"Eypmjm 'is an "epistolary aorist" and points to 6:11-18 of the present letter'6 and is best trans-
lated with the present tense. 
V .12. Since OOot = 1IUVTEt; Ot the sentence has to be continued with 00Tot.7 
The verb Etmpoau:>n:EW is a hapax legomenon in the NT. There is scarcely evidence of its occur-
rence in profane Greek until ecclesiastical and Byzantine writers. Eun:poawn:tw is derived from the 
adjective Eun:p6awn:oc;, 'having a good appearance/face,' which can be found quite frequently in 
profane Greek. There it may refer to words or to speeches sometimes in connection with the contrast 
between Schein und Wirk/ichkeit. 8 Against the background of these observations we may render 
Eun:poawn:f;w in Gal 6.12 with 'to make a good impression' (though this impression may be decep-
tive). 
With the general usage of crap~ in Paul see above notes on 2Cor 5.16. 'Ev aapxi in this verse is 
probably an equivalent for an dative of relation9 and may be rendered as 'in respect to the flesh.' 
'AvayxaCoumv is praesens de conatu.10 We may therefore translate (with NIV): 'they are trying 
to compel.' 
M6vov cannot be taken literally since v.13b shows a second, a different ?lotive (iva) for the op-
ponents' demand for circumcision. Rather, 'it is probably a rhetorical device for emphasis.'11 
'0 a-raupoc; TOU XptaTOu is a 'metonymy for the crucifixion of Christ,'12 i.e. it stands for Christ 
himself as the crucified and risen saviourP The dative TQ) amupQ) is a dativus causae.14 
V.13 gives the reason (yap) for Paul's previous statement: The circumcisers themselves do not ob-
serve the law. 
The present participle n:EptTEilYOilEYOt is the middle rather than the passive voice as Jewett has 
convincingly shown15 and it may best be rendered as 'the circumcisers'16 since this translation is a 
4 Fung, Gal, 300 n.2. 
s ibid., 300. 
6 Betz, Gal, 314; cf. BDR, § 33~. 
7 BDR, § 3041• 
8 CK, 807 and the textual evidence given there. 
9 Cf. Wedderburn, 'Observations,' 85; BDR § 197.3. 
10 BDR, § 3192• 'Da das Priisens die Handlung durativ darstellt ohne Riicksicht auf den wirklichen 
AbschluB, so kann das Priisens seiher den Sinn einer versuchten, nicht vollendeten Handlung anneh-
men' (ibid., § 319; italics original). 
u Fung, Gal, 305. 
12 Burton, Gal, 350. 
13 Schlier, Gal, 281: amup6c; = 'ldeogramm fur das Erlosungsgeschehen'. 
14 BDR, § 196,1. 
15 
'Agitators,' 202f: 'Since oi n:Ept TEIJ. YOilEYot in Gal. vi.13a specifies the subject of the verb in 13b 
one would expect congruity between 13a and 13b in regard to the circumcision which appears in both. 
So, if a passive "those who get circumcised" were intended in 13a, it would be somewhat out of keep-
ing with the active "desire to have you circumcised" in 13b. In this verse as in vi.12, the matter under 
discussion is the effort on the part of the Judaizers to circumcise the Galatians, not to circumcise 
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proper description of the attitude of the opponents: they have the practice of circumcision and they 
want the Galatians to take it over. 
The adversative particle ana contrasts a negative (v.13a) with a 'positive' (v.13b) characteriza-
tion of the opponents: they themselves do not even observe the law but they want the Galatians to be 
circumcised. 
The preposition f.v with xaux~awvmt points to the object of boasting, i.e. the 'flesh of circum-
cision' as the result of circumcision. 
With the meaning of xauxcra'(}m see above notes on 2Cor 5.12. In post-OT Judaism we fmd an 
attitude that is rather congruous to the one we fmd in the OT (the only legitimate boasting is a 
boasting-in-God), 'doch tritt zu den wahrhaft riihmenswerten GraBen das Gesetz hinzu, dessen sich 
der Gottesfii.rchtige freuen kann (Sir 39,8).'17 This is probably the background against which we have 
to see the xauxcra'(}m of Paul's opponents in Galatia. 
V.14. flE and the phrase E!J.Ot 11~ yf:votTo xauxcra'(}m sharply contrast v.14 with the previous verse. 
'Verneinter Optativ von yiVOIJ.at mit Dativ-Subjekt und abhiingigem Infmitiv ist eine LXX-Wendung 
(Gen 44,7.17; Jos 22,29; 24,16; lMakk 9,10;13,5 z.T. in Wiedergabe von 1~ '-, n'-,•'-,n cum infmitivo), 
deren Verwendung ein mogliches Handeln fiir die Zukunft verbindlich ausschlieBt.'18 
Ei ll ~ attests the exclusiveness of the xauxcra'(}m Paul is talking about: the boasting f.v TQ 
maupQ TOU xupiou ~IJ.CDV 'IT)aou XptaToD. This sequence which occurs nowhere else in the 
Corpus Paulinum makes it even more obvious than in v.12 that amup6t;; is an abbreviation for the 
whole Heilsgeschehen in Christ: it is 'the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ.' Kuptoc; is the predicate of 
the resurrected and exalted Christ. The crucified Christ is the resurrected and exalted Lord. He, the 
one who became a curse for us on the cross (3.13; cf. Deut 21.23), he is the one who has been raised 
by the creative power of God and has been revealed as the saviour and Lord. All this is implied when 
Paul speaks of the cross of Christ. 
The relative clause ot' oo ... is more likely to refer to amup6c; than to 'IT)aou Xptawu19 and it 
'has the effect of substantiating the preceding statement'. 20 
The perfect f.amupwmt signifies 'gemaB dem Aspekt des Perfektstammes einen Zustand'21 : the 
world and 'I' are in a state of being crucified. 
themselves. Such congruity would be perfectly maintained if the participle were taken to be in the 
middle voice with causative significance: "for even those who cause to be circumcised do not themsel-
ves keep the law, but they desire to have you circumcised that they may glory in your flesh".( ... ) Final-
ly, it should be noted that this translation is the only one which can retain any strict sense of present 
tense in the participle.' In the same line Robertson, Grammar, 808f; Bruce, Gal, 270. 
16 So already Bligh, Gal, 218; also Schlier, Gal, 281: 'Beschneidungsleute'. 
17 Hahn, TBLNT 2, 1052. 
18 Mell, Sch6pfung, 276 n.8. 
19 So most commentators, e.g. Betz, Fung, Lietzmann, Mussner, Oepke, Schlier. Otherwise we would 
rather expect f.v (cf. Schlier, Gal, 281 et al.). But there is no necessity for a final decision, since for 
Paul the cross is always the cross of Christ and '"Christ" is always the crucified redeemer Christ' 
(Betz, Gal, 318). The cross is never without Christ, and Christ is never without the cross (see also 
Mell, SchOpfung, 296 n.57). 
20 Fung, Gal, 306 n.41; cf. Schlier, Gal, 281. 
21 BR, § 215. 
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K6ajloc;; means the whole of all that is created by God with men in the centre, namely: the 
'universe,' the 'earth,' the 'world as the place of human life,' or - as in 2Cor 5.19 - 'humanity'.22 The 
entire cosmos, however, is involved with sin which had come into the world by means of men, bring-
ing transitoriness and death. Due to the fall of men the whole world exists in the state of turning away 
from God. The world in its state of turning away from God is simply called x6ajloc;; OO"CCc;;. The 
destiny of the cosmos is indissolubly linked to the destiny of men. The whole of the cosmos and its 
centre have a common history.23 This makes it quite understandable that xoajloc;; in Paul usually has a 
historical-anthropological colouring (however, without this aspect being all that there is to it). Finally 
it is worth noting that Paul nowhere calls the new, redeemed world Xat voc;; XOOIJ.O<;; but ~aatA.Eia 
{}£00 (1Cor 6.9f). This is apparently because XOOIJ.O<; bears the connotation of sin too strongly. Thus 
Paul's usage of XOOIJ.O<; seems to correspond to his use of aap~ (see above).2A Here, in Gal 6.14 
XOOIJ.O<;; is basically regarded as a power (cf. the aTmxcia TOU XOOIJ.OU of 4.3!) or a dominion in 
which the unredeemed people live. Therefore, the datives XOOIJ.(j) and EIJ.Ot are best understood as a 
datives of relation: through the cross, the relation between the world, the dominion of mankind, and 
the paradigmatic Christian '1',25 the slave of the 'elements of the world' ( 4.3), is broken off. 
V.lS substantiates (yap) what Paul said in v.13 (cf. the formal parallel ouOf: yap) and v.14: it gives the 
reason for Paul's rejection of the xauxfia{}m of his opponents and the reason for his own boasting. 
But, as Betz pointed out,26 y6p 'is ambiguous: it indicates that v 15 is the reason for v 14 because it is 
presupposed there, but v 15 is at the same time the consequence of v 14.' 
I1£ptTOIJ.~ and CzXpO~UOTtU are abstract-collective terms27 describing the status of being circum-
cised/uncircumcised and thus belonging either to the Jewish or the Gentile part of humanity. 
On the technical term xat vi) XTiatc;; see above Part I, on XTiatc;; generally cf. above notes on 
2Cor 5.17. 
V .16. Kat links v.16 closely to v.15: it is the Xat vi) XTtatc;; with its implications that is the XUVWV of the 
Christian existence. Kavwv 'means primarily a ruler or straight edge for measuring and metaphori-
cally a rule or standard.'28 
ETotXciV does not mean 'to walk' or 'to follow' since it does not imply the dimension of moving. 
It is rather an expression of the state of conformity, 'zumal er mit einem MaBbegriff (xavwv) verbun-
den ist.'29 Besides, as Delling noted, 'handelt es sich [nach dem Zshg.] gar nicht um ein ethisches Ver-
22 Guhrt, TBLNT 2, 1383f. 
23 See Bultmann, Theologie, 225. 
2A On XOOIJ.O<;; see e.g. BA, 881-884; CK, 619-624; Guhrt, TBLNT2, 1381-1385. 
25 The first person singular forms in v.14 point 'to Paul in contrast to the opponents (cf. 6:12f), and to 
the exemplaric "I" which stands for every Christian (cf. 2:19-21)' (Betz, Gal, 318). 
26 Gal, 319 n.76. 
27 Stuhlmacher, 'Erwiigungen,' 3; Mell, SchOpfung, 299 n.68: 'Hier in 1Kor 7,19; Gal 5,6; 6.15 wird 
tiber das jeweilige Merkmal der Status eines Kollektivs bezeichnet, dessen Individuen Trager dieses 
Merkmals sind.' 
28 Fung, Gal, 309; cf. also Burton, Gal, 358. 
29 MuBner, Gal, 415. On xavwv see also CK, 1025 and Delling, TWNT 7, who notes (p.668/4) that 
OTDtXciV in the NT 'stiindig mit dem Dativ verbunden ist, in bemerkenswertem Unterschied von den 
Verben, die eindeutig von wandeln im Sinne der Lebensfiihrung reden'. 
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halten, sondern urn das Verstandnis des Heilsgeschehens.'30 The future tense (atotxi]aouatv) points 
to the condition behind the blessing: Only those who will change their mind to (re)turn to conformity 
with the new rule, the X at vi} xtiau;;, will be blessed. 
Eipi]vT) E:n' au-rou<;; xai EAEO<;; is a Jewish sounding benediction31 that is, however, bound to a 
condition which is introduced by the relative clause xai oaat xtA.. (cf. the contrasting parallel, the 
conditional curse in 1.8f). 'Peace' in Paul is the expression for the healed relationship between 
women/men and God (cf. Rom 5.1) which God has achieved through the Christ event at the cross.J2 
'Mercy' stands for God's saving action for the benefit of afflicted people.33 
The force of xai after EAEO<;; is still disputed.34 Without the necessity of getting involved with this 
lengthy debate we would favour an interpretation of xai as simply copulative rather than epexegetic 
since "it is doubtful whether kai is ever used by St. Paul in so marked an explicative force as must be 
here assigned."'35 If this is correct, we can argue with Mell for a coordinate force of xai which avoids 
'einen nochmaligen relativischen Anschlu£.>36 I.e., E:n' atrrou<;; (= oaat ... ) and E:nl. n)v 1apai}A. TOU 
~EOU are coordinate sequences. Thus, we could paraphrase: 'peace and mercy be upon all those who 
will be conformable to this rule, and peace and mercy be also upon the Israel of God.' So, Paul ap-
parently extends his blessing to a group different to the oamjautou<;;: to the 1apai}A. TOU {}Eou. Tau 
~EOU in this phrase is best understood as a subjective genitive, 'der das Zugeh6rigkeitsverhiiltnis von 
Israel zu Gott ausdriickt' .37 
5.3) Comment 
It was Paul's custom to dictate his letters to a scribe and to write the final greeting 
with his own hand (Rom 16.22; 1Cor 16.21); here in Gal 6.11, however, 'he took 
the pen well before the concluding greeting'38 in v.18. This clearly indicates the im-
portance of what Paul is about to say. In fact, in Gal 6.11-18 Paul gives a short and 
emphatic summary of the main points of the letter. This summary 'contains the in-
terpretive clues to the understanding of Paul's major concerns in the letter as a 
whole and should be employed as the hermeneutical key to the intentions of the 
apostle.'39 
30 Ibid., 668 n.20. 
31 Cf. Betz, Gal, 321. 
32 On the whole cf. Beck, 'Friede,' TBLNT 1, 388-394. 
33 Cf. EBer, 'Barmherzigkeit,' TBLNT 1, 52-~5. 
34 Even a glance at the commentaries shows that. In addition cf. amongst others Dahl, 'Israel,' 161ff; 
Richardson, Israel, 81ff; Schrenk, '"Israel Gottes",' 94ff. 
35 Ellicott in Fung, Gal, 310 ( cf. also other possible interpretations listed stated there). 
36 Mell, SchOpfung, 319; cf. BDR, § 469. 
37 Mell, SchOpfung, 320. With the question as to the meaning of 1crpai]A. TOU ~EOU cf. comment be-
low. 
38 Fung, Gal, 300. 
39 Betz, Gal, 131. 
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First of all, Paul engages in a final blistering attack on his Judaizing opponents 
(vv.12f), those 'circumcisers' (v.13) whose preaching of circumcision and law-
observance threatens Paul's gospel of the cross of the Lord Jesus Christ (v.I4) 
which has been given to him ot' anoxaA.u<j>ew~ 'IT)crou Xptcrtou (1.12). He charac-
terizes his opponents in four ways: 1) They want to make a good impression in the 
flesh (v.12a). Therefore 2) they want to have the Galatians circumcised because 
they want to avoid being persecuted for the cross of Christ (v.l2b), 3) they not 
even observe the law themselves (v.13a) but 4) they want the Galatians to be cir-
cumcised, so that they may boast in the Galatians' flesh (v.13b). 
Ad I) In v.12a Paul exposes the true motivation of his opponents: Their con-
cern is only for themselves, they only want to make a good impression in respect to 
the flesh. 'Flesh' could refer to the opponents' flesh, i.e. their fleshly attitute, their 
good outward appearance, or to the flesh of the Galatians, i.e. the flesh of circum-
cision as in v.13b, or perhaps to both. In the last case crap~ would mean the actual 
circumcised flesh of the Galatians and also the fleshly attitude of the opponents 
(their boasting): their demand for the 'flesh of circumcision' (v.13b) is an expres-
sion of their fleshly mind (v.12). So, right from the outset of the postscript, Paul 
makes it unmistakably clear that the position and the theology of his opponents 
are built on the flesh. 
Ad 2) The opponents demand circumcision because they want to avoid being 
persecuted for the cross.40 Or, to switch the argument, if they did not preach cir-
cumcision, they would be persecuted, or at least they would risk being persecuted 
since then the cross would be the only message of their preaching. Thus it would 
be the preaching of the soteriological exclusiveness of the cross that would cause 
the persecution. Therefore, we may conclude that they preached the soteriological 
relevance of the cross in addition to the soteriological relevance of circumcision 
and law-obedience. In other words, they are striving for a soteriological com-
promise between the gospel of the cross and circumcision and/or law-obedience. 
For the opponents salvation can only be attained as a member of Israel. 
But for Paul any soteriological compromise between the cross and anything 
else is treason to the true gospel. There cannot possibly be any other gospel than 
the one he received 'by revelation from Jesus Christ' (1.12) and which he first 
preached to the Galatians. Therefore, the compromise for which Paul's opponents 
40 Such a persecution could most likely come from the Jewish community (cf. Betz, Gal, 360; Burton, 
Gal, 349; Fung, Gal, 305; Schlier, Gal, 280) although there is no need to assume a real threat (cf. 
Mell, SchOpfung, 288) since Paul wants to emphasize 'den Zusammenhang von Kreuz und Verfolgung 
( ... ), der sich nicht auf seinen religionspolitisch-pragmatischen Aspekt reduzieren lii13t' (Weder, 
Kreuz, 203). 
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strive is nothing else than a perversion of the gospel (1.6f). Either the soteriologi-
cal exclusiveness of the Christ event on the cross is maintained or the soteriologi-
cal relevance of the cross is entirely lost. 'Mark my words! I, Paul, tell you [sc. 
Galatians] that if you let yourselves be circumcised, Christ will be of no value to 
you at all' (5.2). 
Ad 3) In v.13 Paul gives more reason for his accusation of v.12: it is quite ob-
vious that those circumcisers just want to avoid persecution for the cross since, in 
fact, they not even observe the law themselves. With Mell we would argue, 'daB 
der atl. belegte Ausdruck VOJ..LO" <puA.acrcrEtV ("das Gesetz befolgen, - halten")41 
bier nicht die ( erfolgreiche) Befolgung der in der Thora enthaltenen Einzelgebote 
(anders Rom 2,26: Ta otxatWJ..LUTa TOU VOJ..LOU <puA.acrcrEtV), sondem die funda-
mentale Entscheidung eines jeden Menschen, den Lebensweg der jiid. Thora zu 
gehen, meint ( ... ). Da der Jude (und Judenchrist) bei der Thoratreue sich seiner 
UnzuHi.nglichkeit, die gottlichen Gebote vollkommen zu erfiillen, selbstversUi.nd-
lich bewu.Bt ist bzw. sich auf Gottes barmherzige Vergebung angewiesen weill (vgl. 
Sir 5,5-7; 7,16f; 17,24-26; 21,1), ware der paulinische Vorwurf vollig bedeutungs-
los.'42 But for Paul anyone who preaches the soteriological relevance of circumci-
sion is required to go the Lebensweg of the Jewish law ( cf. 5.3). The Jewish way of 
circumcision and law-obedience is as exclusive as the Christian way of the cross. 
Therefore, any soteriological compromise between circumcision/law and cross is 
simply impossible. In fact, it would not only be a betrayal of the cross but also of 
the law. So, for Paul his opponents live in an unbearable self-contradiction: they 
preach circumcision and thus the exclusiveness of the way of the law - but they also 
preach the cross and in doing so they undermine the relevance of the law and thus 
they do not, more, they cannot walk the way of the law. And - according to Paul -
the only conceivable reason that could make one live with such a dilemma is the 
fear of persecution for preaching the soteriological exclusiveness of the cross. But 
this dilemma leads on into the next: 
Ad 4) The opponents have to provide evidence of their loyalty to the law. Paul 
relentlessly exposes that dilemma: they do not preach circumcision because they 
want to go the Lebensweg of the Jewish Torah, or because they proclaim the 
soteriological exclusiveness of the law - but43 they preach circumcision and they 
41 For evidence Mel! points to the LXX: Ex 13.10; Lev 19.19,37; Deut 32.46; 1Chr 22.12; Ps 
119.44,55,57,136; Prov 6.20; 28.7; 29.18; Wis 6.4; 14.16; Sir 21.11; Jer 16.11. 
42 Mel!, SchOpfung, 289f (bold original); cf.Jewett, 'Agitators,' 201. 
43 In our judgment this interpretation is the only one that is able to maintain an adversative meaning 
of aUa. Otherwise we would have to side with Betz, Gal, 317 saying that 'the adversative aHa ma-
kes little sense'. 
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want the Galatians to be circumcised because they want to avoid persecution for 
the cross by showing their true zeal for the law to that legalistic Jewish-Christian 
group which stands behind them.44 In other words, they want to boast 'in the flesh' 
(v.13c) of the Galatians, i.e. in their circumcision, before that group. 'The more 
·Gentiles they could notch up as having been circumcised at their instance, the 
weightier the evidence which they could adduce of their zeal for the law. This was 
mere scalp-hunting- or (salva reverentia) an apter description would be suggested 
by the bride-price which David paid for Michal (1 Sa. 18:25-27).'45 Of course, this 
could never be a legitimate reason for Paul to boast in, because it is based on the 
crap~. The xauxacr{}at EV crapxi of Paul's opponents is nothing else than the per-
version of the only legitimate boasting, the xauxacr{}at EV xupi<!l ( cf. 2Cor 10.17). 
In the following second part of the postscript (v.14f) Paul almost with an im-
precation upon himself ( EJ.LOi oe ll ~ yevot TO )46 contrasts the gospel of his op-
ponents and their boasting with his (true) gospel of the cross and the only 
legitimate boasting: 'Far be it from me to boast except in the cross of our Lord 
Jesus Christ' (v.14a). Paul's boasting is legitimate because the cross is the cross TOU 
xupiou llJ.LWV 'ITtO"OU XptO"TOU. Therefore, it is in fact xauxncr{}at EV xupi<!l. And 
for Paul this boasting in the cross is exclusive. The cross of Christ, the risen and ex-
alted Lord, has destroyed the grounds for any other boasting. Boasting in the flesh, 
boasting in the law, boasting in circumcision - all those ways of boasting have been 
annulled on the cross. If we recall that boasting in God implies a confession to 
God47 we could formulate that Paul says nothing less than that the cross has bec-
ome the only means by which a confession to God is made possible. In other 
words, 'jetzt und in Zukunft ( ... ) [kann] nur noch fiber das Kreuz Christi ein Got-
tesverhaitnis konstituiert werden.'48 Paul's gospel of the cross is the preaching of 
the soteriological exclusiveness of the Christ event. And this is exactly what the op-
ponents obviously would deny. So, the matter of controversy is the christology, the 
heart of Paul's gospel. And the cross is the crisis of the christology. 
But why can Paul speak of the cross with such high regard? Why has the cross 
become the only reason to boast? Because the cross has destroyed the basis for 
any other boasting - once and for all:49 through the cross, i.e. the Christ event at 
44 See above ad 2). 
45 Bruce, Gal, 270. 
46 Luther, Gal, 350: 'Er will sagen: Eine so schadliche Pest ist das fleischliche Riihmen der Falschapo-
stel, da13 ich wiinschte, es ware in der tiefsten Holle begraben, denn es tut unsaglichen Schaden.' 
47 Cf. Bultmann, TWNT 3, 647; see above notes on 2Cor S.U. 
48 Mell, SchOpfung, 293. 
49 Cf. the perfect tense of E:omupurrat in v.14. 
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the cross, the sinister relationship between the world and the paradigmatic 
Christian 'I' has been put to an end. This has a twofold implication for Paul: 1) 
Through the cross EJ..Loi KOcrJ..Lo~ f:crtaupurrat 2) >eayw >eocrJ..LCfl. 
Ad 1) Through the cross the world, the dominion and the means of sin and 
death, has been crucified to me, the Christian. On the cross the enslaving power of 
the world has been made powerless. The cross is the destruction of the power of 
the world over me, so that I no longer live as a slave under the enslavement of the 
crtOtXEta toG KOO"J..LOU ( 4.3). On the cross, the world which determined my whole 
existence and the course of my history, the world on which my life rested entirely, 
has passed away and with it the soteriological and social divisions that were 
characteristic of this world such as the division between Jews and Gentiles, slaves 
and free people, males and females (3.28), and - in particular - the division of the 
law between circumcision and uncircumcision (v.15).50 On the cross a whole world 
has met its death with respect to me. 'Sie stellt nichts mehr dar,'51 it lost its enslav-
ing reality for me. In this sense, as a Christian I have become worldless through 
the cross of Christ. 
Ad 2) Through the cross I, the slave of the crtOtXEia toG KOO"J..LOU, have been 
crucified to the world. On the cross I am snatched from the enslaving grip of the 
world. Since the crucifixion of Christ I am no longer part of the dominion of the 
world. The world can no longer get hold of me because in Christ's death on the 
cross I am rescued 'from the present evil age' (1.4). So, the cross is the ultimate 
declaration of bankruptcy of the world since it deprived and still deprives the 
world of its slaves. That implies that the world can no longer define the 
soteriological and social identity of the Christians since the relationship between 
the 'world' and the 'I' has been radically cut off. 
If we now recall that crtaup6~ stands for the whole Christ event we can see 
easily the close parallel between v.14 and 2Cor 5.14ff: Christ's death on the cross is 
the death of the (old) world to me ('the old things have gone,' 2Cor 5.17b) and it is 
the death of me to the world ('one died for all- therefore all died,' 2Cor 5.14; cf. 
Rom 6.10: 'the death Christ died, he died to sin once for all'). So, Paul's statement 
in Gal 6.14 can only adequately be understood on the basis of the idea of Christ as 
the inclusive representative who died for all, although this idea is not mentioned 
explicitly. Christ's crucifixion is my crucifixion and the crucifixion of the old world. 
And just like 'death' in 2Cor 5 'crucifixion' in Gal 6.14 does not apply in a physical 
but in an eschatological sense. In both passages the Christ event is regarded as the 
50 On these divisions cf. in particular Martyn's essay 'Apokalyptic Antinomies'. 
51 Schlier, Gal, 282. 
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eschatological turn of the ages and the eschatological death of mankind to the 
world, to sin, and to death. Therefore, with regard to the 'crucified world' we may 
conclude: 'Das Kreuzesgeschehen trennt ( ... ) zwei "Welten", eine vorchristliche, 
vergangene von einer in Christus gewandelten, neuen Welt. Alle Dinge ( ... ), die 
im Zusammenhang des Gottesverhaltnisses des Menschen bisher eine soteriologi- · 
sche QualiHit besaBen, haben mit der eschatologischen Wende ihren Wert verlo-
ren und miissen Neuem weichen.'52 And with regard to the 'crucified "I"' we can 
say 'daB durch das eschatologische Christusgeschehen die "Existenzwende" (H.-W. 
Kuhn, ... ) des Menschen ausgelOst ist, die Paulus als "Herrschaftswechsel" ( ... ) in 
Gal2,19a ( ... ) entfalten kann.'53 
That the cross is not just a destructive but at the same time a constructive 
event is made explicit in v.15: the cross replaced the old world and the old 'I' by a 
new creation. The new creation inaugurated on the cross is the basis (yap) for the 
Pauline boasting (v.14). And with regard to the peculiar controversy in Galatia 
Paul formulates therefore: 'Neither circumcision nor uncircumcision is of any 
value but a new creation.' The reason that Paul rejects his opponents' boasting in 
circumcision, and the reason that he declares his own boasting in the cross the on-
ly legitimate boasting is that the cross has brought about a new creation i~ which 
the old soteriological divisions54 are abolished. Therefore, it makes no sense at all 
for Jewish Christians to boast in their belonging to the Jewish nation, nor for 
Gentile Christians to boast in their uncircumcision ( cf. Rom 11.18). 'For neither 
circumcision nor uncircumcision is of any value but a new creation.' The 
soteriological division between circumcision and uncircumcision is replaced by the 
one new soteriological order - the Kat v~ Kticrt~ in Christ on the cross that applies 
to all humanity. Against the soteriological particularism of his Jewish Christian op-
ponents Paul sets - influenced and inspired by Deutero-Isaiah55 - the traditional 
s2~ell,SchopjUng,296. 
SJ Ibid., 296 n.54. 
54 For Barclay, Obeying, 102 (italics F.B.) new creation signifies 'a reordering of social relationships in 
which the "old world" of social divisions between "circumcised" and "uncircumcised" is abolished and a 
new social entity is created.' Undoubtedly, Barclay has made a correct point but he falls short of ex-
pressing the central meaning of new creation. For Paul has almost unmistakably made clear that the 
matter of controversy is the christology and not a social order of relationships. In other words, the 
question that is discussed in Galatia is the question as to the true soteriology. This alone is the reason 
why Paul launches such a blistering attack against the 'circumcisers' who hold that salvation can only 
be attained as a member of Israel. For Paul the division between circumcision and uncircumcision is 
surely not just (but also, and in so far Barclay is right) a social but primarily a soteriological division. 
If this is not seen the thrust of Paul's attack is totally misjudged. Barclay's social interpretation of new 
creation in Paul runs the risk of dissolving christology in (social) ethics. And that would be nothing 
less than to loose the heart of Pauline theology. 
ss Cf. above comment on 2Cor 5.17 and Part I. 
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Jewish idea of a new creation in which any soteriological particularism is over-
come. The soteriological privilege of the synagogue, constituted by the Torah, has 
been abolished. The only thing that counts with regard to salvation is not to belong 
to the circumcision, i.e. the Jewish nation, or to the uncircumcision, i.e. to the 
Gentile part of humanity but to belong to the xmv~ xticnc;, i.e., _analogously, to 
belong to the one, universal people of God 'through faith in Jesus Christ' (3.26). 
And for God's people, the universal church, 'there is neither Jew nor Greek, slave 
not free, male nor female' for they are all one in Christ Jesus (3.28). God has 
chosen a new people out of Jews and Gentiles. Thus new creation means the 
universal election and soteriological equality56 of all mankind. 
We can certainly go along with Mell who, siding with Stuhlmacher, regards 
xatv~ xticnc; as 'Aussage des Glaubens iiber den "erwahlungsgeschichtlichen 
Grundsatz," der seit dem geschichtlichen Datum des Christusereignisses die neue 
eschatologische und universale Verfassung der Welt bestimmt.'57 But the con-
sequence he draws surely needs to be questioned: 'Nicht der Mensch heillt in Gal 
6,15 "neue Schopfung", sondern die Welt'.58 
Mell himself emphasizes explicitly that in Gal 6.15 'tiber das jeweilige Merkmal [= 1tEplTOIJ.~ 
and axpopuati.a] der Status eines Kollektivs bezeichnet [sc. wird], dessen lndividuen Trager 
dieses Merkmals sind.'59 Therefore, in analogy it is quite natural to assume the same for xmv~ 
xti.au;;, the contrasting expression. Then, xm v~ Xttat<;; describes the status of a community 
whose members themselves have become a new creature. Thus, an anthropological-
ecclesiological connotation in the Pauline conception of xm v~ xtiat<;; can hardly be denied. 
Mell's mistake is already predetermined when he takes the 'crucified world' in v.14 for the 
contrasting expression to xmv~ xti.at<;; thereby neglecting the fact that the 'crucified world' is 
indissolubly linked to the 'crucified "I"'. But if the paradigmatic 'crucified "I"' is suppressed, it is 
only logical that an anthropological-ecclesiological side of xmv~ xti.at<;; is denied. 
Against Mell we may therefore formulate: Not only the world is called a new crea-
tion but also the Christians. But again, we have to emphasize that the new creation 
is not applied in a physical but in an eschatological sense. Physically the world and 
its humanity is still present. But on the cross of Christ the world has ultimately 
been crucified, i.e. it lost its enslaving power. With regard to the world xatv~ 
xticrtc; means that the world has come under a new eschatological dominion. 
Equally, the other is true: the cross of Christ is the ultimate liberation of humanity 
( cf. the paradigmatic 'I') from the slavery of the 'elements of the world' ( 4 .. 3). 
Therefore, with regard to the 'I' xatv~ xticrtc; means that a new humanity of new 
56 Mell, SchOpfung, 315. 
S7 SchOpfung, 317. 
58 Ibid., 317. 
59 Ibid., 299 n.68. 
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creatures has been established on the cross. Thus, Kat vi] Kticrt~ in Gal 6.15 has 
clearly two eschatological dimensions, a cosmological and an anthropological-
ecclesiological dimension.60 The new cosmic reality 'ist Voraussetzung fiir die 
neue personliche Wirklichkeit, die Entscheidung iiber den Kosmos bestimmt die 
Entscheidung iiber den einzelnen Menschen.'61 'Diese neue Wirklichkeit wird von 
mir nur erfaBt, wenn ich selbst von ihr ergriffen bin (Phil 3,12).'62 This happened 
to Paul on the road to Damascus. So, 'Damaskus ist kein Denkakt, kein Gefiihls-
umschwung, kein Willensentschlu.B, sondern eine neue Wirklichkeit, '63 a new es-
chatological reality. Those who have been crucified with Christ on the cross have 
become a new creature within a new creation; they have become members of the 
new eschatological people of God (3.28). On the cross the creative power of God 
has inaugurated a new eschatological reality and those who are included in that 
reality have become and are called a new creation. 
So, the new creation accomplished in and through Christ at the cross is the 
crisis of the Christian existence: those who preach a different Christ and a per-
verted gospel (1.6f) place themselves under an eternal curse: 'If anybody is preach-
ing to you a gospel other than what you accepted, let him be eternally con-
demned!'(1.9) But on the other hand, those who will be conformable to the gospel 
of the new creation in Christ will be eternally blessed with peace and mercy (v.16), 
i.e their relationship to God will be healed and God's mercy will rest upon them. 
So, the decision between Paul's gospel of Christ and the opponents' pseudo-gospel 
is a matter of blessing or condemnation, of life and death, of all or nothing. And 
the decision upon the true gospel includes also the decision upon the true christol-
ogy, the true cosmology, and the true soteriology. The problem in Galatia is not 
just of noetic but of existential nature and when Paul urgently calls upon the 
Galatians to conform to the Katvi] Kticrt~ he means that in an existential way: he 
wants the Galatians to be conformable to God's Katvi] Kticrt~ with all their life, 
with all their heart - and with their whole conduct. I.e., the decision upon the true 
gospel is at the same time the decision upon the true ethical conduct.64 
But who is the group to which Paul extends his blessing? Who is the lcrpai]A. 
tou {}Eou? Undoubtedly, the expression 'Israel of God' can still be regarded as a 
60 This is strongly emphasized by Minear, 'Enigma,' esp. 405-407. 
61 Michel, 'Christus,' 59. 
62 Ibid., 65. 
63 Ibid., 64. Cf. Luther, Gal, 355: 'Das sind, daB ich so sage, keine Veranderungen, die sich in Worten 
erschOpfen, sondern wirkliche Veranderungen, die eine neue Denkart, Willen, neue Sinne und Hand-
lungen, auch was das Fleisch angeht, bringen'. 
64 Cf. below § 7 .2. 
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crux interpretum.65 It occurs neither in the OT nor in the Jewish literature nor 
anywhere else in the NT. It is a specifically shaped Pauline expression. 'Israel' in 
Paul refers always to Israel as God's chosen people, as the people of God's 
covenant66 (cf. particularly Rom 9-11) who ought to conform to that divine 
covenant. But Paul knows that 'not all who are descended from Israel are Israel' 
(Rom 9.6). In other words, for Paul there is a true Israel (the remnant; Rom 11.5) 
within Israel. Making this observation it is only natural to take 'Icrpa~A. in Gal 6.16 
as a reference to the Jewish nation, God's covenantal people. But why lcrpa~A. 
toG {}-EoG? Betz has correctly pointed out that toG {}-EoG seems to be redundant.67 
We would therefore suggest that Paul uses 'Israel of God' as an expression for the 
true, faithful Israel,68 who have come to recognize Jesus as the Christ of God. In 
other words, he uses 'Israel of God' as an expression for the Jewish Christians and 
those of the Jewish nation who will become Christians in the future. 69 This sugges-
tion, however, is not to deny a connection between the ocrotjautou~ and the lcr-
pa~A. toG {}-EoG. True Christians, whether they are Jews or Gentiles, ought to con-
form to the rule of the xatv~ xticrt~ in which 'neither circumcision nor un-
circumcision is of any value' (v.15).70 Thus, lcrpa~A. toG {}-eoG functions as an ex-
tension of the blessing 'beyond the Galatian Paulinists to those Jewish Christians 
who approve of his xavwv ("rule") in v.l5'71 and to those who will approve of it. 
But why does Paul extend his blessing beyond the Galatian Christians to the 
'Israel of God'? If we keep in mind the argumentative context of Gal we could, 
although there is admittedly no proof, suggest with Betz72 'that Paul took over this 
65 Cf. the commentaries and Dahl, 'Israel,' 161ff; Davies, 'Israel,' 4ff; Mell, Schopfung, 318ff; Richard-
son, Israel, 81ff; Schrenk, 'Segenswunsch,' 170ff; id., '"Israel Gottes",' 94ff. 
66 Cf. Burton, Gal, 358. 
67 Betz, Gal, 323. But in the light of Rom 9.6 his further statement that 'it makes no sense to speak of 
an Israel which is not "of God'" is rather questionable. 
68 Or as Burton, Gal, 358 puts it: ' ... the pious Israel, the remnant according to the election of grace 
(Rom 11.5), including even those who had not seen the truth as Paul saw it, and so could not be inclu-
ded in ocrat ... OTOtX.' 
f£1 In analogy to the future OTOtX~Oouotv (v.16b) we could also assume a future connotation in v.16c: 
'Israel' is not just the Jewish Christians, but it is also those who are still to believe. Cf. Richardson, Is-
rael, 82 who, however, finds in the 'Israel of God' only those who are still to believe. Bruce, Gal, 275 
goes along with our interpretation and referring to Mu13ner, he says: 'F.Mussner ( ... )probably indica-
tes the true sense when he identifies the Israel of God here with nfic; 1crpa~A. of Rom. 11:26. For all 
his demoting of the law and the customs, Paul held good hope of the ultimate blessing of Israel. They 
were not all keeping in line with "this rule" yet, but the fact that some Israelites were doing so was in 
his eyes a pledge that this remnant would increase until, with the ingathering of the full tale 
(nA.~pWJ.La) of Gentiles, "all Israel will be saved".' 
7° Fung, Gal, 310 quoting O'Neill: 'Paul "can hardly have meant to bless the whole of Israel ... , irre-
spective of whether or not they held to the canon of the cross of Christ."' 
71 Betz, Gal, 323. 
72 Ibid., 323. 
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expression from his Jewish-Christian opponents,' who would identify themselves 
with the true Israel. For them the gospel of the cross would be the completion of 
the Jewish faith. But although the gospel of Christ is the decisive element for the 
constitution of the true Israel, salvation is still available only as a member of the 
Jewish nation. In other words, Paul's opponents attach the salvation-historical 
'pre' of the Jewish Torah to the Christian gospel of the cross. And this is exactly 
what Paul denies with vehemence. For him the gospel of the cross of Christ has 
ultimately abolished the soteriological privilege of the Jewish nation and the 
soteriological relevance of law-obedience. So, the claim of his opponents to be the 
true Israel made perfect by the gospel of Christ cannot be true. Rather, the title 
'Israel of God' could only be given to those of Israel who conform to the rule of 
the new creation in Christ, i.e. to those who accepted the absolute salvation-
historical 'pre' of the Christian gospel over the Jewish Torah. To sum up: For the 
opponents the Jewish Torah defines and alters the Christian gospel, for Paul, 
however, the Christian gospel completely redefines the role of the Jewish Torah. 
And only those of Israel who go along with that redefinition by the gospel of the 
cross can legitimately be called the true Israel, the 'Israel of God'. Thus, the inten-
tion of v.16c is not to tear away the title 'Israel (of God)' from the Jewish nation,73 
but to snatch it from his judaizing opponents who claim to be the true Israel. 
Against this background it is even more striking how severe an attack Paul laun-
ches against his opponents since he does not only question their being Christians 
but he also denies their belonging to the true Israel, the 'Israel of God'. They are 
neither true Christians nor true Israelites.74 
73 This seems to be an impossible thought for Paul, particularly against the background of Rom 9-11. 
74 Another possible solution is offered by Mell, SchOpfung, 318ff. He understands 'Iapa~A. TOU -3EOG 
as referring to Israel as God's chosen people. Paul adds the unusual TOU -3EOU to 'Iapa~A. because he 
has to emphasize the salvation-historical significance which Israel as the people of God's covenant 
still has. He has to do so since from his preaching of the gospel up to now 'konnte gefolgert und eben 
gegen die Christusverkiindigung des Paulus eingewendet werden, daB sie die heilsgeschichtliche Be-
ziehung des Bundesvolkes Israel zu Gott nicht mehr beriicksichtigt und deshalb den Irrweg eines jiid. 
Apostaten darstelle.'(320f) 'Um dem Vorwurf eines heilsgeschichtlichen, soteriologischen Dualismus 
zu begegnen bzw. die soteriologische Exklusivitat des Christusevangeliums nicht geschichtstheolo-
gisch in eine Aporie ausmiinden zu lassen, fiigt Paulus an den Segenszuspruch iiber die Anhiinger des 
neuen soteriologischen Kanons die Hoffnung kiinftiger Rettung von Israel an. Trotz soteriologischer 
kosmischer Neuordnung in Christus bleibt die vorgiingige geschichtliche Verheillung Gottes an Israel 
in Kraft (vgl. Rom 9,6ff)'(321f). 
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5.4) Summary and evaluation 
1. Katvi} xticrtc; in Gal 6.15 is constituted in and through the Christ event on the 
cross. It has a christological basis. Thus, we can only reach an adequate un-
derstanding of xat vi} xticrtc; via evaluating the meaning of the cross of Christ in 
the Pauline theology. The cross is the hermeneutical key to the understanding of 
the xat vi} xticrtc;. 
2. The cross of Christ has a destructive and a constructive side. It is destructive 
in a twofold regard. Firstly, the cross is the destruction of the relationship of the 
world to the Christians. On the cross the enslaving power of the world (the 
crTotXEia TOU x6crJ..Lou) has been overcome and the soteriological privilege of the 
synagogue has met its end. The old age of the sovereignty of the world has passed. 
That means the world, sin and death have ultimately lost their enslaving grip over 
the Christians. The world can no longer define the soteriological or social identity 
of the Christian community. 
Secondly, the cross is the destruction of the relationship of the paradigmatic 'I' 
to the world. I am torn away from the sovereignty of the world. The cross is the 
denial of the relationship between me and the crTotXEia toG x6crJ..Lou. My worldly 
existence has been put to death. 
To sum up: On and through the cross, the world has become 'slave-less' and I, 
the former slave, have become 'world-less'. 
3. The constructive side of the cross is described with the summarizing expres-
sion xatvi} xticrtc;. The cross is the inauguration of God's ultimate new creation. It 
is not at all surprising that the xatvi} XTtcrtc;, in analogy to the destructive side of 
the cross, is constructive in a twofold regard: Firstly, the xatvi} xticnc; in the cross 
of Christ has replaced the old age by a new eschatological age. The old dominion 
is replaced by a new dominion. The old soteriological and social order is replaced 
by a new soteriological and social order: the soteriological and social particularism 
of the synagogue is replaced by the soteriological and social equality of all 
mankind. The soteriological exclusiveness of the Torah is replaced by the 
soteriological exclusiveness of the cross. The cross has become the Shibboleth of 
the new creation, the realm of God's peace and mercy. 
Secondly, the xatvi} xticrtc; in Christ on the cross has brought about a new 
humanity which is characterized by its conformity to the new eschatological reality. 
For this new eschatological, universal humanity the soteriological and social divi-
sions of the old realm have been irrevocably abolished. Therefore, the new 
humanity consists of Jews and Gentiles, slaves and free people, men and women 
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(3.28). If we now recall that the Kat vi) Kticrt<; is absolutely based on the inclusive 
Christ event on the cross, than we could equally say that in Christ a new humanity 
has been created. In other words, Paul's ecclesiology can only be understood ade-
quately on the basis of the Christ event as inclusive representation. For Paul 
christology is the constitution of ecclesiology. 
To sum up: Katvi) Kticrt<; in Gal 6.15 clearly has a cosmological and a 
anthropological-ecclesiological dimension. The people of the new eschatological 
humanity live as new creatures in a new creation. 
4. It is almost superfluous to emphasize that Gal 6.15 confirms the picture of 
Kat vi) Kticrt<; that we evaluated in 2Cor 5.17. In both passages Kat vi) Kticrt<; is 
entirely based on the Christ event at the cross which is regarded as the eschatologi-
cal turn of the ages that inaugurated a new eschatological reality with a new 
soteriological order. In both passages Katvi) Kticrt<; is invoked to counter Jewish 
Christian opponents. But since the opponents in Corinth are not the same as those 
in Galatia the thrust of Paul's usage of Katvi) Kticrt<; is slightly different: In 2Cor 
Paul emphasizes the universal anthropological-individual dimension of Katvi) 
Kticrt<;. In Gal, however, Paul is forced by his opponents to stress the cosmological 
and the anthropological-ecclesiological side of the Katvi) Kticrt<;: the new cosmic 
reality of the Kat vi) Kticrt<; involves a new universal soteriology which abolishes the 
old soteriological particularism of the synagogue. And in that new cosmic reality 
neither the belonging to the Jewish nation nor the belonging to the Gentiles is of 
any value - but the belonging to the Kat vi) Kticrt<; as the new universal people of 
God. 
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§ 6) Participation in the xat vi] xticru; 
6.1) The inclusive Christ event 
We have already seen that for Paul xatvi] xticrt~ is exclusively based on the aton-
ing Christ event at the cross. In Christ's death and resurrection a new creation has 
come to be, a new eschatological reality, a new age of reconciliation, a new 
humanity of new people. On the cross the old world, the old dominion, the old 
soteriological and social divisions have been put to death. In short: xatvi] xticrt~ in 
Paul is defined christologically (or staurologically). Therefore, the question as to 
our participation in the xat vi] xticrt~ is nothing else than the question as to our 
participation in the Christ event at the cross. 
The first and fundamental answer to our question has to be: In an active sense 
we cannot participate in the Christ event at all, but we are already - passively -
made participants of the Christ event since Christ died and was raised as the in-
clusive representative tmep 1tavrwv. 'One died for all - therefore, all died' (2Cor 
5.14). That means that an anthropological interpretation of the Christ event is not 
necessary since Paul's christology 'laBt das Christusgeschehen als solches und im-
mer schon auf den Menschen zulaufen, Hi.Bt den Menschen im Christusgeschehen 
von Anfang an (und nicht erst nachtraglich) vorkommen. Urspriinglicher als in 
diesem Ansatz der Christologie kann der Mensch nicht bedacht sein. Ist er doch 
von Gott bedacht, ehe der Mensch sich selbst bedacht haben kann. Insofern ist die 
Christologie oder besser: Gottes Handeln in Christus dem Menschen und seiner 
Geschichte immer schon vorauf.'1 If this is so, i.e. if it is right, 'daB nach Paulus die 
Geschichte Jesu Christi die von Gott her fUr uns geschehene Geschichte ist, dann 
sind wir von dieser Geschichte immer schon umfaBt. Dann gilt Gottes Intention in 
dieser Geschichte von Haus aus uns. ( ... ) Dann kommen wir in dieser Geschichte 
immer schon vor und konnen uns in ihr wiederfinden. Dann nimrnt diese Ge-
schichte unsere Geschichte in sich auf und wird zu unserer Geschichte. Das ist 
deshalb so, weil Gott diese Geschichte fiir uns geschehen sein lieB, weil Christus 
fiir uns starb.'2 And on the contrary, if this were not so, if the Christ event were not 
meant to be an act of inclusive representation for the benefit of all mankind, any 
effort to make the Christ event applicable and ·accessible for us today would be 
quite dubious, not to say in vain. For how could an event that took place 2000 
1 Eichholz, Theologie, 199. 
2 !bib., 201f (italics original). 
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years ago possibly be applicable to me, if this event, by definition, had not hap-
pened also for my benefit, if it had not been an event of personal representation in 
which I was meant to be included right from the beginning? 'Ware diese Geschich-
te [=the Christ event] uns namlich nicht von Anfang an zugedacht, nahme sicb in 
ihr nicht Gott selbst unser in seinem unbegreiflichen und uneinholbaren Zuvor-
kommen an, so konnten wir uns nicht auf sie beziehen, so IieBe sie sich nicbt auf 
den Menschen bin interpretieren.'3 
To sum up: It is the inclusive Christ event itself as God's eschatological history 
unE:p TH.tli>v that made and - through its proclamation in the present - still makes 
us participants of the xatvi} xticrv;. 
6.2) The gospel of the inclusive Christ event 
6.2.1) The proclamation of the inclusive Christ event 
The inclusive Christ event must not be misunderstood m the sense of an 
automatism of salvation for all mankind. Otherwise, it would make little sense to 
preach the gospel of the cross with an urgency such as is characteristic for Paul's 
apostolic ministry. Rather, we have to emphasize now what we already mentioned 
above: 'Das eine Heilsgeschehen der rettenden Zuwendung Gottes zu dem der 
Sunde verfallenen, gottfeindlichen Menschen'4 consists of two constitutive ele-
ments: God's saving act in the atoning death for all and in God's saving word, the 
proclamation of that saving act on the cross. In the past on the cross God has acted 
once for all for the reconciliation of all and in, with and through the preaching of 
his ministers God speaks his own creative word which makes reconciliation prevail 
through the ages. God's reconciliation in Christ is the great eschatological Exodus, 
the liberation from the slavery of sin and death and it is the 'Eisodus' into the new 
age, the new dominion, the new creation. Hence, 'die Versohnungstat Gottes pro-
klamieren, heillt ... teifnehmen (nicht mehr, aber dies immerhin) an dem Tri-
umphzuge, den das Evangelium und somit Gott selbst in seinem Wort durch die 
Welt angetreten hat.'5 God's gospel of reconciliation, the J...6yo~ tou crtaupou, is 
3 Ibid., 210. 
4 H fi '"G " ' 31 ("tali . . al) o ms, ott ... , 1 cs ongm . 
5 H.-J.Iwand cited in Hofius, '"Gott ... ",' 32. 
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the irreversible constitution of the xatvi} xTicrtc; which has already become a 
present reality. And the gospel is God's creative word that brings about what it 
says. 'For God, who said, "Let light shine out of darkness," made his light shine in 
our hearts' (2Cor 4.6) and he who says 'Be reconciled,' (2Cor 5.20) accomplished 
our reconciliation. 
To sum up: through the inclusive Christ event and its proclamation God made 
and still makes us participants of the xatvi} XTicrtc;. The eschatological Christ event 
has not only taken place in the past but it is at the same time an always present 
reality. 
6.2.2) Faith in Christ, the inclusive representative 
Again, if we said that through the proclamation of the · gospel God makes us 
participants of the xatvi} xTicrtc; we must be wary of assuming an automatism. 
Rather, we have to ask now: How does the proclamation of the gospel make us 
participants of the xatvi} xTicrtc;? 
The answer to this question can be found only implicitly in our xatvi} xTicru;-
passages. In 2Cor 5.14 Paul says that the love of Christ leaves open no other way 
for him since he has come to the judgement (xpivaVTac;): 'one died for all- there-
fore all died.' In our interpretation of this passage (see above) we could make 
plain that the aorist xpivaVTac; must be understood as a reference to Paul's conver-
sion on the road to Damascus. It is this reference that is of particular interest in 
this section. 
How does Paul describe his experience on that road? Again, we may point to 
2Cor 4.6: God made his light shine in Paul's heart 'to give us the light of the 
knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Christ.' I.e., meeting Christ on the 
way to Damascus illuminated Paul's heart, so that he could see Christ as he really 
is - as the crucified and risen Lord. This new knowledge is not a neutral knowledge 
to which Paul could respond in one way or the other. This knowledge hit Paul's 
heart, the centre of his personality, and changed his whole life, leaving open no 
other way for him than- to believe and therefore to preach that knowledge (4.13!). 
Damascus made Paul, the persecutor of Christ, a believer in Christ. And 'was dem 
Apostel in der unmittelbaren Begegnung mit dem gekreuzigten und auferstande-
nen Kyrios als dem Evangelium in Person widerfahren ist, das ereignet sich tiber-
all da, wo das verkiindigte Evangelium sich als rettende ouvaj.Lt~ {}eoG erweist: das 
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Wunder der Neuscbopfung, das nur mit dem Wunder der Erscbaffung des Lichtes 
am ersten Scbopfungstag verglicben werden kann. '6 
So, the answer to our question at the beginning of this section bas to be: the 
(proclamation of the) gospel made Paul a participant of the Katv~ Kticw; by giving 
him a new - the true - knowledge of Christ together with the faith in Christ. For 
Paul there is in fact no participation in the KatV~ Kticw; without being existentially 
involved. Faith in the crucified and risen Christ is the constitutive element of the 
participation in the Katv~ Kticrt<;; on the side of mankind. And the vehicle of this 
faith is the proclamation of the gospel of Christ (Rom 10.17). Faith is the mode of 
our participation in the Katv~ Kticrtc; and since it is an eschatological reality it can-
not be a human possibility. Faith in Christ the crucified and risen Lord is as much 
God's own work as the Christ event at the cross itself. So, after all, we can further 
our understanding of Katv~ Kticrtc;: It is constituted by the eschatological Christ 
event in the past and the proclamation of this event in the present evoking faith.7 
Hence, we could formulate it thus: faith is the seal of the new creation that 
testifies to having become a participant in the Kat v~ Kticrtc;. 
This picture of the role of faith with regard to the participation in the Kat v~ 
Kticrtc; is confirmed in Gal. In the postscript Paul emphasizes that in Christ on the 
cross a new age and a new humanity has been established. The old reality with its 
soteriological and social divisions is replaced by a new reality, with its own new 
soteriological and social order: what counts is neither circumcision nor un-
circumcision but being a participant in the Katv~ Kticrtc; (6.15), i.e. being part of 
the new eschatological humanity of which Christ is the firstfruits. Paul calls this 
new humanity 'the family of believers' (6.10). Elsewhere he says that 'you are all 
sons of God through faith in Christ Jesus.' (3.26) For Paul faith is the mode of 
participating in the great new Exodus in Christ, the Exodus from the slavery of the 
world, the sin, and the law (5.22-25!) to live in freedom (5.13) as the beloved 
children of God. Moreover, faith is the mode of participating in the life of the 
risen Christ so that Paul can even say: 'The life I live in the body, I live by faith in 
the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself for me.' (2.20) Faith in Christ 
stands at the heart of Paul's preaching. The apostle was even called 'the evangelist 
of faith' (1.23). 
~ 
To sum up: the proclamation of the gospel of"inclusive Christ event is the 
vehicle of God's eschatological gift of faith which makes us participants, i.e. new 
6 Hofius, 'Wort Gottes,' 162. 
7 Eichholz, Theologie, 202 has rightly emphasized that the Christ event is always to be seen in the con-
text of proclamation and faith. 'Dieser Kontext ist bei Paulus nie wegzudenken. Fiele er weg, so be-
hielten wir Satze einer Metaphysik bzw. einer Gnosis in der Hand.' 
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creatures of God's x:atvi} x:Ticn~.8 Faith is the mode of participation in the x:atvi} 
x:Ticrt~. 
6.2.3) Baptism into Christ, the inclusive representative 
We have already mentioned Gal 3.28 and its context as a parallel to Paul's state-
ment about the x:mvi} x:Ticru; (6.15).9 The new creation has abolished any 
soteriological or social privilege once and for all, establishing a new eschatological 
universal humanity: 'There is neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor free, male nor 
female, for you are all one in Christ' (3.28), 'you are all sons of God through faith 
in Christ Jesus' (3.26) for, Paul continues, 'all of you who were baptized into Christ 
have clothed yourselves with Christ' (3.27). Paul clearly parallels 'faith in Christ' 
and 'baptism into Christ'. Thus, if we previously spoke of faith as the mode of our 
participation in the x:at vi} X:Ticrt~ we have to extend our understanding on the basis 
of that parallel: faith and baptism is the mode of our participation in the x:at vi} 
x:Ticrt~. Faith and baptism is the mode of our participation in the new humanity of 
those who belong to Christ (3.29). This is also indicated by the phrase Xptcrr6v 
evoucracr{}E (3.27b ).10 'The Christian who puts on Christ does not thereby become 
Christ, but does share the character and consecration to God of Christ (Rom 
13.14; cf. Eph 4.24; Col 3.10,12) and does belong to Christ (Gal 3.27f) and is part 
of that new humanity created by God in Christ.'11 In short: Through faith in Christ 
and baptism into Christ 'participation in the x:atvi) x:Ticrt~ (6.15), in the new 
humanity of Christ is granted (3.29).'12 Hence, since faith and baptism are paral-
leled we may conclude that just like faith baptism must be seen in an indissoluble 
connection to the inclusive Christ event and its proclamation. As such baptism, 
precisely 'baptism into Christ,' belongs to God's one saving event of Christ's in-
8 Or with Hofius, 'Wort Gottes,' 163 we could formulate: 'Es ist einzig der durch Gottes Sch6pferwort 
verwandelte und durch das Licht der Neuschopfung erleuchtete Mensch, der - als xam) XTiatc;! - die 
Herrlichkeit Gottes auf dem Angesicht Jesu Christi zu erkennen und an den gekreuzigten und aufer-
standenen Kyrios zu glauben vermag.' 
9 See above comment on 6.14f; cf. also§ 5.4 and§ 6.2.2. 
10 According to Wedderburn, Baptism, 338 this 'clothing-with-Christ'-language 'may have had its place 
already in early Christian baptismal traditions, perhaps aided by the reclothing necessary after the act 
of baptism.' Cf. also Dunn, Baptism, 110. 
11 Wedderburn, Baptism, 338f. Cf. also p.57: 'In baptism the first Christians were conscious of becom-
ing members of the community of the Messiah, enjoying fellowship with him'. 
12 Dunn, Baptism, 110. 
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elusive death and resurrection. 'So hillt mir die Taufe zuletzt die Geschichte Jesu 
Christi als fiir mich geschehene Geschichte vor, und ich bekenne mich zu dieser 
Geschichte '13 This might well be the intention of the passive e~arrticr~T)TE: and the 
middle evoucracr~E in 3.27: those who were baptized into Christ, i.e. those to whom 
the gospel of Christ has been proclaimed, bringing about faith, those have clothed · 
themselves with Christ, i.e. they have given the public confession that they belong 
to Christ. The baptism into Christ proclaims over me what Christ has already done 
for me.14 It does not repeat what happened in Christ already.l5 It is not the bridge 
from Christ to mankind since Christ himself is the bridge as inclusive representa-
tive.16 But now, 'verkiindigt die Taufe, was im Christusgeschehen fur mich gesche-
hen ist, so wird ( ... ) ihre unumgiingliche Funktion und ihr iiuf3erster Rang [ umschrie-
ben]. Sie sagt mir an und sagt mir zu, was Christus fiir mich getan hat. Das mu13 mir 
angesagt und zugesagt werden: ich kann es ohne diese Ansage und Zusage nicht 
wissen. Diese Zusage sagt mir mein Heil zu,'17 as promissio Dei which brings about 
what it says. 
To sum up: Baptism has its place within the context of the proclamation of 
and the faith in Christ. As such it belongs to God's one saving event in Christ. 
Hence, it is an integral element of our participation in the Kat vi} ><ticrtc; in Christ. 
6.3) The Spirit 
In a section concerning the participation in the ><at vi} x-ricrtc; we can hardly ignore 
the role of the Holy Spirit although To TtVEUJ.La does not occur explicitly in 2Cor 
5.11-21 and Gal 6.11-16. Yet, it cannot be the goal of this study to deal with the 
whole of Pauline pneumatology at due length but at least some brief remarks on 
that topic should be made with - for our purpose - particular emphasis on 2Cor 
and Gal. 
1. In 2Cor 3.17(+18) Paul has indissolubly linked the Spirit to the crucified and 
13 Eichholz, Theologie, 212. 
14 So, the cross is the presupposition of bapstism. In other words, it is the eschatological Christ event 
at the cross that gives meaning to baptism ( cf. Tannehill, Dying, 70f). 
15 Ebeling, Gal, 288: 'Durch diesen je einmaligen individuellen Akt [wir:d] nichts anderes proklamiert, 
als was fiir alle ein fiir allemal geschehen ist.' 
16 Eichholz, Theologie, 211. 
17 Ibid., 211 (italics original). Cf. Ebeling, Gal, 288: It is not possible to baptize 'ohne daB eine beglei-
tende Deklaration ( ... ) das Christusgeschehen bezeugt und zueignet.' 
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risen Lord: '0 >rupwc;18 to TtVEUJ.LU ecrnv. This is not to be understood in the 
sense of an identification between Christ and the Spirit.19 What Paul wants to 
emphasize is that the work of the Spirit must not be separated from the work of 
Christ. Or with Schlatter: 'Jenseits des Christus gibt es keine Wirksamkeit des 
Geistes. '20 The reality of the risen Christ is essentially related to the reality of the 
Spirit.21 So, the xatvi) xticrtc;, the new reality post crucem, is not only the dominion 
of the crucified and risen Lord but at the same time the realm of the life-giving 
Spirit of the Lord. And to participate in the xatvi) xticrtc; means at the same time 
to participate in that Spirit. Moreover, just as the new creation bas been brought 
about through the Spirit when he raised Christ from the dead (Rom 1.4) our 
participation in the xatvi) xticrtc; is achieved by the Spirit: we are God's sons -
xata nvd)!la, 'born by the power of the Spirit' (Gal4.29). 
2. We have already seen that xatvi) xticrtc; and reconciliation in 2Cor 5.11-21 
are coordinate conceptions.22 To be reconciled to God is the other side of being a 
participant in the new creation in Christ. Furthermore, we have just pointed to the 
proclamation of the gospel (of reconciliation) through which God himself makes 
the xatvi) xticrtc; prevail in the present. In and through the apostolic ministry of 
reconciliation (2Cor 5.18) God speaks his own creative word that effects what it 
says. In 2Cor 3.8 this very ministry is called the otaxovia tou TtVEUilatoc;. The 
ministry of reconciliation is the ministry of the Spirit. 'Das heillt: Er ist ein 
"Dienst", der das vom Geist Gottes erfiillte und in der Kraft des Geistes die Her-
zen neuschaffende Evangelium verkiindigt und damit jenes Wort laut werden laBt, 
in dem Gott selbst den in Christi Tod und Auferstehung ergangenen Freispruch 
zum Leben - Glauben wirkend - "offenbart".'23 In Pauline words: 'You show that 
you are an emcrtoJ..T) Xptcrtou, the result of our ministry, written not with ink but 
with the Spirit of the living God ( ... ) on tablets of human hearts' (2Cor 3.3; cf. 
Ezek 36.26f). In and through the apostolic ministry of proclaiming the gospel of 
Christ the life-giving Spirit (2Cor 3.6), as the presence of the crucified and risen 
18 Hofius, 'Gesetz,' 119 n.258: 'Die Deutung auf Christus ergibt sich eindeutig daraus, daB V.l6 den 
Worten TO xaA.w.q.t.a ... EV XptaTQ xawpydTat V.14b entspricht.' !n the same line Hughes, 2Cor, 
115 n.14; Wolff, 2Kor, 76. 
19 Cf. only the genitive 'the Spirit of the Lord' (not 'the Spirit is Lord'!) in v.17b that speaks well 
against an identification. 
20 Paulus, 518. Cf. also Wolff, 2Kor, 76: 'E:anv ist nicht im Sinne einer logischen Identitatsaussage zu 
verstehen, sondern driickt ein Wirken aus ( ... ): Der erhohte Christus (Kyrios) wirkt stets durch Got-
tes Geist( ... ), von dem zuvor ( ... )die Rede war.' 
21 That the Spirit is involved in the Christ event is explicitly said in Rom 1.4 where Paul stresses the 
fact that it was the Spirit who raised Christ from the dead. 
22 See comment on 2Cor 5.18f and the summary in § 5.4. 
23 Hofius, 'Gesetz,' 86. 
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Christ, makes us participants in the xatvi} xticrtc;;. Moreover, he himself remains 
with the participants in the new creation: he is put in our hearts as a deposit 
guaranteeing what is to come (2Cor 1.22; 5.5; cf. Gal 3.2,5) and he is the seal of 
our sonship to God (2Cor 1.22; Gal 4.6). So, the Spirit set the start of the Christian 
life (cf. Gal3.3) and he remains its sign.24 
3. Having discovered the indissoluble relationship between the Spirit and the 
inclusive Christ event and its proclamation it is only natural to expect the same 
relationship with regard to faith. And indeed, this is what we find in Paul. In 2Cor 
4.13 Paul calls the Spirit the nvf:t)~a tf)c; nicrn:wc;25 who made him, Paul, believe 
in Christ and therefore preach the gospel of Christ.26 Obviously, in and through the 
proclamation of the gospel the Spirit brings on and effects faith. This insight is 
strengthened by lCor 2.4f where Paul says that his proclamation of the gospel hap-
pened 'with a demonstration of the Spirit's power, so that your faith might not rest 
on men's wisdom, but on God's power.' For Paul the power of the Spirit (of God) 
is the basis and the foundation of faith. 
To sum up: The Spirit is inseparably linked to God's creative word of the 
gospel and its proclamation. As such he is also essentially related to faith in so far 
as he brings and effects faith. So, we can formulate emphatically: there is no 
participation in the xatvi} xticnc; without the Spirit.27 In and through the proclama-
tion of the gospel of Christ the Spirit of the Lord makes us participants of the 
xmvi} xticnc; by giving us faith. 
24 Note the analogy to what we said about the twofold nature of the 'love of Christ' in 2Cor 5.14f. It is 
surely not pure accident when Paul states 'love' as the main fruit of the Spirit (Gal5.22). 
25 Amongst others Hughes, 2Cor, 147 wants to understand n:VEUIJ.a 'in the general sense of "disposi-
tion" or "impulse".' But within the same sentence Paul speaks about the resurrection (v.14) which ma-
kes Hughes' assumption rather unlikely. Rather, with Wolff, 2Kor, 94 n.223 the nearest context points 
to a theologically shaped conception of n:vEi:!IJ.a, i.e. the 'Spirit of faith' is the 'Spirit of the Lord'. Cf. 
also Lang, Kor, 282. 
26 Cf. Hofius, 'Wort Gottes,' 167; also ibid., 167 n.133. 
Z7 Merk, Handeln, 19: 'Neue Sch6pfung gibt es our dort, woes Gottes endzeitliche Gabe des Geistes 
gibt.' 
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PART ill: NEW CREATION AND NEW LIFE 
§ 7) Ethical implications of xatvi} x-ricrtc; 
7.1) 2Cor 5.11-21 
In 2Cor 5.14f Paul tells us that Christ's love has become the directing force of his 
life. On the road to Damascus Christ's love has revealed itself to Paul giving him a 
new life and commissioning him for the ministry of preaching that love: 'One died 
for all, therefore all died.' Christ's love, manifested at the cross and powerfully, 
renewingly revealed to Paul in his conversion, made Paul a participant of the 
xatVi} xticrtc; that God has inaugurated through Christ's inclusive death and resur-
rection. But for Paul Christ's love is not exhausted with making us participants of 
God's new creation. Christ's love does not leave us alone in that new reality. It is 
not just the starting point of the new Christian existence. Rather, it is also the 
power that compels us to lead a new life in that new reality. Thus, the purpose of 
Christ's loving work at the cross is not just to give us a new status (as new creatures 
in a new creation) but also to make us live our new lives. We are placed under the 
gift and under the claim (in this order!) of Christ's love.28 This is meant when Paul 
says (v.15): 'And he died for all, that those who live no longer live for themselves 
but for him who died and was raised for them.' For Paul Christ's inclusive death 
and resurrection is the basis for the whole Christian existence29 - regarding its 
being and regarding its ethics. So, Christian ethics 'fangt ( ... ) nicht bei sich selbst 
an, wie denn auch der Christ nicht mit sich selbst anfangt. Der Christ wird ja viel-
mehr aus dem Tode geboren, namlich aus dem Tode Christi, in den hinein der 
Sunder getauft wird (Rom 6,3). Und wenn er, der mit Christus mitgekreuzigt ist, 
nun (wieder) seinem Gott lebt, so doch, wie Paulus pointiert sagt, nicht er, son-
dern es lebt Christus in ibm (Gal 2,19£). Der Christ kann also gar nicht an sich 
selbst interessiert sein',30 he can no longer live for himself. If this is so, i.e. if Christ 
himself in his love is living in the Christians then Christ himself and his love is the 
subject of the Christian life.31 Christ's love is the directing force of the Christian 
life. 
2B Cf. Furnish, 2Cor, 328. 
~ Jiingel, 'Erwagungen,' 382 (italics original): 'Gottes Tat wirkt also unser Sein.' 
30 Ibid., 381. 
31 The peculiar usage of the datives in v.15 ( cf. above notes on 2Cor 5.15) point in the same direction: 
If Christ lives in the Christians they do no longer belong to themselves but to Christ. Therefore, they 
can no longer live as though they belonged to themselves since they are Christ's own. 
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Thus, v.14f 'adroitly summarizes Paul's indication that the "constraining love" 
of Christ compels him to live a life of renewal as one honoring God through an 
honest portrayal of the Gospel, and a sincere ministry. This has been made pos-
sible by the work of Christ, something that propels Paul onward. Moreover, Paul's 
conclusion focuses on the meaning of Christian and apostolic existence, and offers 
a "measuring rod" for a true evaluation of his ministry'.32 Ruled by Christ's love 
Paul can only live 'for God' and 'for you,' the church (v.13),33 and not for himself 
as his opponents do ( cf. v.12) who boast in their external appearance, thereby 
revealing their true character: they are stigmatized by the fleshly 'for themselves'. 
In other words, the purpose of Christ's love, manifested in his death and resur-
rection for us, is to give us new life and to evoke our love for Christ, which will 
make us live our new lives for him. Hence, Christ's love does not only make us 
glory in our new status but it also makes us realize that new status in our daily life. 
And if Paul boasts in the cross then he does that legitimately only because he lives 
according to that new status, i.e. he lives for Christ and for the church (v.13). The 
Christ event aims at new creation and new life. Or to use technical terms: christol-
ogy and· staurology aim at soteriology and ethics, in that very order. Only a new 
creature in Christ has the ability to live a new life. 34 
The general theological statement of v.14f provides the ground on which v.l6 
is based: 'It follows that from now on we know no-one according to fleshly 
standards. Though we once knew Christ according to fleshly standards, we do so 
no longer.' With this verse Paul gives an example of the ethics of the new life. The 
Christ event and his own conversion made Paul a participant in the new creation 
in which the old standards of ethics, such as the way of knowing a person, have lost 
their validity. Paul has experienced a total change of his whole thinking. He says 
that a true Christian can no longer judge anyone as if Christ had not died as in-
clusive representative for all (v.l4f). He can no longer judge anyone according to 
fleshly standards such as the external appearance. Rather, the criterion is whether 
anyone conforms to Christ's love manifested in his death and resurrection for all, 
32 Martin, 2Cor, 133. 
33 Cf. Furnish, 2Cor, 329: 'The apostle, like every believer, is called to serve Christ by serving others. 
That is one claim Paul can and does make for his apostolate.' 
34 Cf. Schulz, Ethik, 384f: 'Wie der Mensch vor und neben Christus a1s Ganzer fleischlich ist, unter die 
Siindenmacht verkauft wurde und im Modus der Besessenheit wie in Gefangenschaft existierte ( ... ), 
so wird er durch das Evangelium zur neuen SchOpfung (2.Kor. 5,17). Dem in Wort und Sakrament 
vollzogenen Herrschaftswechsel entspricht die totale Erneuerung und Neuschopfung des Menschen 
wie die vollige Inanspruchnahme durch Christus. Nur diese durch das Wunder des Glaubens ins Le-
ben gerufene neue Kreatur vermag im neuen Gehorsam zu stehen und den neuen Lebenswandel zu 
fiihren.' 
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i.e. whether anyone lives his or her life for God andfor the others (cf. v.13). For 
Paul the Christ event is the measuring rod for Christian behaviour, for Christian 
ethics. And the opponents cannot meet that new christological-ethical standard. 
They still live according to the old fleshly categories. Looking at anyone, looking 
even at Christ they (can?) only see 'was sie in ihrem SelbstversHindnis besH:itigt: · 
sie leben fur sich selbst (V.15b!).'35 For Paul it is an irreconcilable contradiction to 
claim to be a true Christian, or even more to be a true apostle, and to live for 
one's own benefit. So, the behaviour of the opponents towards Paul and the 
Corinthian church is not, as it should be, motivated by Christ's love. They do not 
see Christ as he really is. In other words, they have a defective christology and 
therefore their ethics lacks its basis. 
7.2) Gal6.11-16 
In 2Cor S.llffwe have seen that the purpose of the Katvi} Kticrt~ brought about in 
Christ event at the cross is to make us participants of that new reality and to make 
us live our new life according to it. This is exactly what we find in Gal 6. On the 
one hand Paul says in v.15 that the old soteriological divisions between Jews and 
Gentiles have lost their validity. Post crucem the only thing that counts is to be 
participant of the xatvi} Kticn~, to be part of the new humanity which is one in 
Christ. So, the Katvi} Kticrt~ speaks of a new soteriology. But on the other hand 
this new soteriology includes at the same time a reordering of social relationships: 
Jews and Gentiles can now communicate with one another without any restric-
tions. They are all one, equal in Christ (3.28). No more will a Jew become unholy 
through keeping contact with a Gentile. The barrier between Jews and Gentiles 
has been torn down in the Katvi} Kticrt~ and the Christian community ought to 
conform to that new reality, not just in their mind but also in their daily life. It is 
for this reason that Paul so harshly criticized Peter in Antioch who ate with 
Gentiles but eventually drew back and separated himself from them for the fear of 
those who belonged to the circumcision group ( cf. 2.11-14 ), i.e. for the fear of 
those who did not acknowledge that the barrier between Jews and Gentiles has 
been torn down in Christ. The Chr~stians ought to live and to behave according to 
the freedom in and of the new creation. The new soteriological order has in-
35 Wolff, 2Kor, 127. 
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evitable ethical implications. The xatvij xticrt~ is not just the gift of a new ex-
istence but at the same time the claim to realize this gift in daily life. It is - to use 
Pauline words - the xavwv (v.16), the new decisive reality to which the Galatians 
ought to conform (<JTotXEiv) with all their life and that means also - with all their 
conduct. It is a contradiction in itself to participate in the new creation in Christ 
without living accordingly. Christians do not just have a new status - they also have 
a new Lord, Christ, who is the subject and the driving force of their life (2.20). The 
Xat vi] xticrt~ is inaugurated through and in Christ and Christ himself is the Lord of 
the xatvij xticrt~. But how can such a life according to the new creation in Christ 
be described more concrete? A brief look at the closest parallels to our passage 
may be quite revealing with regard to the concrete ethical implications of the 
xat vi] xticrt~. 
7.3) Parallels to Gal 6.15 
7.3.1) Gal5.6 
Two structural parallels36 in the wider context of Gal 6.15 make the ethical im-
plications of the xmvij xticrt~ even clearer. In 5.6, the first and the closest parallel 
to 6.15, Paul formulates: 'In Christ Jesus neither circumcision nor uncircumcision 
has any value. The only thing that counts is faith expressing itself through love.'37 
Again we see what we already found out in section 5.2.2: faith and xatvij xticn~ 
are indissolubly linked. We were even led to formulate that faith is the mode of 
our participation in the xmvij xticrtc;. So, it is no wonder that Paul could substitute 
'xatvij xticrt~' in 6.15 for 'faith' in 5.6. 
In the first part of the sentence - just as in 6.15 - Paul stresses the fact that ev 
Xptcrr(i) 'I11crou the soteriological division of mankind into Jews and Gentiles is 
overcome, is abolished. Since then the state of circumcision or uncircumcision has 
become irrelevant with regard to salvation. The old soteriological division is super-
seded by the new soteriological equality of all mankind: the only thing that counts 
now is the xmvij xticrt~ (6.15) or, as Paul says here, faith in Christ. 
Now, with regard to the ethical question it is of particular interest to see how 
Paul defines Tiicrtv; in 5.6: it is the lttO'tt~ ot' cl)'Ultll~ EVEp)'OUJ.LEVll, the faith ex-
36 In fact the only ones in Gal, as Mell, SchOpfung, 306 has correctly stated. 
37 See also 1Cor 7.19: 'Circumcision is nothing and uncircumcision is nothing. Keeping God's com-
mands is what counts.' 
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pressing itself through love. Does that not confirm what we found out already, i.e. 
that Christians did not only become new creatures within a new creation, they are 
not only incorporated in a new humanity in Christ but they express their new 
status, their new reality in their daily life? Or to use the terminology of 5.6: What 
counts is not just faith that gives a new status; what counts is faith that expresses it-
self through love, faith that is active in love. In short, what counts is a loving faith. 
Love is the inevitable expression of faith. Or we could also say that love is the in-
evitable expression of our new status, our new existence within the x:atv~ x:ticn~.38 
So, the Christian ethics of love is primarily based on the faith in Jesus Christ, 
i.e. on christology although we should keep in mind that in 5.22 love occurs as the 
first-fruit of the Spirit. But this observation can hardly make us wonder since weal-
ready pointed to the inseparable relationship between Christ and the Spirit.39 
Christian life and Christian ethics without the Spirit is unthinkable for Paul. 
Christians live by the Spirit (5.16,25).40 
But what does Paul mean by 'love' in Gal5.6? What does 'love' mean in con-
creto? Paul gives the answer in 5.13f: Love means to serve one another. In fact 'the 
entire law is summed up in a single command: "Love your neighbour as yourself."' 
Thus we find an remarkable coincidence between our considerations concerning 
x:atv~ x:ticn~ and ethics in 2Cor 5 and Gal6. In section 6.1 we came to the conclu-
sion that Christ's love manifested at the cross is not just meant to make us new 
creatures in a new creation but to evoke our love for Christ which expresses itself 
through a life for Christ and for the church (cf. also Gal 6.10). Our love evoked 
through Christ's love for us is never ever self-seeking. True lovers do not live for 
themselves but for Christ and for the others (2Cor 5.15). 'Diese sich selbst aufge-
bende Liebe zum anderen ist ( ... ) nicht nur Herz und Mitte, sondern auch das 
schlechthin maBgebende Kriterium der paulinischen Ethik.'41 To obviate a pos-
sible misunderstanding: Christian love does not merge into ethics since it has its 
continuous source in Christ's love manifested on the cross and this love cannot be 
simply understood ethically but only theologically. Christ's love gave us a new 
reality and through the Spirit, who lets it grow as a fruit in the Christians' life 
(5.22), it is the driving force which leads us on in that new reality. So, Christian life 
38 Cf. also Harnisch, 'Einiibung,' 285f: Gal5.6 'stellt fest, daB "in Christus" das System der Abgrenzun-
gen, das auf die Sicherung religioser Privilegien bedacht ist, vom Lebensprinzip des Glaubens abge-
lost wird, eines Glaubens freilich, der in d,ie Praxis der Liebe driingt und im Medium dieser Praxis 
sein Wesen hat.' 
39 Cf. above section 5.3. 
40 On the pneumatological dimension of Pauline ethics cf. amongst others Schrage, Ethik, 181-184. 
41 Schrage, Ethik, 219. 
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is based on love and led by love.42 But if we emphasize that Christian love does not 
merge into ethics we have to say at the same time with Schrage: 'Wo die Taten der 
Liebe im sichtbaren, realen Leben nicht mehr zeichenhaft aufleuchten, wird ihre 
Echtheit zweifelhaft. Das Einzelne und Konkrete ist nicht die Liebe, aber die Lie-
be verleiblicht und bekundet sich darin, wird sich dieser Ausdrucksformen bedie-
nen und nicht in der Unanschaulichkeit verharren.'43 For Paul love can be seen 
and be recognized (2Cor 2.4; 8.8). 
Thus we may conclude: God's new creation is a creation of Christ's love at the 
cross. The new reality is a reality characterized by love. Therefore, every believer 
who is incorporated into the xatvit xticnc; enters that new reality of love. And 
since to be incorporated into the xmvi] xticnc; does not simply mean to receive a 
new status but to receive a new life, and since life is only real life if it is lived, the 
incorporation into the xatVi] xticrtc; bears inevitable ethical consequences which 
can only stand under the sign of love. The life in the xat vi] xticrtc; can only be a 
life of love for Christ and the neighbour. Christian ethics is essentially an ethics of 
love that serves one another (5.13) and is never ever self-seeking. 
7.3.2) Gal 3.28 
Undoubtedly the second parallel to Gal 6.15, 3.28, is the more interesting and im-
portant one with regard to the ethical question: 'There is neither Jew nor Greek, 
slave nor free, male nor female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus.' Here we find 
the same argumentative structure of old - new, once - now as in 6.15: the new 
reality in Christ has overcome and done away with the differentiations of the old 
reality. In that new reality it is not decisive at all to be Jew or Gentile(= 'Jew and 
Greek' in 3.28) but to belong to the new humanity in Christ (the xatvi] xticrtc; of 
6"15; the 'all one in Christ' of 3.28) in which all are equally sons of God. What 
makes the parallel so interesting for us is that Paul adds two other sets of opposites 
to that statement which are crucial for the ethical question. However, before we 
examine 3.28 in more detail we need to give some concise introductory notes on 
Gal3.26-28. 
42 Harnisch, 'Einiibung,' 296 formulates (italics original): 'Will Paulus sagen, wozu die Glaubenden 
vorgerufen sind, so kann er nur daran erinnem, wovon sie in Wahrheit leben'. 
43 Ethik, 218. 
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It is widely agreed that 3.28 together with v.26f is to be regarded as an element 
of a pre-Pauline baptismal tradition44 which Paul took over but not, however, until 
he had reinterpreted it: 'Urn es in den Kontext einzupassen, ist in V.26 yap als 
"syntaktische Oberleitung" und ou1 tfi~ nicrn:w~ als "inhaltliche Verklammerung" 
mit dem Thema von Gal 3, llff eingefiigt, wahrend UJ.H:T~ am Ende (V.28d) als be-
tontes Personalpronomen vorab (s.V.29a) von Paulus eingetragen worden ist.'45 
The Sitz im Leben of this tradition is likely to be in the baptismal service of the 
primitive church. We could understand this tradition as a declaration which ex-
plains to the baptized 'was es mit ihrem Getauftsein auf sich hat und wer sie dar-
aufhin sind; also als eine Identitatserklarung und, de·m Aussagetenor nach, als ei-
nen performativen Satz' :46 all those who were baptized into Christ are now utoi 
{}Eou (v.26), they are all d~ ev Xptcrt<!l 111crou (v.28). The baptized has got a new 
status, a new identity. He or she has become a participant in the xmv~ xticrt~.47 
If we have a closer look at v.28 now we should be aware of two things. Firstly, 
v.28 has its place within a christological argumentation.48 I.e. w.26ff have primarily 
a christological-soteriological and not an ethical thrust. That does not, however, 
mean that v.28 is of no ethical relevance. On the contrary! But any legitimate ethi-
cal interpretation of v.28 has to keep in mind the christological thrust of the pas-
sage. Again we see that the main charateristic of Pauline ethics is that it is based 
on christology. 
Secondly, it is important to note that v.28 is a statement about the new reality 
of and in the church.49 In the church, i.e. amongst those who are baptized (v.27), 
who are sons of God (v.26), who are in Christ (v.26,28) and belong to him (v.29) 
the polarities of v.28 are abolished. This observation is crucial since it prevents us 
from too quickly politicizing v.28 by transforming it directly into a social-ethical 
concept for the whole world.50 But of course, if the church conforms to v.28, i.e. if 
44 Cf. the commentaries and e.g. Mell, Schopfung, 306f; Schnelle, Gottesgerechtigkeit, 58f. 
45 Mell, SchOpfung, 306f. 
46 Ebeling, Gal, 2i37; cf. also Betz, Gal, 189; Harnisch, 'Einiibung,' 284. 
47 We have already discovered the peculiar relationship between the inclusive Christ event, faith and· 
baptism (cf. above § 6). Therefore, we need not recapitulate the whole topic here. However, we 
should always keep in mind that baptism must not be understood as an anthropological completion of 
the Christ event. The inclusive Christ event needs no completion and baptism is 'only' the performati-
ve proclamation of that event upon those to be baptized. 
48 Cf. v.26: 'through faith in Christ Jesus'; v.27: 'baptized into Christ ... clothed with Christ'; v.28: 'one 
in Christ Jesus'; v.29: 'belong to Christ'. 
49 With Rengstorf, 'Mann,' 10; cf. Schnelle, Gerechtigkeit, 61 who also emphasizes that the sets of po-
larities in v.2i3 must not be understood as a revolutionary or utopian program. Rather, they aim at 
'reale Veranderung innerhalb der Gemeinde' (emphases original). 
50 In the light of this, the tendency of Betz' interpretation of the second set of opposites ('neither slave 
nor free') 'as a declaration of the abolishment of the social institution of slavery' (Gal, 193ft) seems 
quite problematic to us. Rengstorf, 'Mann,' 11 justly emphasizes that Gal 3.28 'ist ( ... ) theologischer, 
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it refuses to recognize those distinctions, such a refusal would in itself be a sub-
versive activity against a society that upholds those old distinctions. M~reover, 
together with the church as a whole each single Christian has become a new crea· 
tion in Christ, i.e. each single Christian is called to conform to this new reality in 
daily conduct. But the Christian does not only live in the church but primarily in · 
the world. That means, the Christian reality is not just locked in the ghetto of the 
church but it presses into realization in the world. 51 But the Christian reality of Gal 
3.28 can never be used as a social or political program for a non-Christian world. 
For our purpose here, we need not struggle with the question whether or not 
v.28 is an element of a pre-Pauline tradition.52 What can be said at any rate is that 
Paul, forced by the judaizing opposition in Galatia, 'in dem Satze Gal. 3,28 mit 
groBer Wahrsch~inlichkeit eine denkbar scharfe Abgrenzung der Christenheit von 
ihrem jiidischen Mutterboden vollzogen hat.'53 If this is so, we presume, then it 
should be possible to find a Jewish pendant to the three sets of opposites in v.28. 
And that pendant can be found! In t.Ber. 7.18, a daily prayer for Jewish men, the 
male Jew thanks God that he was not made a Gentile, or a slave or a woman.54 
This thanksgiving formula expresses belief that birth is constitutive for a 
relationship to God. 'Kurz: zum Juden wird man nicht am 8.Tage gemacht, son-
dern geboren.'55 So, for the Jewish man who prays this prayer the soteriological 
nicht soziologischer oder gar sozialreformerischer Art.' 
51 This is indicated e.g. in 2Cor 5.16 where Paul says that after his conversion he no longer knows any-
body (not only the Christians!) according to fleshly standards. For him as a Christian the old classifi-
cations of the world have lost their validity - even in his relation to non-Christians. Cf. Kii.semann, 
'Anthropologie,' 58: 'Die kirchliche Gemeinschaft mag uns Mut, Ausri.istung und Richtung fur das je-
weils Vordringliche geben. Unsere Sendung wird von ihr weder begriindet noch begrenzt. Sie durch-
st6Bt den Kirchenraum ebenso wie jedes andre Lager und folgt ihrem Herro ins Niemandsland zwi-
schen den Fronten, urn in die Versohnung zu rufen.' 
52 On that question see e.g. Betz, Gal, 19lff; Bruce, Gal, 187f; Meeks, 'Image,' 165-208; Mell, Schop-
fung, 310ff; Stuhlmacher, 'Erwagungen,' 3f. 
53 Rengstorf, 'Mann,' 11. This view is confirmed by the anti-judaizing thrust of the whole letter and 
particularly by the parallel in 6.15 where the frrst part ('neither circumcision nor uncircumcision') is 
an unmistakable spearhead against the judaizing opponents. 
54 This threefold formula can be traced back as far as 150 AD (R. Judah b. Elai or R. Me'ir, cf. 
b.Men. 43b). 'Uberall erscheint sie indes ausdriicklich als in Geltung stehende Anweisung. Demge-
maB wird sie iiberall nicht bloB als traditionell bezeichnet, sondem auch halachisch praktiziert' 
(Rengstorf, 'Mann,' 11 n.7; cf. the evidence cited there). Moreover, we can say with Bruce, Gal, 187 
(cf. also Rengstorf, 'Mann,' 13t): 'The formula may be even earlier, for it seems to have been 
modelled on a Greek formula going back. as far as Thales (6th century BC), who is reported by 
Hermippus to have said that there were three things for which he was grateful to fortune: that he was 
born a human being and not a beast, a man and not a woman, a Greek and not a barbarian 
(Diog.Laert., Vit.Phil. 1.33).' In the light of this we may conclude with considerable certainty that Gal 
3.28 can be understood legitimately in the light of t.Ber. 7.18 (so with Mell, SchOpfung, 312 n.132 
against e.g. Betz, Gal, 184f n.26). 
55 Mell, SchOpfung, 313. 
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privilege of the Jewish nation and the inferiority of women and slaves are based on 
a theology of creation. For him both are irrefutable rules of God's creation. In this 
view, which probably was held by Paul's opponents, 'Schopfungsgnade und 
EIWahlungsheil'56 fall into one. Therefore, if Paul really wants to deny and to 
refute the soteriological privilege of the Jewish nation, he has to argue creation-
theologically. And this is exactly what he does. He contrasts the old creation with 
its old order (soteriological privilege of Jews; inferiority of women, non-Jews or 
slaves) with a new creation with a new order that replaces the old. The charac-
teristics of the new order are: soteriological equality of all mankind, whether Jews 
or Gentiles; abolition of any inferiority of women, slaves or non-Jews. In the new 
creation God's grace in Christ applies to all mankind creating one community, not 
many. Thus 'there can no longer be barriers separating otherwise disparate 
groups.'57 This is the new reality of those and for those who already are 
participants in God's new creation in Christ. And this is precisely what the op-
ponents would deny. So, Gal3.28 as well as 6.15 can best be understood as a heavy 
attack of Paul launched against his opponents and their theological identity. And 
as such it fits perfectly well into the thrust of the entire letter. 
But now, what does Paul mean when he formulates 1) 'neither Jew nor 
Greek,' 2) 'neither slave nor free,' 3) 'neither male and female'? 
Ad 1) The gulf between Jews and Gentiles has been abolished in Christ. Jew 
and Greek (=Gentile) stand side by side. No one is superior or inferior to the 
other any more. The Gentile need not become a Jew in order to be saved. Despite 
difficulties - this is the reality in which the church lives and to which it is ought to 
conform. For this reason Paul sharply opposes the proselytizing activity of his op-
ponents as irreconcilable with that new reality. And for the same reason Paul op-
posed Peter's hypocrisy in Antioch (cf. Gal2.11-14). Peter has had table fellowship 
with Gentiles, thus living in conformity to the new barrierless reality. But then he 
drew back because he was afraid of the Jews and in doing so he actually rebuilt the 
barriers between Jews and Gentiles. That behaviour provoked Paul's relentless 
critique. The gulf between Jews and Gentiles is done away with. So, how can one 
possibly lead a Christian life as though that gulf is still a reality? Decisive is, there-
fore, not only to know or to be set free by the truth of the gospel but to act in line 
with it (2.14).58 The Christian church does not know any soteriological or ethpic 
56 Ibid., 314 (bold original). 
:n Cousar, Gal, 85. 
58 Kasemann, 'Anthropologie,' 52f: 'Gegenwfutige Erlosung liillt sich nur behaupten, wenn einzelne 
Menschen, in sichtbarer Gemeinde zusammengefaBt, sie in ihrer Leiblichkeit anstoBig und glaubwiir-
dig vertreten und mit ihrer Existenz klarmachen, welchen Sachzwangen sie nicht mehr letztlich unter-
liegen. Heil, das nicht in gelebter Jiingerschaft sich bekundet, wird zum religiosen Postulat und zur 
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superiority or inferiority and it has to conform to that knowledge in its conduct. 
Hence, the Antioch incident makes unmistakably clear 1) how important ethical 
conduct for Paul is, 2) that ethics for Paul is always an urgent call back to the roots 
of the Christian existence, the new creation in Christ. 59 Ethics does not create this 
new reality but the new reality creates a new ethics.60 
Ad 2) 'The social inferiority of slaves was marked enough in Jewish society, 
but still more so in Mediterranean society generally and most of all in Roman 
law.'61 Therefore, the proclamation of the abolition of the inferiority of slaves and 
the superiority of free people as a present reality62 in the church must have had a 
revolutionary sound for the society in NT times. This proclamation could even 
raise hopes for many slaves, particularly if that abolition could be seen in the 
church as already realized. But we have to note that Paul never attacks the institu-
tion of slavery as such head-on, but he denies its validity within the space of the 
church. A slave who becomes a Christian is not called to fight for freedom 
although if (s)he can gain freedom (s)he should do so (1Cor 7.21)63 - but within the 
__, church 'ist der Sklave kein Sklave, und die Freiheit des Freien unterliegt bier 
einem anderen MaBstab als dem seines Standes.'64 'For he who was a slave when 
he was called by the Lord is the Lord's freedman; similarly, he who was a free man 
when he was called is Christ's slave' (1Cor 7.22). Slaves and free people are equal-
ly one in Christ. They all have one and the same Lord. And the one lordship of 
Christ does not admit any other lordship, e.g. the lordship of some people over 
others in the church, not even the lordship of Christians over non-Christians. 'The 
lordship of Christ declares all other claims to lordship illegitimate. God does not 
call us to be lords over our neighbors; only Jesus Christ is Lord.'65 Under this 
lordship we are all entitled to enjoy equal rank with one another. 'This could 
mean, for example, that someone who was a slave in the outside world might be 
entrusted with the spiritual leadership in the church, and if the owner of the slave 
unverstiindlichen Ideologie.' 
59 Cf. Merk, Handeln, 235 who points out that salvation is always the presupposition of ethics. 
60 Scroggs, 'Existence,' 130: 'Knowing how to act is the result, not the cause, of being.' 
61 Bruce, Gal, 188. 
62 There is certainly a 'long tradition of social criticism against the institution of slavery in the Helleni-
stic world (Sophists, Cynics, Jews).' (Betz, Gal, 193; cf. the material he presents on pp.193-94).But to 
simply declare the abolition of the differentiation between slave and free a present reality can hardly 
be paralled with such social criticism. 
63 However, reading through this passage we have to ask whether Paul's commendation to remain in 
one's plight is not simply given in the view of the imminent parousia ( cf. 1Cor 7.26). So, 1Cor 7.21 re-
mains a little ambiguous (cf. also Cousar, Gal, 86). 
64 Ebeling, Gal, 294. 
65 Duff, 'Apocalyptic,' 284. 
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was a member of the same church, he would submit to that spiritual leadership. 
There is sufficient evidence that this was not merely a theoretical possibility.'66 An 
outstanding example is Onesimus, the runaway slave, whom Paul sent back to 
Philemon, 'no longer as a slave, as a dear brother. He is very dear to me but even 
dearer to you, both as a man and as a brother in the Lord' (Phlm 16; italics F.B.). 
The church obviously provided a setting in which the barrier betwen slave and free 
has been torn down and the Christians are to conform to that new reality. 
Ad 3) The ancient society was far away from giving equal rights to men and 
women.67 Women are regarded as inferior to men. In t.Ber. 7.18 we could already 
see that in Judaism this inferiority has a creation-theological foundation. But, as 
Paul emphasizes, in the new creation and thus in the church this inferiority has 
been abolished through a new creative act of God in Christ.68 'Hier findet eine im-
mer und vorwiegend sexuelle Bewertung der geschlechtlichen Differenziertheit 
von Mann und Frau, die den im Verhaltnis beider aktiven Mann nicht weniger er-
niedrigt als die Frau, ebenso ihr Ende wie die Verachtung der Frau als Frau in ei-
ner mannlich bestimmten Welt und Gesellschaft. Es geht allerdings nicht urn 
Emanzipation der Frau nun auf Kosten des Mannes, sondern urn die Sicherung ih-
rer Wiirde als Geschopf Gottes, in der sie zwar nicht gleichartig, wohl aber gleich-
wertig vor Gott und in der von ihm so neugeordneten menschlichen Gemeinschaft 
steht.'69 
If we look at Paul himself, we can see that this abolition is not just a desirable 
theory. In 1Cor 11.11-12 he affirms an equal interdependence between women 
and men and Phil 4.2-3 gives the impression that Paul worked side by side with 
women 'in the cause of the gospel' ( 4.3). Moreover, when he mentions women by 
name he never does it in a patronizing way ( cf. Rom 16). On the contrary! In Rom 
16.3 he greets the couple Priscilla and Aquila naming Priscilla firstP0 And if we 
find that Paul makes any differentiations between men and women, they are only 
practical measures for the sake of order within the church. They are never dif-
ferentiations for their own sake.71 At any rate, one thing is clear: Gal 3.28 is the 
66 Bruce, Gal, 188f. 
67 This applies to Judaism as well as to the Hellenistic or Roman world, cf. e.g. Strack/Billerbeck, III, 
557-563;610-613; Rengstorf, 'Mann,' 11-16. 
68 That this abolition is regarded as a creative act of God is indicated by the form of our statement, 
oux EVt apm:v xal. ~fjA.u, which echoes Gen 1.27: apcrEV xal. ~fjA.u EltOtT}OEV auwuc;;. 
(J) Rengstorf, 'Mann,' 22. 
70 With good reason Rengstorf, 'Mann,' 16 writes: 'Das alles will nicht zuletzt deshalb sorgfii.ltig be-
achtet werden, weil man Paulus eine besondere, betont freundliche Stellung zur Frau gerade nicht 
wird nachsagen konnen.' 
71 Ibid., 17. 
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basic theological principle about the new relationship of equality between men 
and women in the church. 'If any restrictions on it are found elsewhere in the 
Pauline corpus, as in 1 Cor. 14:34f. ( ... )or 1 Tim. 2:11f., they are to be understood 
in relation to Gal. 3:28, and not vice versa.'72 
We may conclude now: The unity Paul 'declares is not one, in the first in-
stance, in which ethnic, social, and sexual differences vanish, but one in which the 
barriers, the hostility, the chauvinism, and the sense of superiority and inferiority 
between respective categories are destroyed. Being in Christ does not do away 
with Jew or Greek, male or female, even slave or free, but it makes these dif-
ferences before God irrelevant'73 - and thus irrelevant in the church. Despite dif-
ficulties (cf. 1Cor 11.2-16; 14.34£; Gal2.11-14; Phlm 16) those classifications areal-
ready overcome in the church; their abolition is a present reality and for Paul it is 
crucial that the Christians conform to that reality in their conduct. The new reality 
necessarily calls forth a conformable ethical conduct. 'Thus in the midst of a 
society which lives according to Old Age distinctions, the Church provides 
'pockets' of a new life.'74 And this new life according to a new reality in itself func-
tions as a social critical potential on even a revolutionary scale within society up to 
the present day. Not just in the sense that the church as a new society functions as 
a stumbling-stone for the old society, but also in the sense that each single 
Christian lives in conformity to the new reality in Christ - in the church and in the 
world. And wherever a church with its members lives in conformity to Gal 3.28 
(and thus to 6.15!) in the midst of a society which upholds those old classifications 
it will cause and have trouble and conflict. On the other hand, wherever a church 
falls back to conform again to the old world distinctions it will loose its critical 
power; moreover, it actively denies the new reality in Christ. Such a church which 
adapts to worldly standards is a living self-contradiction, a living hypocrisy against 
which Paul set himself (Gal2.11-14) as if he had foreseen that this would be one of 
the basic problems of the church in the future. 
72 Bruce, Gal, 190. 
73 Cousar, Gal, 86; cf. Bruce, Gal, 189: 'It is not their distinctiveness, but their inequality of religious 
role, that is abolished "in Christ Jesus".' 
74 Duff, 'Apocalyptic,' 2537. 
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§ 8) Summary and conclusion 
1. Both xatvi) xticn<;;-passages occur in a polemical context where Paul has to 
struggle with Jewish Christian missionaries. In the case of 2Cor those missionaries 
were undermining Paul's authority as apostle so that Paul finds himself compelled 
to defend his apostolate. In Gal they attacked Paul's gospel of the cross by 
proclaiming their own different gospel of circumcision, law-obedience and cross. 
Both attacks hit the nerve of Paul's theology and forced the apostle to clarify his 
position and to deepen his theological argument. So, his statements about the 
xat vi) xticn<;; can be called theological Spitzensiitze which concisely express the 
heart of Paul's theology. However, as we saw, the term xatvi) xticn<;; is not of 
Pauline origin. Rather, it appears to be a 'vorpaulinischer Konsensbegriff fri.ihjiidi-
scher Eschatologie fiir das Gottes Initiative vorbehaltene iiberwaitigend-
wundervolle futurische Endheil'75 which is rooted in the theology of Deutero-
Isaiah, particularly in Isa 43.16-21 (cf. 2Cor 5.17b!). This abstract idea of xatvi) 
xticn<;; is not predetermined one-sidedly in early Judaism and therefore it is open 
for a new interpretation. Paul's new interpretation, however, must have sounded 
provokingly in his opponents' ears: he regarded and proclaimed xat vi) xticrt<;; as a 
present and an anthropological reality which is, as we saw, without analogy in 
Judaism. For Paul Deutero-Isaiah's prophecy is already fulfilled in Christ. The 
great new Exodus, the liberation from the slavery of sin, has already been taken 
place in Christ. The new creation with its new dominion and its new soteriological 
and social order has already come to be! With this interpretation of xat vi) xticrt<;; 
Paul undermines the theological position of his opponents decisively. 
2. We have recognized the strong influence of Deutero-Isaiah on Paul's con-
ception of xatvi) xticrt<;;. But what can be said about xatvi) xticrt<;; in its concrete 
Pauline setting? As our study has shown, the conception of xatvi) xticrv;; in 
Pauline theology is primarily and essentially of christological and soteriological na-
ture.76 The xat vi) xticnc; has been inaugurated in and through the eschatological 
Christ event at the cross. In Christ on the cross the old soteriological distinction of 
humanity into Jews and Gentiles has been overcome. These distinctions have no 
place any more in the xat vi) xticrtc;. The xat vi) xticnc; in Christ has established a 
new order of soteriological equality in which 'neither circumcision nor uncircumci-
sion avails anything' (Gal 6.15). Moreover, for Paul the xaLVi) xticrtc; is the crea-
tion of Christ's love since the cross is the ultimate manifestation of Christ's love. 
75 Mell, SchOpfung, 257. 
76 This is convincingly proved by Mell's study cf. e.g. his summary, SchOpfung, 394-397. 
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This love is not love for its own sake but it has an object: humanity. Christ's love 
for us led him to give his life for us as inclusive representative for all. 'One died for 
all, therefore all died' (2Cor 5.14). And since the Christ event has no end in itself 
the xatv~ xticw;; does not either: it is a creation for all humanity right from the 
beginning. 
3. Although the emphasis does not lie on this aspect xatv~ xticn~ in Paul has 
also a cosmological dimension n in so far as the Christ event has implications on a 
cosmic scale. In Christ's death and resurrection the powers of the old world, sin 
and death, have been ultimately put to death. On the cross the count-down for the 
destruction, or better the liberation, of the old world has been set - irrevocably. 
The cross is the eschatological turn of the ages which set up a new reality, a new 
realm with a new Lord. The whole human and non-human world with its history is 
not the same since the Christ event. It moves toward the revelation of the sons of 
God (Rom 8.19). Hence, the Christ event, and with it the xatv~ xticnc; in Christ, 
has also future implications and consequences. But with Schneider we have to 
notice that this future and ultimate manifestation of God's saving power is not ex-
plicitly called xatv~ xticnc;.78 But it is implied and as such it cannot be ignored. 
4. Paul, however, uses xatv~ xticnc; in a pronounced present-anthropological 
sense.79 The non-human creation 'waits in eager expectation for the sons of God 
to be revealed' (Rom 8.19). That means, the children of God are already, i.e. in 
the present, children of God. They will only be revealed in the future. They are al-
ready called, or even more, they are already a xat v~ xticnc;. It is only against the 
background of Christ's death and resurrection as inclusive representative for all 
that Paul can use xatv~ xticrt~ in this anthropological sense: 'If anyone is included 
in the Christ event, (s)he herself/ himself has become a new creation' (2Cor 5.17), 
i.e. (s)he shares the new reality that has been established in Christ. For those who 
are in Christ, i.e. for those who have been made participants of the xatv~ xticrtc; 
through the proclamation of the gospel of the inclusive Christ event, through faith 
and baptism and through the power of the Spirit - for those the old world with its 
soteriological and social standards has . died. They participate in the life of the 
77 Pioneering as Mell's study may be, it is a decisive weakness of it that this cosmological dimension is, 
as it were, under-exposed. 
78 
'Idee,' 268. 
79 This is the correct conclusion of Mell, e.g. Schiipfung, 394-397. On the other hand, we cannot fully 
confirm Aymer's interpretation of xatv~ X"Ctatc; (Understanding, 181) as an anthropological and 
equally as a cosmological conception. Kat v~ X"Ctatc; is no explicit cosmological conception in Paul. In-
stead, it seems more appropriate to us to speak of cosmological implications or of a cosmological di-
mension of XatV~ X"Ctatc;. The same critique applies to Aymer's interpretation of xatv~ X"Ctatc; as a 
present and equally as a future reality. 
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risen Lord (Gal 2.20) and they live this new life in the new realm and under the 
new dominion of Christ. Being participants in the new creation they are no longer 
ruled by the power of sin and death and their rebellion against God is overcome: 
they are reconciled to God since Christ was made sin for them in order that they 
may become God's righteous ones. Therefore they live in a restored relationship80 · 
to God which is characterized by peace and mercy.81 
But it is not just that the individual is called a new creation in Christ. In the 
course of our study we came to the conclusion that Kat vi} Kticn~ must also be un-
derstood ecclesiologically: what counts is neither to belong to the Jewish nation nor 
to belong to the Gentiles but to belong to the one new humanity of the >eatvi) 
Kticrt~ in Christ (Gal 6.15; 3.28) -the church. Both sides of >eatvi} Kticrt~, the in-
dividual and the ecclesiological, must be held together. 
5. As to the question of ethical implications of Katvi) Kticrtc; we came to a 
positive answer. We first recognized that Christ's love on the cross does not only 
give us a new status but it also transforms us, making us lovers of Christ and this 
will be expressed in our daily conduct (Gal 5.6). So Christian ethics stands under 
the sign of love which is not self-seeking but which lives for Christ (2Cor 5.25) and 
for one another (2Cor 5.13). Love is the measuring rod of the new life in the new 
creation. 
Moreover, we have seen that Christ himself is the subject of the ethical con-
duct within the >eat vi} Kticrt~. Because the new life of the Christians is the life of 
the risen Christ Paul can even say that it is Christ himself who lives his, Paul's life. 
So, even with regard to his actions the believers expect everything from Christ.82 
Therefore, Paul can say about himself, 'daB seine Leiden geschehen, damit wir 
nicht auf uns selbst vertrauen, sondem auf Gott, der die Toten lebendig macht 
(2Kor 1,9). Deshalb hat der Apostel Wohlgefallen an Schwachheiten, Millhandlun-
gen, Noten, Verfolgungen und Angsten urn Christi willen (2Kor 12,10). Deshalb 
rilhmt er sich seiner Schwachheit, damit Christi Kraft in 1hm wohne (2Kor 12,9). 
Der fiir die christliche Ethik konstitutive Zug nach unten ist also ein hoffnungsvol-
ler Zug. Denn wer diesem Zug folgt, iiberantwortet sich weder der eigenen Kraft 
80 Cf. also Mell, SchOpfung, 396. 
81 In the light of this Schneider's interpretation of xmv~ x-rii::n~ as moral-religious renewal is too nar-
row. The new reality of the xm v~ XTiat~ iii Christ gives its participants a new existence, a new being, 
and the moral-religious renewal is just a consequence of this new existence. Stuhlmacher, therefore, 
speaks of the ontological character of xm v~ XTi.at~. This interpretation tends in the right direction 
although we would rather be cautious in using philosophical terminology to describe a Pauline pheno-
menon. There is already plenty of terminological confusion within NT scholarship. For a critique of 
Stuhlmacher's proleptic interpretation of xmv~ xtiat~ see§ 4 n.179. 
82 Cf. Jiinge~ 'Erwagungen,' 388. 
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noch der anderer Menschen, sondern Gottes Kraft. In solcher Oberantwortung un-
terscheidet sich der Christ von der Welt und soli er sich penetrant von ihr unter-
scheiden (Rom 12,2). So ist sein ganzes Tun ''verniinftiger Gottesdienst" (Rom 
12,1).'83 
Finally, we realized that the ethical implications of Katv~ Kticrv; could be des-
cribed more concrete as a reordering of social relationships. 'Living in the new 
creation involves finding a way of regarding people differently than in the old or-
der, where race, nationality, sex, economics, and the like provide categories by 
which individuals and groups are valued. It means no longer "using" people as an 
occasion for selfish boasting. Instead, they become recipients of a service offered 
in love, neighbors to be cared for, those for whom God's mercy is freely given.'84 A 
church which lives according to this new standard will be a critical potential in a 
society that upholds the old worlds distinctions. But apparently this is one of the 
basic problems of our churches today. Where are the churches who live in con-
formity to the reality which created them? Where are the churches which would 
function as critical potential in our modern society? What we need today is, 
however, not an ethical appeal but the call back to the new reality that created the 
church and in which the church has its life- the new creation in Christ Jesus. 
83 lbib., 388. 
84 Cousar, Gal, 156. 
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